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INTRODUCTION

Matthew Hall
Chairman, Conference Steering Committee

The principle objective of the Salmon Towards 2000 conference was to capture the enthusiasm of the salmon angler,
and to transfer this vitality into an issues and solution solving forum that will meet all reasonable angler expectations
for the next ten years. This was a grand goal, which obviously has ongoing implications for fisheries managers.

The Conference programme was structured so as to isolate the major elements that influence the production of the
species. The idea was to look at management options and resolutions which were needed not only for species survival,
but also to provide something for the table.

The Conference Committee spent many hours debating the content of the programme, which was arranged to give
fisheries managers some basic lead for future planning. The programme contained a blend of informed speakers and
open debate, and required the completion of both formal and informal questionnaires. The conference was advertised
throughout New Zealand, and known keen salmon anglers were also sent registration forms. The venue chosen was

the Members Stand at the Addington Raceway, and the high quality of these facilities ensured the comfort of all
participants.

A basic registration fee of $20 was charged to all participants. This covered the cost of hall hire, stationery,
advertising, and general establishment costs. The Conference was sponsored by MAF Fisheries Freshwater Centre,
Fish and Game Councils, and Electricorp.
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The assistance of the following pers¡ons is acknowledged:

Professor Colin Townsend (Zoology Department, University of Otago) - after-dinner speaker
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Peter Shutt (transcript)
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26 October 1990

Ofhce of the Minister of Fisheries
Parliament Buildings
V/ellington

SALMON TOWARDS 2OOO

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to convey to your conference the aims of the present Government concerning
the salmon resource and the salmon fishery. I would like to have been able to be here today, but unfortunately am
unable to due to things beyond my control - the election.

The present Government clarified its policy on salmon when it introduced the salmon exclusion zone around Banks
Peninsula three years ago. This policy recognises salmon as a recreational species with commercial activity limited
to aquaculture. The exclusion zone was introduced to reduce the capture of salmon at sea because the catch levels
were such that the recreational fishery could not be sustained.

Protection of the salmon resource for the angler remains the paramount objective of salmon management. I am
opposed to any means whereby commercial fishing vessels can target for salmon at sea. f am aware, however, that
some salmon inevitably will be caught as incidental by-catch and it seems reasonable that these should be landed and
disposed of by some means.

I therefore favour the present system under which commercial fishers must pay a levy of $4 a kilogram on all by-catch
salmon landed. This levy removes the incentive to target fish and, coupled with the exclusion zon" 

"rouod 
Banks

Peninsula, has led to a reduction in the catching of salmon at sea.

I am aware that the previous high levels of by-catch have seriously affected the salmon stocks. The present returns
to rivers are predominantly hatchery fish, with a serious drop in the numbers of wild fish returning over the past two
seasons.

Continued enhancement of the fishery will be necessary over the next few years if we are to maintain the resource.
I am prepared to consider an approach by the Fish and Game Councils about assistance with enhancement but suggest
that this must be considered on at least a dollar for dollar basis with anglers meeting half the costs, either from licence
revenue or through a special levy on salmon angling licences.

I also want to comment on the Glenariffe Salmon Research Station, which has been carrying out research on the
salmon fishery in its 25 years of operation salmon resource. Although the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries will
continue to operate the facility, the funding arrangements for research are undergoing a period of change.

Some research on the salmon resource is now funded through the Ministry of Research, Science and Technology. I
urge the Fish and Game Councils to consider what funding they should provide for salmon research, given that the
information gained is used to manage and conserve a fishery for which you are responsible.

I wish you well for the conference.

The Hon. Ken Shirley
Minister of Fisheries

Freshwater Fisheries Centre



26 October 1990

Electorate Office
Timaru

MESSAGE TO I\E\ry ZEALAND FISH AND GAME COTJNCIL'S CONFERENCE

I welcome the opportunity to send a message to your conference and regret I am unable to personally attend, but other
matters occupy my attention today.

It goes without saying that you people recognise the importance of salmon to the recreational fishery and the very
substantial domestic and international tourism that attaches to it. The decline in catch of natural salmon is a matter
of substantial concern. V/ith the quantities of smolt that are being released by the salmon farming industry and by the
recreational support groups, we should reasonably be able to expect a major increase in the return of mature fish to
our rivers.

The fact that this is not happening has not been satisfactorily explained by any of the reasons given to date. I am
convinced that a much greater effort is required in putting together research that will identiff accurately what the
problem is and clearly define for us the merins by which the problem can be resolved.

If I were Minister of Fisheries it would be my intent to bring together all of the interest groups, the recreationalists,
the environmentalists, the commercial fishing people, as well as the scientists and the Ministry, to address the problems
of the fishery and provide in depth advice on the management of those fisheries.

In my opinion it is only through the process that shares this knowledge, experience, and expertise, in a spirit of co-
operation and consensus, that we will indeed be able to surmount the problems that currently surround fisheries
management.

I wish you well for a successfrrl conference and I look forward to hearing the results of your deliberations.

Maurice McTigue MP
National Party Spokesman on Fisheries

f,'reshwater Fisheries Centre



The Critical State of the Salmon Fishery
Malcolm Bell
"The Complete Angler", Chrístchurch

Today's conference is very important. In fact, it is
probably overdue. I intend to present to you today my
perspective on the salmon fishery as I see it from an
enthusiast's point of view. For me angling is both a
sport and a business, but the sport came before the
business. I am involved in retailing salmon tackle in
Christchurch but I share a love of fishing with most
clients that come into see me.

Why should we have a conference? The thing which
has perturbed me for so long has been the rapid decline
in salmon numbers. Five or six years ago we were all
on a high. At last, we thought, the salmon fishery has
come to a point where we can have a tremendous future
with it. It was going to be the "be all and end all" of
fishing and really put the east coast of the South Island
on the map. I can remember going along to club nights
at the Canterbury Anglers' Club hearing about how
marvellous it was going to be to have all these salmon
released into the sea, and how there won't be room
enough to put them in your freezer. That was only a
very few short years ago. Now when I look back on
those five or six years, I see a dramatic decline in the
salmon available to the aveÍage angler, and that
concerns me greatly. Where have they gone? Why has
the decline been so incredibly rapid? Surely it is time
for us to take stock.

I believe that this conference must be very much
solution oriented. If it is not solution oriented then we
are wasting our time. Each day during the salmon
season we have debates in our shop with anglers about
this very problem. Where have they gone? And most
of the debate centres around very negative comment.
The diff,rculty with negative comment is that it destroys
and we all lose heart and we think that nothing is
achievable. In actual fact, it is far from the case. I
believe that by constant pressure we will get change and
I am very pleased to hear in the Ministerial addresses
that we have had today, a change of heart coming
through in the political system. We are a voice and we
want to be heard. We must tell the managers of the
fisheries, as anglers, that they must do something about
the situation as it stands. We require that action will
follow from this conference.

I would like to look at the value of the salmon fishery.
From my own point of view salmon fishing has
contributed a lot to Dê, in fact all fishing has
contributed a lot to me. I can remember as quite a

young fellow going out to the Waimakariri River with
my father and my brother and spinning for salmon. I
had hopelessly inadequate gear but that didn't matter
because I was out there doing what I loved to do and
that was to be out-of-doors casting a line. I don't think
I even caught very many trout, in fact I might only have
had one or two in my life at that stage. And I can
remember the time the first salmon hit. It was right at
my feet, I can remember it well, in fact I can still see
it now when I close my eyes because it was so
important to me. It was a big moment in my life. And
due to gear failure and ineptitude and all the other
things that come with youth and exuberance it snapped
the line. But I was severely hooked for life, from that
point onwards.

As time progressed I spent more time learning about
more sophisticated techniques, tying better knots, using
better gear. In the last five or six years, in particular, I
have spent a lot of time getting involved with surf
salmon fishing, which is my particular love. I have
also spent time up rivers, fishing the Rakaia River, and
also the Hurunui River mouth, which I have loved for
a long, long, time. And I can remember great days in
the Hurunui when we had a salmon run there. I don't
know how many of you have been there, but it is a
beautiful spot down the mouth. When you roll up there
and the sea is flat and you can see right into it, blue as

blue, and cast away and see the salmon porpoising out
at sea, it is a great feeling. There is nothing like the
fever when one or two salmon start coming in and you
know that they are about and on the take.

It is amazing stuff, it is great firn, it is what drives me
to do it. It is very addictive. Incredibly addictive. My
wife can't understand why I would want to leave a
perfectly warm bed at three o'clock in the morning,
drive all that way, just to come home absolutely
thrashed out at the end of the day. Unfortunately she
still expects me to do the lawns! But that's part of the
addiction and delight of salmon fishing to me. They
were good old days and it saddens me greatly that I
have continued to fish the Hurunui River off and on
over the last few years and the run has all but dried up.
Very few fish passed through that river mouth last year.
Dare I say it, I thiDk even fewer will come through this
year. A sad state of affairs. But it shouldn't be that
way, it is too good a river to have that happening to it,
and of late I have been frequenting the Rangitata River
giving Matthew Hall and one or two others a bit of a
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hard time trying to vie for space on the mouth of the
river there. It seems to be a bit of an anomaly, as we
actually had a reasonable nrn there last year.

But overall the fishing has gone downhill very, very
badly. One March day, I remember going in a jet boat
from the main road bridge in the Rakaia right down to
the mouth. The river had cleared for one or two days,
and was just a perfect colour, yet I would have hardly
seen fifteen people there at that time of year. Go back
five years before that, and there wouldn't have been
standing room on the holes.

Something of my philosophy of salmon fishing is that I
enjoy the freedom from stress of being out there. I like
the challenge of it, and most of you who are anglers
will relate to what I am saying. There is a challenge
with the fish, there is a challenge with the tackle, there
is a challenge to tie better knots, and there is a
challenge to yourself to do things in a better way. And
of course one of the great things about salmon fishing
for me is the comradeship. I am quite gregarious when
it comes to that. It is frrnny - I trout fish almost in
isolation, but when I salmon fish I don't mind the
crowds. I enjoy walking up to someone I haven't seen
for awhile and saying "Gidday, how are you going?"
It gives you time for a yarn. And that is important -
that is part of the philosophy of salmon fishing to me.
I think that the swapping of lies afterwards probably is
more of a highlight than that. And I am interested in
photography - I take pictures of what is happening and
I look through those albums and it gets me inspired. In
fact I am in a bit ofan enviable positionbecause, being
involved with the retail trade, servicing salmon anglers
so much through a day, I can get quite hyped up by the
end of the week. I am quite unbearable to live with as

far as my wife is concerned because instead of thinking
of doing those things with the family on the weekend I
am probably turning my thoughts more towards how I
can build up those credit points and have another go at
the salmon. Salmon fishing is like that. That is the
nature of salmon fishing. That is great.

And it means a lot to other people as well. I guess
there are all classes of people. There are the fanatics,
and I would almost class myself in that sort of level.
There are the enthusiasts. There are those who do it
for a social reason, and those who are just occasional.
And the occasional ones sometimes get themselves
worked right up about it and get themselves up to the
level of total addiction and fanaticism. It is great to be
lost in a sport like that. But if the salmon aren't there,
why bother? If they are not there we are not going to
get new converts. We get into a tenible vicious circle
where there are not enough people out there buying the
licences, the funding goes down, the salmon seem to

go. What can we do about it? It is totally unacceptable
as it stands at the moment.

Just to let you know how much of an experience salmon
fishing is I have relaæd a story which was told to me by
one of my friends. It concerns a fanatical salmon
fisherman, who really enjoyed the experience very
much. He enjoyed it so much he wanted his wife to
come along and also share in this experience, because
she didn't quite understand what it was that drove him
out to the river at odd hours, doing odd things. At the
appointed time, this gentleman took his wife down to
the mouth of the Rakaia River when the salmon were
actually on the job, and he put her on the best spot
possible. She rigged up and cast out a line and she was
fishing for a while and sure enough she hooked her first
salmon. And duly played it proficiently, brought it to
the side and put it up on the bank and there it sat

gleaming and fresh as salmon do. And my friend was
totally overjoyed by this. In fact he looked up at his
wife and said, "How was it for you?" And
unfortunately for her it was only the water and fish that
moved, it wasn't the earth. You can't convert
everybody but certainly that is part of the salmon
fishing enjoyment.

The other thing about it is that we here, in New
Zealand, take for granted what we have. How much
would you pay to fish for salmon in England? How
would you like to have an air fare to Alaska because
that was the only salmon that we could find? I deal
with a lot of people from overseas who come in on a
trip around the country, and also from people who bave
emigrated to New Zaland. One of the overwhelming
things, one of the overwhelming driving things that has

brought them here, has been the quality of life which
we take for granted. But this preserve of salmon
fishing which is not kept for the rich but is everybody's
equal heritage has gone downhill. People come to us
and say "How lucky you are, you don't realise what
you have got here" and most Kiwis don't. It has been
there so long that they take it for granted. But it's
going, and unless we take action it will be gone. It is
a bit like the state of the trout fishery in our local area
here. Only a few years ago 30 O00 trout used to pass

through the trap on the Selwyn River, and now you are
lucky if you get three or four hundred go through it.
And yet it all just slides by, we are apathetic about it,
and nothing happens.

This is why this conference is so important. We have
got to bring out the solutions and change it all around.
It is totally unacceptable to have it die. We are fools to
ourselves if we let it die. Overseas, millions of dollars
have been poured into restoring salmon habitat, or
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building an artificial salmon habitat. Well, we have got
one here and all it requires is good management.

From a regional viewpoint the salmon fishery is very
important to us. It makes the South Island of New
Zæland, unique because nowhere else in the southern
hemisphere does such a fishery exist. It is great to have
because it drags people in who are prepared to spend
money in our country. It is not only me that prospers,
but it is everybody else who is involved down the
chain. It is the people who sell the jet boats and the
motor bikes. It is the people who put up the
accommodation, arrange the travel. On and on it goes.
Even the oil companies do very well out of it and they
need it, we all know it!

It is important to Canterbury. We need salmon fishing,
and we need it to survive, and to survive well. We
must isolate the issues of this conference. There is no
point in bitching about what has been. There is no
point ploughing the old ground, it is not going to bring
out any more new seeds. We have got to go out with
vision. We have got find where the fish are or what is
taking them. We have got to recti$ the situation. We
have got to look, obviously, at the issue of bycatch.
We have got to look at the political implications of it.
We have got to look at it being a long-term thing,
unfortunately, and getting it right because, if we took
action today to put thousands or millions of smolt into
our rivers, it is going to take three years before we can
start analysing the results. So we have to be a wee bit
patient. And that is hard, as I am not a patient person.
When I go out and do anything I like to see results
now. I am a motivated sort of person. I like to see
things happen, but we have got to be realistic and we
have got to give it our best shot.

We have got to find out where the blame may lie. In
fact I would suspect that it is probably a whole heap of
factors. It may be the trawlers, or even the anglers -
how about that? Maybe it is the greenhouse effect.
Maybe it is the droughts, maybe it is poor spawning,
maybe it is poor survival at sea. We want you from
this conference to have that information shared so that
you come away from this conference better informed
and know more about what is going on. It is important
for those who are skilled to put their necks on the line
and say what really is going on. Somewhere along the
line some of us have got to make some difficult
decisions, and I know that it is easy for us to cover our
tails in these situations. If you are involved in a
political or scientific organisation, what you say might
be discredited, but it is the salmon fishery that is at
heart here, and I want to see it survive. I want to see
that fishery thrive.

We must change our attitudes. There is no point in
being defeatist about it. I have lots of people come into
my shop and say, "I am not going to buy a licence this
year, there are no salmon there" . And they just give up
and they probably go out and chase a little white ball
around eighteen holes. Well I don't blame them for
doing that if there are not going to be any salmon, but
at least give it your best shot. In actual fact it is quite
strange really, because most fishermen by definition
have to be optimistic. Why bother going out if you
didn't expect to catch something? And people have said
to me "Well fishing isn't catching the fish, it is just
being there". Well you can only take so much of just
being there. I know of people who have spent six or
eight hours flogging a de¿d piece of water with a Z-
spinner and a rod in the hope that maybe one will come
through. Surely we should give those people a chance
of at least having a few returning back to the spawning
grounds.

I think it is very important that we keep to the point of
how to enhance the salmon fisheries through this
conference. It is important we don't get caught up
chasing red herrings or going off at a tangent. We have
got to sort the wood from the trees here, because if we
don't we are just going to waste a lot of time. lVe have
very important things to do, and tomorrow it is going to
be important that you all come back and bring all these
suggestions and all the information into a big think
tank. Look at the wealth of knowledge we have got
sitting out there in that audience. I look at it from up
here and I see all the ideas and the energy that can be
put into salmon fishing from you out there. The good
thing is that you have turned up to this conference.
Many have not. But you are obviously interested to
that degree, and I say "good on you for coming",
because if the salmon fishery fails and you didn't turn
up then you have no-one but yourself to blame. I said
that to many people, but we had difficulty trying to get
people to come along to this conference. It amazes me,
because it is so critical and important for us, and the
whole fishery is based on this.

One of the things we must be very carefi¡l of, in the
longer term, is the river bank telegraph. I hear all sorts
of stories come walking into my shop, particularly on
Monday mornings when people have had a long chat
over the weekend. And I think it is important for us to
be able to separate fact from fiction. There are all sorts
of funny stories that come up.

How big an impact do the trawlers really have? I hear
of hundreds of tons being brought in through some
devious port ranging from basically Kaitaia in the north
to Bluff in the south. How true is that? I want to
know. The managers who are looking at that area, we
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rvould like you to tell us. How big is the trawlers'
impact in comparison to anything else which is out
there? We want your guesses. If you don't know, let
us know, but give us some educated guesses. You are
more educated than we are, and we want to hear about
it. How about the size of the declared trawler catch
compared to what you think is really going on out
there? How about sticking your necks out on the block
and letting us know what the figrrres are, or at least
giving us an idea if you don't know. We want to know
if it is tnre that trawlers trans-ship salmon to other
vessels at sea so that they can land them in another port
or another country, if the need be. Is that possible?
What can we do about them if they are the main
problem? lVhere are our alternatives, where do they
lie, what should we do, and what should we be aiming
tbr?

Are commercial farms like Tentburn detrimental or
beneficial to the salmon fishery? Where have the wild
salmon gone? Do hatcheries breed small fish? I hear
this one a lot. That hatcheriqs are after tiny little racing
sardines because it makes more money. It doesn't
sound like sense to me, but that is one of the river bank
telegraph things that goes along. We want to know if
that is the case. Do you want big ones or do you want
wee ones? Tell us, and when we hear the answer let us
stick to the answer. Do hatcheries attract fish from
other rivers by releasing scents into the water? That got
a lot of publicity a couple of years ago, that some
hatchery was putting in scent to attract all the Rakaia
fish. Is that possible? Does it work? And are all the
Rakaia fish straying up the Tentburn hatchery stream
and none going the other way? lVe want to know that.

How about the climate? Is this changing climate
affecting the way that salmon behave? Is the fact that
our rivers are lower more often, and warmer more
often, detrimental to the survival of the salmon stocks?
How about the survival at sea? Is it true that low
volumes of food out there are going to detrimentally
affect the return of salmon? I want to know those
things.

What about the need for irrigation, the extraction of
water? Is there enough water for the salmon to return
into? What can $¡e do about that? Perhaps we should
all convert over to harbour fisherie,s. I am really
pleased to see the success of the Dunedin harbour
fishery. But I guess I am a bit of a traditionalist being
from this neck of the woods. I don't think I would like
to spend all my time fishing for salmon off a wharf. I
would enjoy doing it, I am sure. But having had what
I have had in terms of quality of fishing in the good old
days, I don't think I want to spend all my time fishing

offa wharf in Lyttelton Harbour, for a salmon fishery.
But is that going to be our only viable alternative?

What about money? How important a part does that
play? Are we going to play a numbers game here, that
the more fish that we put out there, the more are going
to come back, therefore the better off we are going to
be. Who is going to buy the fish? Who will raise
them for us? Should the trawlers pay if they are
catching them accidentally as a by-catch and being
levied $4? Do we put the levy up to $6 and take
another couple of dollars to put towards something
which they are really, in lots of ways, pirating?
Unfortunately, fisheries management in this country
doesn't have a good track record. Should we pay?

Would you be prepared to pay more for your licence if
you knew that money was going directly somewhere to
make it better for you? How much should a fishing
licence cost? What should it be? Is $49 acceptable or
unacceptable? Is it too high, too low? Do you get
value for money? Do we need a separate licence for
salmon and trout?

In conclusion I would like to say this. There is a

challenge out there to all you people. Everyone, the
scientists, the managers, the anglers, speakers, and
listeners alike, needs to find these solutions. The more
things we tackle the better it gets. You know, when we
are fishing the thing that separates the guy that catches
a lot of salmon from not many salmon is this. They do
more and more of the little things right. They do little
things like use sharp hooks, clean gear, fine line,
quality tackle, and put them in the right place more
often than those who don't catch as many. All those
little things add up together to make a whole, and it is
the same with our salmon fishery. We must do a
number of things, rather than blaming one particular
area, and start looking at solutions in all sorts of areas.
The more areas that we can find solutions to, the more
inputs we can put in, and the better it is going to be for
salmon in the long run. This conference is going to be
changing the course of salmon fishing to the year 2000.
It is billed as being that and it really is, because we
have got a time delay before anything can come
through.

I-et's sift out the things we can change today from the
things that we can't. We must make the decisions that
need to be made today, and work towards solutions
which can be immediately implemented so that we can
get this fishery back on the road.
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The Role of the MAF Fisheries Freshwater
Fisheries Centre
Peter Todd
Freshwater Físheries Centre, MAF Fisheries

In my presentation this morning, the first of several
talks by MAF Fisheries Freshwater staff, I will first set
the scene by explaining what the role of MAF Fisheries
and the Freshwater Fisherie.s Centre is in relation to
salmon. I will spell out what our statutory and
management responsibilities are, and what we do not
have responsibility for. I then want to explain what our
role is in relation to research and management, how this
fits in with the new Fish and Game Council structure,
and the theme of this weekend's conference, "Salmon
Towards 2000'. Finally, I will talk about our role in
earning money from salmon, a topic that has caused a
lot of controversy amongst anglers, and discuss what we
see as the major problems confronting the salmon
resource at present.

There seems to be some confr¡sion amongst anglers, and
even amongst some councillors, as to what MAF
Fisheries and the Freshwater Fisheries Centre is
responsible for as regards salmon, and what we are not
responsible for.

MAF Fisheries and the Freshwater Fisheries
Centre's Responsibilities

o The Freshwater Fßheries Centre ß responsíblefor
research on salmon in fresh water to mcet the
needs of conservatìon and management.

The Freshwater Fisheries Centre is recognised as being
the centre ofexpertise for freshwater fisheries research
in New Zealatd. We have natio¡al responsibilities for
research, and undefake investigations on native fish,
salmon and trout, and other introduced fish. The
salmon research is based at the Glenariffe Salmon
Research Station on the upper Rakaia River and we now
have 26 years of data on the annual returns of salmon
into the Glenariffe Stream. This long-term database,
coupled with data from other rivers, is an invaluable
resource for present and future research on salmon in
New Ze¿land.

The most important research topics at present are the
status of salmon stocks, the ratio of wild to hatchery
fish, and, most importantly, what is happening to the
returns of wild fish. Wild fish returns have shown a
dramatic decline over the past two seasons and this

needs urgent investigation and monitoring to determine
what is happening. The state of the wild fishery will be
dealt with in more detail by the next speaker.

. MAF Fßheries ß responsible for the licensing of
salmonfarms in martne andftesh water.

This responsibility is quite straight forward, and is not
an areå ofany great controversy at present, so I will not
deal any frrrther with it here.

a Research, conservation, and managemcnt of
salmon at sea.

MAF Fisheries is responsible for the management of
salmon at sea, and this is the area that causes the most
controversy amongst anglers.

Before I go any further, I should briefly explain
something about the internal organisation of MAF
Fisheries that relates to the division between marine and
freshwater. MAF Fisheries is divided into a research
component and an operations component. Research in
turn is fr¡rther divided into marine research (based in
Wellinglon) and freshwater fisheries research based at
the Freshwater Fisheries Centre here in Christchurch.
It is our responsibility to conduct research on salmon in
freshwater and in the marine environment. Actual
management of the catching of salmon at sea, and the
policing of such activity, is the responsibility of the
operations side of MAF Fisheries. For the Canterbury
area, this is the responsibility of MAF Fisheries South
based in Dunedin, with an office in Christchurch. The
setting of policy for managing salmon at sea is
determined by the MAF Fisheries Board and the Senior
Fisheries Management Committee of MAF Fisheries.
The Freshwater Fisheries Centre has had considerable
input into developing the present management plan for
salmon at sea. Further details on the salmon at sea
issue will be given by a later speaker.

Research on salmon at sea, and research on salmon
stocks in fresh water, are the most important areas of
research currently being undertaken on the salmon
resource.

I would now like to explain those aspects of the salmon
fishery for which MAF Fishe¡ies and the Freshwater
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Fisheries Centre are not responsible. Perhaps the most
important of these is:

a Managemcnt of the salmonresource andftshery in

fresh water.

Although MAF Fisheries is responsible for salmon at
sea, management of salmon in fresh water is the
responsibility of the Fish and Game Councils.

. Enhancemcnt of the recreational sabrcnfuhery.

This is the responsibility of the Fish and Game Councils
if they wish to raise the money from anglers to pay for
enhancement.

Hatchery Releases and Enhancement

A major point to remember at this stage is that the
recreational fishery is presently reliant on hatchery
returns to sustain the fishery. At present, about 90% of
the salmon returning to fresh water are of hatchery
origin. Without the operation of both the Glenariffe
Salmon Research Station and the New Zealand Salmon
Company's Tentburn salmon farm, the recreational
fishery over the past two seasons would have been
almost non-existent.

Another major point about enhanc.,ement is that it must
be properly evaluated. Planting ova is effective to a
very small degree, but releasing smolt at 45 g is the
most effective merins of enhancing the fishery. As will
be explained by a later speaker, we succeeded in
substantially increasing the returns of fish to our
Glenariffe Salmon Research Station in the early to
mid 1980s.

To properly evaluate the effectiveness of smolt releases,
a proportion must be tagged. It is too expensive to tag
all hatchery fish, but a certain proportion must be
tagged to give a statistically valid result. A minimum
of IO% of fish released should be lag5ed, but we would
prefer to see 2O% tzgged so that there are enough
tagged fish returning for anglers to have a better chance
of seeing a tagged hatchery fish. Anglers must be fully
aware that if they catch a tagged fish, they should hand
in the head so that the tag can be removed. If anglers
do not hand in any tagged fish they catoh, they are
depriving their own fishery of the infomation that is
essential to manage it. A second point to remember is
that not all hatchery fish are tagged. Therefore if you
catch a salmon that is not tagged, this doe.s not mean
that it is a wild fish. The chances are 9:1 that the fish
you caught last season (if you were lucky enough to
catch one) was a hatchery salmon. Further inforrration

on this question of differentiating hatchery from wild
salmon will be given by the next speaker.

Research and Funding

Contrary to some angler opinion, the Glenariffe Salmon

Research Station and salmon research are ñrnded and
run by the Government. Although the angler research
levy is used to help fund freshwater fisheries research,
there is presently no direct angler ñrnding of Glenariffe
for salmon research.

The way science research is being funded in this
country is undergoing a massive change at present,

since the recent establishment of the Ministry of
Research, Science and Technology. The way salmon

research is funded is no exception, and I take this
opportunity to explain to you how salmon research is

ñ¡nded and by whom. I think this is a topic of the
utmost importance for the well-being of the salmon

resource and salmon fishery. Good research and data

are essential for conserving and managing the salmon

resource into the next century.

A consequence to you, as anglers, and to the Fish and
Game Councils, of the recent changes to science

funding is that money from MAF Fisherie.s that was

used for salmon research in fresh water and for
aquaculture research has been transferred to the
Ministry of Research, Science and Technology. We are

now required to bid for that money to continue with the
research. I do not consider that this process is a threat
or a backward step for research, but it is important for
you to know who pays for the research on salmon.
While we would hope to continue to secure firnding
from the Ministry of Research, Science and Technology
for salmon research, it is increasingly important for you
as anglers, and for the Fish and Game Councils, to

consider what research you might fund to meet the
needs of managing the salmon fishery.

Revenue Generation

The fact that MAF Fisherie.s Freshwater Fisheries
Centre, through the operation of the Glenariffe and
Silverstream fish hatcheries, eams money from the sale

of salmon eggs and smolts is a concern for some
anglers. We make no apology for the fact that some of
our operation is commercial. What \ te are doing is by
Government directive. It is not a matter of choice. Iüe
are charged with eaming some of our budget from the

sale of salmon products and serryices, or by securing
more research funding. Until recently, the latter has

not been an alternative, although the new funding
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regime for science may enable us to obtain more
funding for research and hence lessen our dependence
on the sale of salmon products.

The income that we obtain from the sale of salmon eggs
and smolts is derived from stripping hatchery fish
returning to Glenariffe and Silverstream. Wild salmon
are not used.

By using its hatchery facilities, the Freshwater Fisheries
Centre is able to enhance the fishery by releasing
salmon for research and broodstock purposes. The
enhancement from such releases is limited, but
additional enhancement can be achieved by angler
firnding of releases. Over the past two years, the South
Island Council of Acclimatisation Societies has funded
the release of 600 00O salmon from Glenariffe, as well
as transfers to the Rangitata and Waimakariri Rivers.

The Glenariffe Salmon Research Station is capable of
rearing fish for enhancement releases ifthe anglers and
Fish and Game Councils are able to pay for them. This
has to be your decision, based on yourjudgement ofthe
cost effectiveness and the need for enhancement
releases. In addition to our research function, we would
like to run Glenariffe to its maximum capacity so that
MAF Fisheries and the angler derive maximum benefit
from the facility. Without angler support in the future
for both research and enhancement, Glenariffe will not
be fully utilised.

Our Role - Where do we Fit?

I have spoken of what we are responsible for and what
we are not responsible for. I have discussed our
research role and the realities of income generation.
But you may still be wondering where we fit exactly.
Perhaps this can be best explained by a diagram
(Fig. 1), which divides the salmon resource into a

THE SALMON
.-t-

RESOURCE

Commercial

& Game

Management
recreat¡onal

Councils:

of the
f ishery

Salmon farming:

Ocean ranch¡ng

Pond rear¡ng

Conservation

Wild and hatchery
stocks

Sea cages

Hatchery stocks

'\ 
-'-.------ 

-¿

Recreational

FIGLIRE 1. The responsibilities of MAF Fisheries in relation to other groups involved with managing the salmon
resource.
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commercial section (salmon farming) and a recreational
section - the latter being the responsibility of the Fish
and Game Councils. The Freshwater Fisheries Centre
sits between or astride both sections, somewhat as the
meat in the sandwich.

The people involved in salmon research, like you the
angler, feel very strongly about salmon and the resource
they work with. For us scientists and technicians it is
not a 9 - 5 job, but work of commitment and
dedication.

Problem Solving

The original title of this session was "Problem Solving
- MAF Fisheries Freshwater Centre". I can present you
with some of the problems as we see them, but finding
solutions will require some work.

The three major problems to be investigated and/or
solved are:

a Research on salmon stocl<s

The major areas of investigation here are the decline in
wild stocks and the relationship between hatchery and
wild stocks. Will the returns of wild salmon recover in
the next few seasons, as they have in the past? Are the
past two seasons' returns part of the natural variation
we have seen in the past, complicated by the salmon
by-catch? What is the relationship between hatchery
and wild salmon? At present we do not believe that
wild salmon are being affected by hatchery releases. In
fact it can be considered that hatchery releases are only
making up for the losses to the salmon resource that
have occurred over the last 50 odd years through hydro
dam construction and irrigation abstraction. I would
point out that the salmon resource along the east coast
ofthe South Island has probably been halved over the
past 50 years through loss of habitat, which has been a
gradual process of attrition. The decline in numbers of
wild fish returning over the past two seasons shows that
r,¡/e are dealing with a natural resource that is small, and
perhaps more wlnerable than we had imagined.

. Salmon by-catch

There is a clear need to continually monitor and control
the catching of salmon at sea, and how this is affecting
returns to fresh water. The high level of by-catch
seriously affected returns to fresh water in 1987 and
1988. The reported level of by-catch has dropped
significantly, down from a high of 68 tonnes in
1985/86, to 15 and 11 tonnes, respectively, for the past
two seasons.

o Enhancement

This is what I call the great debate. Given that%)To of
the present fishery is composed of hatchery fish, what
is the need for enhancement and for how long?

There seem to be three schools of thought amongst
anglers and Fish and Game Council representatives.
The three schools are something like this:

a short-term enhancement is required until wild
stocks recover enough to sustain the fishery;

a long-term enhancement is required to meet the

demands of the recreational fishery, regardless of
the state of the wild stocks. In this case, hatchery

releases complement wild stocks and help to
provide for a more consistent fishery;

a long-term enhancement should not be considered.
The exploitation rate (both by anglers and the
salmon by-catch) should be controlled so that the

wild stocks can sustain the fishery without the
need for enhancement.

In my opinion there is clearly a need for enhancement
in the short term while the status of the salmon stock is

investigated. Clearly, without a commitment to
enhancement in the short term, there will be no fishery
to manage. The big question is how enhancement is to
be funded. Should it be through an angler levy or from
existing licence fees?

The Freshwater Fisheries Centre is committed to

research for the conservation and management of
salmon for the recreational fishery. In this we have
exactly the same goal as the angler and the Fish and
Game Councils. I feel that we have maintained an

excellent relationship with the past managers of the
fishery, and I hope that we will continue in this role
with the new Fish and Game Councils.

I hope that the questions I have raised about research

and enhancement will receive a lot of debate during this
conference.
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The State of the Wild Salmon Fishery
ñ[alcolm Flain
FreshwaÍer Flsheries Centre, MAF Flsheries

Introduction

The life history of a salmon can be read by examining
the pattern of rings (or circulí) laid down on its scales.
In this way, we can determine the age, growth, and
early life history with considerable accuracy (Flain and
Glova 1988). I have been reading scales from chinook
salmon since establishment of the Glenariffe salmon trap
in the headwaters of the Rakaia River in 1965, and have
previously published an analysis of the run of wild fish
to Glenariffe for the years 1965 to 1978 (Flain 1982).

As a result of their artificial feeding and growth,
hatchery-reared salmon show a different and readily
identifiable central pattern (or nucleus) of circuli from
that of most wild fish. At present, scale reading is the
only reliable way to distinguish wild from hatchery fish,
and therefore to monitor the state of the wild run.

Samples of scales are routinely taken from fish
returning to Glenariffe Stream. Additional samples are
collected from anglers fishing the Rakaia River, and
several other important salmon rivers along the east
coast of the South Island. We also have collected
samples from spent carcases on spawning grounds, and
from trawler catches.

All scales are examined independently by two readers.
To avoid being influenced by any pre-conceived ideas
about an individual fish, my own readings were done
without access to any information on the length, sex,
etc. of the fish. The other reader (Fred Lucas, who has

been working with scales for over 10 years), had access
to this information after he had read and measured each
scale. We then confer, and the small number of
samples where we could not agree are rejected. These
are mostly damaged or unreadable scales.

Scale Types

Most New Zealand chinook salmon of wild origin show
one of two first-year growth patterns, distinguished by
differences in the scale nucleus. One pattern, known as

a "stream nucleus", is composed of closely spaced
circuli, indicating slow growth in fresh water (Fig. 1).
The other common pattern shows some closely-spaced
rings, corresponding to a period of slow freshwater
growth, followed by more widely spaced rings to the
first annual check, indicating faster growth in saline

FIGURE 1. An example of a "stream" nucleus, with
the first annual check indicated by an atrow.
(Magnification 70x.)

water (Fig. 2). This type is known as an "intermediate
nucleus ".

Hatchery-reared fish characteristically have a very
regular nucleus, much larger than a stream nucleus but
smaller than an intermediate nucleus. The circuli are
more evenly spaced, and appear fine and regular. This
creates an artificial appe¿rrance to the nucleus, so that it
stands out from the rest of the scale (Fig. 3).

Measuring the spacing of the rings clearly separates out
the three types of nucleus, but is time consuming.
Neither photos nor descriptions can ensure correct
identification, especially for the untrained eye, and the
most effective technique is the experience accumulated
from regular scale readings. By looking at several
scales from one fish, the scale reader builds an image of
a representative scale from that fish. Patterns also
emerge through examination of a sample of common
origin. Scale reading is a bit like growing old - you
have to learn it by doing it.
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River Year Source

TABLE 2. Percentage composition of "wild" fish
from the Rakaia and other east coast rivers.

Although anglers have continued to catch fish, this has
been due to a substantial and increasing contribution
from hatcheries. What this means for the angler is that
during 1990, nine out ofevery ten fish caught from the
Rakaia River were of hatchery origin. The proportion
of wild fish has been higher in most other salmon
rivers, but these fisheries also are showing an increasing
proportion of hatchery fish.

Several reasons for this situation have been put forward.
The most widely-held belief amongst anglers is that the
freeing-up of legislation to allow the sale of salmon,
coupled with an improvement in commercial fishing
technology, have provided the means and the incentive
to increase the commercial catch of salmon. Whatever
the reason, the result is a cause for major concern. It
has promoted radical changes to the wild run in a very
short space of time, particularly over the last two years.
Very early results for the current (1990/91) season point
to a worsening situationr. This rate of change makes
the year 2OOO a very gloomy prospect for wild salmon
stocks. To help us to investigate these changes, we
urge all salmon anglers to assist us by collecting scale
samples from their catches, returning heads from coded-
wire tagged fish, and spreading the word as to why we
need these data.
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slze wild

Rakaia

Waimakariri

Rangitata

Orari/Opihi

Waitaki

1983 angler
1984 angler
1985 angler
1987 angler
1989 angler
1990 angler

1990 angler
1990 carcass recovery

1990 angler

1990 carcass recovery

1990 angler

T4I
326
258
119
r69
t79

47
347

7T

44

t7t

67
M
46
41,

18

10

30
36
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hatchery input also showed a low wild run contribution
during the last (1990) season. For example, wild
salmon accounted for 3O7o of the fish caught in the
Waimakariri, and only lLTo of those taken in the Orari
and Opihi Rivers (Table 2).

Finally, we have observed the same trend in scales
collected from trawler-caught salmon. The incidence of
wild salmon in these samples has fallen ftom 39Vo in
1986 to lITo in 1989, and 9% in 1990 (Table 3).

The Present and the Future

Because the continued liberation of hatchery fish has
masked the true picture, most anglers have been
unaware of the progressive decline in wild salmon runs.

TABLE 3. Percentage composition of "wild" fish in
the trawler catch, 1986-1990.

Year
Sample

size
7o

wild fish

1986

1987

1988

1989
1990

100

7t9
865
335
665

39
25
24
11

9
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Hatchery Releases and the Salmon Sports
Fishery
Martin Unwin
FreshwaÍer Flsheríes Centre, MAF Ftsheríes

Introduction

My topic for today concerns hatchery releases of
salmon, and the impacts these have had on the sports
fishery. Although hatcheries have now been part of the
salmon scene for well over a decade, there is still some
desire to hrrn the clock back to the "good old days" of
the 1970s. To some extent this attitude is
understandable, in view of the conflicting pressures

facing the fishery today. However, given that the
theme of this conference is "Salmon Towards 2000u, I
think it is far more appropriate to look forwards rather
than backwards, and to consider, as anglers, what sort
of fishery you want to have ten years from now.

What part should hatchery releases of salmon play in
the salmon fishery of 200O? From the two previous
speakers we have leamt that, for the last two seasons at
least, the sports fishery would have been virtually non-
existent without the contribution of hatchery-reared fish.
My purpose here is to look at how hatchery releases
have developed over the last ten years, and what this
has meant for the sports fishery. By giving you this
information, I hope that you will be better equipped to
make your own judgements as to how my question
should be answered.

It would, of course, be a mistake to think that this
question can be considered in isolation. The issue of
hatchery releases is very much tied up with the other
big issue currently facing the salmon fishery, namely
salmon catches at sea by commercial fishing vessels. I
will discuss the relationship between these two issues at
some lenglh, and, while I don't promise any answers,
I hope that my presentation will be helpful when these
topics are considered at tomorrow's open forum.

The Impact of Hatchery Releases

Hatchery releases of salmon have been associated with
at least three major changes in the salmon fishery. The
first, and perhaps most obvious, has been changes in the
numbers of salmon returning to fresh water. There
have been substantial increases in some nrns, most
notably in the Rakaia River during 1985, 1986, and
1987, when the annual return to Glenariffe Stream
exceeded 6000 fish, over three times the average. Other

impacts include the fishery which developed in the
lower Clutha River in the early 1980s following the
ICI/Wattie development project at KaÅtangatz, and a
host of small-scale fisheries which have develo@ in
rivers such as the Kaiapoi, at Okarito on the West
Coast, and, most recently, at Lyall Creek in Kaikoura.
While many of these fisheries have been transient, they
clearly demonstrate the potential for hatchery releases

to improve the sports fishery. And by far the most
spectacular example, of course, has been Otago
Harbour, where a highly successfirl fishery has been
created out of nothing.

A second change is the increased proportion ofhatchery
fish throughout the fishery, and the implications of this
in terms of what appears to be a decline in the absolute
numbers of wild (or naturally spawned) salmon
returning to fresh water. This point has been discussed
at length by the previous speaker and does not need to
be elaborated frrrther, except to emphasise that we have
real concerns about whether the present wild runs are

sufflrcient to sustain the recreational fishery.

Thirdly, there is little doubt that salmon have become
smaller in recent sear¡ons. Hatchery fish are generally
smaller than wild fish of the same age, and also tend to
contain a higher proportion of 2-year-old males, or
jacks. Many anglers have expressed concern about this,
and it is a common belief that hatchery stocks are
somehow "genetically" different to wild stocks, and that
there is a danger of a permanent decrease in fish size as

a result of "inter-breeding".

Clearly, there is a need to look in some detail at all
these changes, and what they mean for the sports
fishery. In discussing how salmon numbers have
changed, I wish to take a fairly broad perspective,
taking into account how the number of fish released

from the various hatcheries has evolved over the years.
This discussion is heavily based on coded-wire tag
return data, comprising a database of over 31 000
records. A key issue is the history of poor returns
which has developed over the last few seasons, and I
want to consider how we might understand this in
relation to salmon catches at sea and other factors.
Finally, I will look briefly at the size differences that
exist between wild and hatchery fish, what these are and

why they occur, and how they might be controlled
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and/or manipulated to the advantage of the sports
fishery.

The Development of Hatcheries

Prior to the development of experimental and
commercial ocean ranching hatcheries in the late 1970s,
salmon fl¡ns were entirely dependent on wild (i.e.,
naturally spawned) stocks. Surprisingly little is known
about the actual numbers of fish returning to the various
salmon rivers, but an assessment based on trapping
data, spawning surveys, and angler surveys (Unwin and
Todd 1990) suggests that in an "average" year, the total
number of salmon returning to rivers along the east
coast of the South Island would have numbered between
40 000 to 50 000 fish. As there was a general belief
that run numbers were limited by constraints in the
freshwater habitat, it was assumed that hatchery releases
could circumvent these constraints and increase returns
of salmon.

Although hatchery liberations from MAF's Silverstream
hatchery began in 1973 (Hardy 1989), the first
commercial ventures did not begin until 1977 (Fig. l).
These early programmes included the ICI/Wattie
releases on the Waitaki and Clutha Rivers, the former
South Pacific Salmon Company hatchery at Coleridge
(subsequently taken over by the N.Z. Salmon
Company), and a number of smaller, short-lived
venfures.

Releases from Glenariffe also began in 1977. This
period coincided with the introduction of coded-wire
tagging as a management tool (Unwin et aI. 1987),
making it possible to measure percentage returns
directly. There was a strong feeling of optimism about
the future of ocean-ranching, and I can well recall how
those of us involved with Glenariffe talked
enthusiastically of tripling the number of returning fish.

Between 1977 and 1983, these developments saw the
total number of salmon released from hatcheries
increase to between I and 2 million fish per annum
(Fig. 2a). Numbers rose sharply after the coastal
Tentburn hatchery began releasing fish in 1984, and
total releases have since ranged between about 5 and 6
million fish. For the 1988 brood year, Tentburn
accounted for 84% of the salmon released.

What have all these releases meant in terms of returning
fish? To date, an estimated 150 000 hatchery-reared
adult salmon have returned to fresh water, although this
figure is based solely on coded-wire tag recoveries and
is therefore likely to be conservative. Returns increased
rapidly from 1982 to 1986 (Fig. 2b), corresponding to

F'IGIIRE 1. Hatchery releases 1977-1988, by brood
year and release location. (Two separate
hatcheries have operated on the Waitaki River
during this period.)

releases from the 1981 to 1984 brood years. Between
1986 and 1989, annual returns fluctuated between about
15 000 and25 000 fish, although the 1990 season saw
a further increase (including a return of 27 OOO salmon
at Tentburn), to over 35 000 fish.

The impact of these returns on the sports fishery
amounts to an estimated 30 000 angler-caught salmon
over the period 1979 - 1990 (Fig. 2c). Again, this
figure is certain to be conservative, given that the rate
oftag recoveries from anglers is not thought to exceed
about 65% and may be as low as 5O%. The estimated
angler catch peaked at over 600O fish in 1985 but has
shown considerable annual variation since then,
averaging just over 4O00 fish. I should emphasise that
these figures include salmon caught as a result of the
Otago Harbour releases, which contributed significantly
to the totals for 1989 and 1990.

Given the concentration of releases on and around the
Rakaia River, it is hardly surprising that Rakaia anglers
have caught the largest share (30%) of the returns to
date. However, extensive straying to other catchments,
augmented by minor release programmes on rivers such

HATGHERY RELEASES 1977-1988

Glenar¡tfe

Coleridge

Blackiord

Rang¡lata
Wa¡tak¡

Wa¡tek¡

Otago Hbr

Ka¡tangata
Owaka

Kan¡€re

77 7879 80 81 82 83 84 8s 88 87 88

I t m¡[¡on fish
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TABLE 1. Estimated numbers of hatchery-reared
salmon caught by anglers 1979-t99O, based on

coded-wire tag recoveries.

Area/Catchment ]lr.¡üer of f ish f of totat
-TãiTãu Eiver

Kahutara River
llaiau River
Hurunui River
Ashtey River
lJaimakariri River
Avon River
Lyttetton Harbour
Tent Burn
Lake Coleridge
Rakaia River
Ashburton River
Rangitata River
Orari River
Opihi River
llaitaki River
Otago Harbour
Taieri River
Clutha River
Catlins River
Okarito River
Hokitika River
Taramakau River
Grey River

10
20

480
1600

40
4100

4
50

1300
220

9300
70

4900
&o
120

1070
4000

10
20ó0

30
70

200
50
20

< 0.1
< 0.t

1.6
5.3
0.1

13.5
< 0.1

0.2
4.3
0.7

30.ó
0.2

16.1
2.1
0.4
3.5

13.2
< 0.1

6.8
0.1
0.2
0.7
0.2

< 0.1

FIGIIRE 2. tlatchery releases of salmon by brood
year (a), total returns to fresh water by year of
return (b), and estimated numbers of hatchery
salmon taken by anglen (c).

as the Hurunui, Waimakariri, and Rangitata, has

ensured that the benefits to anglers have been rather
more\ilidely dist¡ibuted (Table 1). Over 4000 hatchery
salmon are estimated to have been caught by anglers

fishing the Waimakariri River, and nearly 5000 have

been taken from the Rangitata River. Equally

significant has been the contribution to some of the

minor fisheries such as the Waiau and Orari Rivers.
Hatchery-reared salmon have now been recorded in
virnrally all the South Island east coast salmon rivers, as

well as a few locations on the west coast.

In addition to augmenting already well-established
fisheries, hatchery releases have led to the development

of several new fisheries. In'Otago Harbour, anglers

have caught at least 4000 salmon over the last three

seasons, and I have already mentioned the fisheries
which developed after releases at Kaikoura and Okarito.
In an attempt to duplicate some of the Otago success,

we at MAF have, for the last two seasons, made trial
releases of tagged fish into Lyttelton Harbour, and are

hoping to see the first 3-year-old salmon return in 1991.

I hope that this has given you a better appreciation of
the contribution made by hatchery fish in recent

seasons. However, as Malcolm Flain has already told
you, their impact over the last two seâsons has been

even more dramatic, with hatchery fish accounting for
tp to frVo of the returns in some systems. While this
has apparently been associated with a decline in the

numbers of wild salmon, there also has been an equally
marked decrease in the survival of hatchery-reared fish
over the same period.

To explain this decline in more detail, I want now to
examine our findings for reû¡rns of tagged salmon to
Glenariffe. Although some of my data overlap slightly
with Malcolm's figures, I feel that this serves to
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emphasise how important Glenariffe is to us as a source
of scientific datå. It is the only hatchery that has been
in continuous operation since 19'17, znd provides
records of the annual spawning run into Glenariffe
Stream dating back to 1965.

Returns to Glenariffe

For those of you who are not familiar with the history
and operation of the Glenariffe Salmon Research Station
(Field-Dodgson and Galloway 1985), our involvement
with ocean ranching and hatchery release programmes
began in 1977, when 25 000 salmon fry caught in the
downstream trap were reared for a few months (in
plastic swimming pools), tagged, and released. The
first concrete mceways were constructed in 1978, and
the facility has expanded steadily over the years since.

When releases firstbegan, we followedthe conventional
wisdom of releasing small (typically 10 g) fish, or "90-
day smolts". We had no idea about what level of
returns to expect, although most of us would have
considered l% a reasonable target. The first
breakthrough came after an experimental release of
7000 yearling fish in August 1979, held over from the
1978 brood and released at a weight of 35 g. Over the
next three seiìsons these produced a 2.6% return. A
follow-up release of 18 700 fish weighing 46 g in
August 1981 produced a return of over 5%.

The need to explore systematically the relationship
between release date, weight, and percentage survival,
led to development of the "Time and Size at Release
Programme" (Unwin et al. 1989), which dominated
activities at Glenariffe through the mid 1980s. This
work clearly showed that weight at release was a key
factor in determining survival to maturity. Other things
being equal, an increase in release weight produces a
proportional incre¿se in survival. The effects ofrelease
date are more complex, and ate not yet fully
understood. There is some impact on survival and age
at maturity, and (rather mysteriously) a strong
connection with the tendency to stray. Another key
result, although not a particularly welcome one, was a
clear demonstration of the level of annual variability in
returns. The experiment ran for three seasons, in the
hope that some sort of "average" result could be
developed. In the event, all three seåsons produced
results that differed in key respects.

In terms of the numbers of fish that returned to
Glenariffe during this period, it's fair to say that the
results exceeded all expectations (Fig. 3). Total returns
from the 1981, L982, and 1983 broods were
spectacular, with an average survival of 3Vo for the

larger groups of fish (mostly around 30 g) from the
1982 brood. The 1985 run exceeded 7000 fish, easily
realising the original goal of tripling the average nrn of
arounci 2000 fish. Tag returns from anglers showed
that Glenariffe fish were abundant in the Rakaia,
Rangiøta, and Waimakariri Rivers. The following two
seasons (1986 and 1987) also saw runs of well over
6000 salmon. I-argely as a result of this work, it
became standard practice for all hatcheries to aim for
release weights of at least ,f0 g - 50 g.

Since 1987, however, there has been a substantial
decline in the number of hatchery fish returning to
Glenariffe. This is directly attributable to poor returns
from a succession of brood years, beginning with the
1984 brood and continuing through to at least the 1987
brood (Fig. 4). For fish weighing between 2O g and
6O g at release, returns fell to just over 0.5% for the
1984 brood, and to O.3Vo for the 1985 and 1986 broods.
Returns for the 1987 brood are incomplete, pending the
return of 4-year-old fish in 1991, but are unlikely to
exceed O.5%.

In terms of absolute numbers, this represents a
substantial decrease in returns to Glenariffe Strean. If
the 3% return levels resulting from the 1981 and 1982
brood year releases are a fair representation ofwhat can
be expected, then over 10 000 hatchery fish of
Glenariffe origin should have returned to spawn this
season. Even if the 3% is reduced to a more
conservative 27o, the retum should have been in the
vicinity of 700O fish. Given that the estimated hatchery
contribution this season was 2700 fish, which may have
included several hundred strays from Tentburn and
other hatcheries, a very rough estimate puts the shoffall
at anywhere between 5000 and 7000 fish.

Analysis of øg returns for releases from other
hatcheries over the last few seasons confirms that, with
the notable exception of Otago Harbour, returns of
0.37o - O.5% have been typical. Making the
assumption that an average retum of 2% - 3% should
have been achievable from the 1986 - 1988 releasqs of
around 5 million fish annually (Fig. 2a), present returns
of hatchery fish should be in the vicinity of 100 000 -
150 000. The returns shown in Fig. 2b fall short of
this figure by between 70 000 and l?-O 000 fish.

Obviously, these figures are highly speculative. A key
assumption is that the 2% - 3% survival for the 1981

and 1983 brood years can be applied realistically to
other seasons, rather than being an atypical figure to be
expected only in an unusually productive season. This
assumption seems rer¡sonable, particularly in view of the
high survival (4Vo - 9%) achieveÀ in Otago lIarbour
from releases in 1982, 1986, and 1987, but we need to
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FIGTIRE 3. Salmon returns to Glenariffe Stream, 1965-1990.
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hatchery salmou weighing 20 - û g at release,
1977-1987.

be mindful of the possibility that our original
expectations may not be sustainable in the long term.

Accepting, for the time being, a survival of 2% - 3% as

being realistic, the tag return data show clear evidence
of a recent decline in the survival of hatchery fish.
Coupled with a similar decline in the rehtrn of wild
salmon to fresh water, there is clearly a problem here
that demands an explanation. Moreover, since wild and
hatchery juveniles have very little in common during
their period in fresh water, the problem is likely to be
related to the marine environment.

Salmon at Sea - By-Catch or Bottleneck?

In seeking an explanation for the current poor returns,
the by-catch of salmon by commercial trawlers is
clearly a leading candidate. It is certainly a very
popular one, at least amongst anglers. After all,
trawlers can and do catch salmon, with reported
landings since 1984 being documented via the Licensed
Fish Receiver system. One of the most reliable pieces

of hard data we have concerning the by-catch is that the
reported landing of 68 tonnes in 1986/87 represented at
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least one third of the salmon expected to return that
season (Unwin a al. 1988).

Adopting a figure of 100 000 - 150 000 for the current
salmon "deficit" over the last season, we can explain
this completely by attributing the shortfall to an annual
catch at sea of500 - 700 tonnes, which has developed
since the regulations allowing for the landing and sale

of salmon were introduced in 1984. This idea is not
without its attractions, and may well be correct. At one
stroke, it explains the decline in survival of Glenariffe
hatchery fish, and the lower than expected returns to
Tentburn. It explains - or can readily be adjusted to
explain - the decline in wild stocks described by
Malcolm. For many people it is also satis$ing,
because it identifies a single cause for the decline in the
salmon fishery, and hence implies that there is a single
(and therefore simple) solution.

The major drawback of this explanation, however, is
that there is not one piece of documented evidence
which can explain how, when, where, or by whom, up
to 500 tonnes of salmon could have been landed and
disposed of annually over the last 3-4 seasons. On the
contrary, reported landings fell to around 15 tonnes in
1988/89, and 11 tonnes in 1989/90. While there has
been no shortage of nrmours concerning illegal sale and
disposal of salmon over and above these figures, none
of these rumours have been substantiated. Quantities of
up to 500 tonnes are so much greater than the reported
landings of salmon over the last few seasons that, if all
of the "missing" salmon are to be attributed to such
activity, there must have been illegal landings on a
substantial scale, involving large sections of the catching
and processing industry.

While I am quiæ prepared to believe that the reported
landings under-estimate the total number of salmon
caught at sea, I find it difficult to accept that illegal
activity on the scale required has occurred. Given the
number of people who would need to be involved, and
the level of organisation required to keep such
operations hidden, it seems implausible that no trace of
any such activity has been detected by MAF Fisheries
Compliance, despite the many rumours which have been
reported and investigated (as the next speaker will
describe). There is a real temptation for the by-catch to
become a sort of "black hole", which can be expanded
to whatever size is needed to explain the problem.

From the viewpoint of developing a scientific
understanding of the current decline in salmon stocks,
an explanation that relies solely on unreported by-catch
is less than satisfactory, and there is clearly a need to
examine some alternative possibilities. Once we have
formulated some competing ideas, we are in a position

to test which idea (or combination of ideas) bqst fits
what is observed. This is something of a challenge,
because it involves giving serious thought to ideas

which may conflict with what we would otherwise like
to believe.

Couldthe present low survival of wild and hatchery fish
simply be due to natural variation from year to year?

Although poor brood year survival in some seåsons can

be attributed to major flooding in the Rakaia River,
mush of the variation in the returns to Glenariffe
Stream over the last 25 years remains unexplained, and
appears essentially random. The present low returns
may be merely an extreme, but otherwise random,
fluctuation in the natural pattern of returns, although
this becomes increasingly unlikely as the succession of
poor returns continues. Nevertheless, we need to
remember that returns to Glenariffe have always been
highly variable, and that we must take this into account
when attempting to explain the present situation.

A second alternative involves going right back to our
original assumption that the wild population of around
50 000 salmon could be substantially augmented by
hatchery releases. In other words, we need to consider
the possibility that there is some limit to the carrying
capacity of the marine environment. This is not a new
idea (it was discussed over two years ago in an earlier
report on salmon at sea (Unwin et al. 1988)), and often
has been raised by commercial trawling interests as a
counter to the claim that the by-catch has been solely
responsible for the decline in returns.

If this idea were true, it would suggest that, far from
increasing the total salmon stock, the effect of increased
hatchery releases has simply been to replace the wild
stock with hatchery fish, without causing any increase
in absolute numbers. Although this possibility is not a
particularly welcome one, situations similar to this have
occurred already overseas. Those of you who attended
the 1980 Salmon Symposium may remember Dr Kees
Groot, then of the Pacific Biological Station at
Nanaimo, describing precisely this situation (albeit in a
lake-limited environment) where attempts to increase the
natural salmon stocks merely resulted in replacement of
the wild stock by hatchery fish.

Nevertheless, I find this a difficult idea to accept, for
reasons that were given in the 1988 report. Although
the quantity of salmon released from Tentburn and other
hatcheries has been large by comparison with the
existing salmon stock, it does not represent a large
biomass. The release of 5 million fish weighing æ g
each represents 300 tonnes of salmon, while a 2%
return of fish averaging 5 kg would represent a biomass
of 500 tonnes. We do not have a stock model which
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tells us exactly how the biomass of this stock varies
between release and return. However, given that the
progeny from any one brood year comprises an ever
decreasing number of ever larger fish, and that
mortality is likely to be highest during the first few
months after release, it is probable that at no time
would the biomass associated with any one brood year
significantly exceed 500 tonnes. Even when allowance
is made for the presence of up to three overlapping
brood years, it is difficult to see how the total biomass
could be much in excess of 1000 tonnes. By
comparison, the total biomass of all the commercial
marine species in the Canterbury Bight can be measured
in hundreds of thousands of tonnes, with an annual
variation of tens of thousands of tonnes. The extra
salmon biomass resulting from hatchery releases would
contribute less than 1% to the toøl.

Nevertheless, we certainly cannot rule out the
possibility that some sort of limiting effect might be
taking place within the marine environment. Our
knowledge of salmon at sea is at best patchy, and we
are almost totally ignorant about where salmon go
during their first year at sea, before they enter the
fishery as adults. If the sheltered bays and inlets
around Banks Peninsula provide significant rearing
habitat during this period, then the concept of a marine
"bottleneck" becomes more plausible.

Clearly, we are a long way from understanding the
extent to which wild and hatchery stocks of salmon are
interacting at sea, and the extent to which the by-catch
has affected both stocks. For those of us involved with
this aspect of MAF's salmon research, the challenge is
to explore these problems via the sort of alternatives I
have outlined, to the point where we can make an
informed decision as to the source of the malaise
affecting the salmon fishery today. Only then will we
be able to plan for, and achieve, the sort of salmon
fishery which will meet the needs of the anglers in the
year 2000.

Why are the Salmon Getting Smaller?

To conclude this presentation, I want to briefly examine
another aspect of the salmon fishery that has apparently
changed since the advent ofhatchery releases, and that
is the size of salmon caught by anglers. Malcolm Flain
has already emphasised the point that there is no way to
distinguish wild from hatchery fish on the basis of their
external appeÍrrance. Nevertheless, many anglers
remain adamant that they can, in fact, tell when they
have caught a hatchery fish. One of our staff, who was
recently arguing this point with an angler at Glenariffe,
eventually asked the angler: 'OK - what is the

difference between a wild salmon and a hatchery
salmon?" The answer came back: "About a kilogram".

The angler has a point. Hatchery salmon do tend to be
smaller than wild salmon, although the trend is by no
means absolute, and there have been plenty of hatchery
fish caught over the years which would not look out of
place in a trophy room. What is the difference in size
between wild and hatchery fish, and what can be done
about it?

The size of an adult fish depends on two interrelated
factors - the age at maturity, and the growth rate during
the first year of life. The effect of growth rate on size
at maturity has long been apparent from studies on wild
populations of salmon, based on the scale studies
described by Malcolm. Fish which, as juveniles, spent
only a few months in fresh water (and display an
intermediate nucleus) tend to be larger at any given age
than those which spent a full twelve months in fresh
water (as shown by a stream nucleus). This is because
growth in fresh water is much slower than growth at
sea, so that, after one year of life, fish which went to
sea early have had the benefit of up to nine months
accelerated growth (Table 2). The duration of
freshwater residence also affects the age at maturity
(Table 3). Fish which spend a full year in fresh water
tend to mature one year later than those which entered
the ocean during their first year of life. The largest
adult salmon are those few fish which remained in fresh
water for only a few months, but which do not mature
until age 4, after three full years at sea.

Where do hatchery fish fit into this scheme of things?
Because most hatcheries aim for release weights of at
least 4O-50 g, which are not usually achieved until

TABLE 2. Mean length and weight for wild salmon
in relation to age and life history type.

Intermediate nucteus
Length Lleight

Ase (rm) (Kg) ( tb¡

Stream nucteus
Length tJei ght
(mn) (Ks) ( tb)

? 592
3 798
4 847

2..95 6.5
6.53 14.4
7.99 17.6

1.32 2.9
5.67 12.5
8-47 18.ó

443

753
8ó8

TABLE 3. Age structure of wild salmon in relation to
life history type.

Nucteus type Ase 2 Age 5 Ase 4
I ntermedi ate
St ream

17.6%

3.8%

73.1% 9.4y.
66.3'A 29-9v"
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February or March at the earliest, the type of smolt
released has no direct counterpart in the wild. Instead,
they are released at a time of year, and at a size, which
falls midway between the two types of wild fish. In
general, however, they have been grown as rapidly as

conditions permit (to minimise food costs), so that they
tend to produce a high proportion of 2-year-olds, and
relatively few 4-year-olds. Indeed, the only hatchery
releases to produce significant numbers of 4-year-olds
are those from Glenariffe (Fig. 5), where growth rates

are slower tåan elsewhere owing to the cool temperature
of the stream water which feeds the hatchery. The flip
side to this, of course, is the tendency for percentåge
survival to increase with increasing release weight. In
other words, a release programme aimed at producing
the largest fish may not necessarily produce the greatest
numbers.

Given the possibility for trade-offs beween age at
return, size at return, and the total number of returning
fish, anglers need to clearly identiff what they expect
from hatchery releases. Although anglers have
benefitted considerably from hatchery releases to date,
most hatchery salmon caught have simply been a by-
product of release programmes dictated by economic or
experimental considerations. In future, release
programmes may well be aimed specifically at the
recreational angler. Should these be dasigned to yield

Glenariffe Coleridse Glutha 
*:n"i,

Ølgez flAges Ilsel

FIGIIRE 5. Age at return for hatchery fish released
at four different locations, based on coded-wire
tag returns.

a large number of small fish, a smaller number of large
fish, or some compromise between these two extremes?
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The Salmonts Critical Ocean Environment
Lindsay Dell
Notth Canterbury Físh and Game Councíl

Salmon spend roughly three quarters of their life cycle
in the ocean. Despiæ this, it is the least understood
part of that life cycle, and the most difficult to manage,
mainly because of the natural factors which are outside
the control of humans. Unlike rivers, we cannot affect
changes in the food chain on the environment, or on the
state of the habitat. The only thing we can influence is
the human factor, but more about that later.

ïhe theme of this conference is "Salmon Towards
2000". This means that, given the salmon's three-year
life cycle, we are only talking about three generations
of salmon until the turn of this century. Nature of
course dictates that if you lose one generetion of
salmon, or drastically reduce it, you could have years
of poor returns afterwards. So the impacts made on the
three generations we are discussing will affect salmon
runs into the 21st century.

It has been suggested that if a salmon lays 3000 eggs
only about 300 will survive as fry, and that of those 300
only about four or five will survive to be adults. Only
two or three of these will return to spawn. When
salmon smolt first enter the ocean they are at their most
vulnerable from predation, and it is believed that the
largest amount of predation occurs in the first few
weeks. As they grow, they are at the mercy of the
ocean currents which deliver food such as krill and
sprats.

A major factor in the success of the New Zealand
salmon run is the sub-antarctic current which washes the
east coast of the South Island. If nature changes that
ourrent it can have a good or bad effect on successive
returns to the rivers. Temperature changes in this
current have been reported by commercial fishers, but
I do not believe that any research has been done in New
7,æland, on the effects of these changes. Changes of
one or two degrees are common, and they must have an
effect on the balance of the food chain. Likewise,
unseasonal changes, with late or early temperature
shifts, will affest all marine life.

Of course, one of the biggest impacts on the salmon
resource is human interference, and here there are
management options which can be followed. For years,
anglers cursed any fishing boat which passed across a
river mouth during the fishing season. They would

curse the boat and all who sailed in her in the belief that
tonnes of salmon were vanishing overseas. Here was
the enemy in action, they thought. It wasn't until MAF
produced data on the importance of the "hole" off
Banks Peninsula that they slowly realised that the fish
were being taken way before they even had a chance to
reach a river mouth. And it wasn't until 1987, when
large amounts of sea-caught salmon appeared in fish
shops, fish pack houses, and wharves, that anglers
realised that there v/ere a lot of salmon about but none
in the rivers.

With salmon available for sale but not for catching,
anglers got offtheir collective chuffs and let forth their
disapproval. This was a turning point, because, since
1983, the commercial sector had been given annual
concessions and we had what was in effect a full-blown
marine commercial salmon fishery. Talks with the
commercial fishers failed to reach a resolution and the
Minister of Fisheries stepped in with a package to
protect the salmon at sea. The small boats were
prohibited from fishing the river mouths, levy
conditions were placed on the sale of salmon, and, most
importantly, the boats which were taking the most
salmon were banned from fishing the area where most
salmon were caught.

What some boats had been doing was modi$ing their
gear to enhance the opportunities to catch salmon. A
good angler can do this, and so can a good skipper.
The boats taking most of the salmon off Banks
Peninsula at that time were comparatively large, being
ovet 23 metres in length, and at the time of the large
catches only about nine boats were involved. These
came from as far afield as Nelson and Timaru, and at
times the boat traffic in the "hole" must have been
heavy. Each trawl these boats makes lasts about three
hours and will cover about seven or eight mile,s of
ocean floor. The opening of the net is the thing to
consider. The net is on the bottom about 50-70 metres
down. The net opens to about l0 metres above this and
has an opening about 25 metres wide.

I find it somewhat embarrassing that some anglers still
take an unreasonable attitude to the fishing industry as

a whole, and look on the industry as a bunch of thieves
and pirates. Undoubtedly some behaved shockingly
towards the salmon resource, but they are just ordinary
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people who will take an opportunity to make a buck if
it presents itself. It is therefore up to MAF to draft
legislation to let these people do their job while
protecting the salmon resource. Some skippers and
companies are very co-operative in supplying MAF with
data but some are still being obstnictive, and this
presents a significant stumbling block in getting long-
term solutions. There are gaps in the information base

which can only be filled by the commercial sector, and
I believe that one of the most important gaps is knowing
how many salmon are being dumped at sea. MAF is
aware that this is happening, so it is not just another
rumour. It is vital that we know where these fish are
being caught, the numbers, and, most importantly, their
age structure. If these fish are mainly young fish, it
could be next year's fish which are being taken which
could mean yet another poor year, next season. There
are about 30 kg of fish in a crate. A crate of adult fish
would number six or eight fish, whereas a crate of
young fish could contain up to 30 fish. Popular rumour
suggests that there is another "hot spot" off the
Canterbury Bight, but we will not know of this unless
all salmon catches are logged. Here is another issue for
MAF.

Towards the year 2000, fishing equipment will get even
more sophisticated and refined. Each of the three
generations of salmon will be put at more risk from
improving technology. Today's generation of salmon
does not know it, but the boats above them have better
technology working against them than was working
against their parents. The poor sods do not know this,
and the fish themselves cannot develop mechanisms to
combat this technology. Fish may evolve natural
defences against changing water conditions, food
availability, and climatic changes, but once you are in
that net mate, that's it, tough luck. You have learned
the lesson, but it can¡ot be passed on to your progeny
because you won't have any.

On the plus side, it is possible that technology may help
salmon. In North America, scientists are inserting
computer chips into smolt to track their downward
migratlon. Our own scientists are tracking upward
migrating salmon with homing devices. When we have
the technology to track salmon at sea during the bulk of
their life cycle, we will know a lot more about where
the salmon head to, where they congregate, and thus
how to avoid them.

I should wam anglers about being inflexible towards the
commercial sector. The closed area is not the be all, or
end all, of the problem. Indeed, if anglers blinker
themselves to changes of attitude,s and equipment in the
fishing industry, then we could be overtaken by events
or circumstances and left groping for solutions. The
scars left from our confrontations with the industry will
take a while to heal, but I hope that the issue does not
get bogged down in a mire of distrust and animosity.
The fishing industry has recently offered $100,000
towards salmon enhancement over a five year period, if
they can return to the closed area under certain
conditions which are unknown. To the industry the
dollar is the driving factor and this attitude must
change.

At present I see the situation as a standoff, which will
not hurt for a period so that we can all reassess the
situation. However, I hope that dialogue will continue
and, more importantly, I hope that MAF and the
Minister of Fisheries will continue to place priority on
the value of the recreational fishery. Perpetual conflict
will not assist the resource at all, as the energy would
be better spent in more positive ways.

I began this by saying that the marine life cycle of
salmon is the most difficult to manage, I will end by
saying it again - but I will not say that it is impossible.
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Government Policy on Salmon at Sea
Bob McDowall
Freshwoter Fisheries Centre, MAF Físheríes

Introduction

Given that today is election day, I'm not sure that I can
provide you with an authoritative statement on the
Government's policy on salmon at sea. However, I
have seen nothing that would suggest that a change in
Government will bring about a major change in the
existing policy.

In essence, the present Government's policy is, and has
been for a considerable time, that salmon is regarded as

a recreational species, and that any commercial uses of
the fish are to be limited to salmon derived from
aquaculture. The statement of policy, however, is
rather sparse in details, and needs to be fleshed out to
become a practical policy, so that everyone can
understand what is going on in the fishery.

Given that salmon is a recreational species, exploitation
of salmon at sea by commercial fishers is not an
approved practice. However, while there is a
commercial trawl fishery for species like red cod and
barracouta, it is inevitable that some salmon will be
taken by trawlers seeking these other fish legitimaæly.
The issue becomes:

. how do we manage the commercial fishery in a
way that enables the trawlers access to legitimate
species, and at the same time minimise the catch
of salmon? and

. how do we discourage target fishing of salmon at
s€, distinguish target fishing from genuine
by-catch, and penalise those who are offending by
truly target fishing?

I thiDk that these are the most fi¡ndamental questions
relating to salmon at sea and the marine trawl fishery.

Background

Some background is impofant to understanding the
whole question (this is discussed in much more detail in
McDowall 1990). \ilhen salmon were introduced and
established here in the early 1900s, the clear intention
of Government was to establish a fishery comparable
with that operating offthe west coast of North America.
When the fish became established there were attempts
to catch them at sea, but these failed ¿rs our trawlers

were either not equipped with the right gear, or were
not large and fast enough to catch salmon.

During the 1920s, the Govemment was advised by
North American fisheries biologist C.H. Gilbert to
"make haste slowly" (N.Z,. Marine Department 1926),
and to avoid premature and excessive take of the salmon
for commercial purposes. However, after early
attempts to catch salmon at sea had failed, rod-selling
and netting licences were issued that allowed for the
sale of fish taken in the rivers. Licences were issued
initially for many of the east coast South Island rivers,
but before long it became apparent, at least for netting,
that only the Waimakariri was suited to this method,
and eventually almost all netting and rod-selling licences
were concentrated on the Waimakariri. The
Government continued to seek the development of a
commercial fishery for salmon.

Growing opposition to the commercial exploitation of
salmon, as well as concerns that this was depleting the
salmon stocks, arose during the 1950s and both netting
and rod-selling licences were abandoned. The Council
of South Island Acclimatisation Societies asked the
Government to transfer the entire management of the
salmon fishery to them, and this was done.

For many years the capture of salmon at sea was not an
issue - essentially until the advent in the 1960s of
Japanese and other foreign nations fishing in our waters,
bringing with them larger trawlers that we had been
unaccustomed to having here. The fish caught by these
vessels seemed to disappear into their holds without
trace, and, at this stage, fears began to be expressed
about them catching salmon. Reliable data were
elusive, however, and rumours began to grow that
salmon were being t¿ken in large numbers. Gradually,
the blame spread to small trawlers operating off river
mouths, to gill netters along the coast, and to the larger
New Zealand-owned trawlers that began to replace the
foreign vessels from the midlate 1970s.

Anglers fishing at river mouths observed commercial
fishing boats working close inshore and naturally
interpreted this as a deliberate and (of course) successful
attempt to catch salmon. What originally had been an
international problem became largely a domestic one.

Landing of salmon: In spite of much that has been
said, it has long been lawful to land salmon caught at
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sea. The way the Fisheriqs Act was written meant that
control exercised by the acclimatisation societies over
the taking and possession of salmon was confined to
waters that the societies were responsible for managing.

Fish caught outside these waters remained outside
society control, even when landed inside a society
district. However, it was not lawful to sell such fish.

Black market sales: There has always been talk of a
black market for salmon. Anglers were accused of
selling salmon illegally, either laundering them through
the old rod and net-selling licence system, or by some

other means. With increasing concern that salmon were
being taken at sea in large numbers came a resurgence

of the view that there was an extensive commercial
black market in salmon, with stories abounding of
truck-loads of salmon being transported around the
country. Whether or not there was ever such a level of
black market cannot be confirmed, as there has never
been a significant prosecution. Rumours continue,
however.

Resolving the Problem

Taking the concerns about salmon captures at sea and
black-market sales together, it became apparent that it
was essential that something should be done at least to
quantiff the problem of marine captures. Some
mechanism was needed to determine what the trawlers
were doing, and to find out:

. how many fish were being caught;

. when and where the salmon were being taken;

. what vessels were catching them.

The only way to clarify thase questions was to somehow
get reliable figures. The matter was discussed at length
by the Freshwater Fisheries Advisory Council (on
which societies were well represented), and it was on
this basis that the Government decided in 1984 to allow,
under special conditions, the landing and sale of salmon
caught at sea. Without doing this, all the accusations
and innuendo would have continued, probably
escalating. There would have been no way of
determining what, if anything, was true. Either we
continuedto live with these allegations, or we attempted
to get quantitative data on what was happening; the
latter course was chosen.

An alternative to allowing landing was to ban all salmon
landings, and this could have been done. It would have
meant that we would never have learned anything about

what catches were being made, and the allegations about
black markets and surreptitious exports would have
continued. Furthermore, catches may have increased

even more as the numbers of salmon at sea from
hatcheries rose and trawlers learned better how to catch

salmon. The choice not to ban landings was made for
these re¿sons.

The Consequences of Approval to Land and
Sell Salmon

What happened is now well-known history. Assurances
from some trawlers that they were unable to target
salmon and unable to avoid catching them, and even
that they did not want to catch them, have proved to be
untrue. Nevertheless, some trawlers have provided
what appear to us to be authentic, if minimal, data on
their salmon catches for several years (Table 1). MAF
Fisheries staffhave used these data to identiff both the
type of vessel involved, and the location and timing of
salmon catches at sea (Unwin a al. 1988, Unwin and
Todd 1988).

TABLE 1. Salmon catches in the Canterbury Bight
area, 1986/87 - 1989190. (Note the substantial
drop in catches for January and February 1989
and 1990, at which time the exclusion zone was in
effect.)

1986/87 19871æ 1988/89 1989t90

Jul,y
August
September
October
November
Decen6er
January
February
ilarch
Apri t
üay
June

Tota I s

1

33
130
17

426
8?16

42210
16801

486
109

13
2

68504

2;

121
96

9313
21æ3
13189

499
76
19
20

4525O

20
61

9853
3996

505
75
38
12

11560 11138

5
I

135
50

941
8021
1046
209
443
189

In brief, catches of salmon at sea grew rapidly,
amounting to about 13 tonnes in 1985, 42 tonnes in
1986, 65 tonnes in 1987, and 45 tonnes in 1988 (Todd
et aI. 1988). (Thase figures are not exactly equal to
those in Table l, as not all data could be assigned to the

sub-categories in the table.) I-arge powerful vessels

were shown to be taking the salmon, over the summer
period (December to February), and especially in an

area off Banks Peninsula, at depths of 6O to 75 metres
(Fig. 1). This coincided with areas where good catches

of red cod and barracouta were being taken. Smaller,
less powerful, vessels working closer inshore and in
shallower water, including those trawling across river
mouths, were not shown to be taking salmon, and nor
were gill netters.
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1l

Not surprisingly, having had the information that they
gave to MAF used against them, the trawling companies
have since reduced their co-operation with the Ministry.
Even though the law still requires them to report
catches of all fish species at sea, including salmon, it is
likely that this is not happening to the extent that it used
to be, and this applies to all marine fisheries catches,
not just to salmon. Because of this we now know less
about what is happening at sea than we did before the
closure zone was instituted.

Trawling companies sought a legal injunction to
overturn the closure zone; the Minister defended his
decision and this was upheld by the Court. The
possibility of some compensation to fishing companies
was raised by the Judge and this was considered by the
Minister; it was declined. The closure zone was
instituted for two years with a review to be held at the
end of this period (i.e., after the 1989/90 season).
There was a review, and it has been recommended that
the closure zone should be retained, but that it should
be shifted forwards by two weeks, to begin I December
and finish 14 February, to provide a better fit with the
actual timing of marine captures of salmon. At this
stage there is no proposal for further review of the
closure zone, which can be considered a permanent
feature unless evidence suggests that it is no longer
appropriate or necessary. It seems likely that the
fishing companies may again lodge legal action against
the closure zone, but there is no reason to believe that
they would be any more likely to succeed with this
action than they did with the last one.

The Present Situation

There are ongoing allegations of continued commercial
take, but the data received through the fishing returns
do not indicate that this take is major. There is talk of
other "hot spots" here and there, but the data we have
do not confirm this. Possibly the hot spots have been
found more recently and do exist.

There also has been talk of recent big sales of
sea-caught New Zealand fish to Japan. There is one
such "explicit" report of 100-150 tonnes, but we have
been totally unable to veri$ this. There are continued
allegations ofbig catches by vessels offoreign nations;
these vessels typically operate too far out to sea to catch
salmon. Observers on board foreign vessels have
provided no evidence to support such claims and we
have no data to support them.

The wild runs have reached an all-time low, though
they are not all that much lower in the Rakaia than they
were in the early-mid 1970s (Unwin 1990, Flain 1991).

\a-^ \(
tlu'\

L:oo "ozn\/
il zs <gzn

a-t f 10 <!/h

FIGIIRE 1. Distribution of salmon catches in waters
off Banks Peninsula during the 1986/87 season
(after Unwin et al. L988).

And while we are on the subject of vessels that do or
don't catch salmon, foreign-owned vessels from diverse
countries like Korea Taiwan, Poland, and Rumania are
not allowed to fish inside the l2-mile zone and are
unlikely to be catching significant numbers because
salmon do not seem to move that far offshore, or, if
they do, they are not readily acoessible to trawlers.

The Minister of Fisheries' Three-Point Plan

As a result of a combination of the data obtained on
catches of salmon at sea, and the protests of salmon
anglers about thqse capfi¡res, the Minister of Fisheries
in 1988 instituted a three-point management plan that
included:

. a closure zone which prohibited trawlers, shown
to be capable of catching salmon, from fishing in
the prime capture atea, at the time of the year
when significant numbers of salmon were being
taken;

. in addition to the Banks Peninsula exclusion zone,
the area from which trawlers were excluded off
river mouths was extended from one kilometre to
one nautical mile and to all major salmon rivers of
the east coast;

o a levy of $4 kg was applied to all salmon landed
to minimise profits and discourage target fishing.
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While this low may, at least in part, be attributed to the

trawl catches, it may not be that simple. I-ast season

was reportedly a good one in the Rangitata, so the

situation is clearly complex.

There is no reason to consider that a recovery of the
wild stocks will not be rapid, if the present low years

are due to the trawler catch, and if the exclusion zone
really does prevent most of that catch. If the exclusion
zone does not reduce the catch, or the low numbers are
not due to trawler catches, then we have a much more
serious problem. If the reasons for the present lows are

more complex, then recovery may be both more
uncertain and slower.

There have been suggestions from some fishing
companies that they should contribute to enhancement
of the salmon stocks. The corollary of this, of course,
is that the companies would then be able to harvest
salmon at sea. We see endless problems in this and a
serious compromising of the existing situation, and we
oppose this proposal. It is contrary to the policy of
salmon being a recreational resource.

At present, on the basis of history, salmon cannot be
described as a part of the commercial trawlers'
"traditional fisheries catches". In our view, this
situation should be preserved at all costs. There should
be no "total allowable catch", and no "individual
transferable quotas" for salmon, which should always be
no more than a by-catch, the taking of which continues
to be discouraged by financial penalties like those
already existing.

As I stated at the outset, salmon are regarded by
Government as a recreational species, apart from their

use in aquaculture. I know of no intention to alter that
status.
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Fisheries Compliance and the Salmon By-catch
Josh te Kaat
District Complíance Manager, MAF Físheries South

The Legal Position

\{herever there is conflict between user groups, a set of
rules (laws) needs to be imposed to provide a "level
playing field". MAF Fisheries Fishery OfFrcers are the
referees who enforce these laws.

Recent history has seen a number of law changes
associated with the salmon at sea issue. The current
laws are as follows:

The Fisheries (South-east Area Commercial F'ishing)
Regulations 1986, Amendment No. 3, Regulation 2.
This states:

"Trawling W large vessels prohíbíted
between 15 December and 28 February in
certoinwaters adjacent to Banks Peninsula. "

Details of the closed area are included in the
regulations, and follow this statement.

The Fisheries (Commercial Fishing) Regulations
1986, Amendment No. 4, Regulation 304. This
states:

(1) Subject to the provßions of thß
regulatíon, no commzrcial fishertnan shall
take or be in possession of any salmon.

(2) Where a comm¿rcial ftsherman takes
any salmon that ís tagged, the fisherman
shall raain and land the salmon and
surrender it to a Fishery Affrcer.

(3) Subclause (1) of thß regulation shall not
apply where -

(a) Salrnon are taken by a commcrcíal
fuhennan as an inevítable consequence
of the lavufuI taking of the fish; and

(b) Wen taken, the salmon are dead or are
so damaged as to be unlikeþ to survive
being returned to the water; and

(c) The commercial fuherrnan notifies a
Fßhery ffier as soon as practicable of
the taking of the salmon; and

(d) The commzrcial ftshertnan surrenders
the sahnon to the Cîown or dßposes of
them in such manner as mcy be dírected
by a Fßhery Aficer.

(4) Subject to secti.on 69 of the Act and to
subclause (5) of thß regulatíon, no person
shall sell or possessfor sale any salmon.

(5) A licensed fish receiver møy sell or
possess for sale any salmon surrendered to
the crown or disposed of pursuant to
subclause (3) of thß regulatìon."

From this it can be seen that a commercial fisher must
comply with a number of conditions. Should the
commercial fisher fail to comply with any requirement,
they can be prosecuted.

Surveillance Operations

To date, a number of investigations has been carried out
as a result of information recçived. More often than
not the original information has proved to be inaccurate.
One investigation did lead to charges being laid for
targeting of salmon, but these were withdrawn
following advice by legal counsel.

Some examples of the sorts of operations we have
carried out are:

o In February 1989, MAF received allegations of
approximately 8% tonnes of salmon being landed
in Akaroa at night from an unnamed trawler.
Extensive enquiries over three weeks involving
inspections of processing factories, cool stores,
and documentation, were carried out. No
offences were disclosed, and the enquiries
revealed that the original information received by
MAF was a gross exaggeration and distortion of
a vague and non-specific report alleging salmon
landing.

. In December 1988 a two-day operation was set up
to target large trawlers capable of taking large
quantities of salmon. All available staff were
placed on rostered Lyttelton port surveillance. A
helicopter patrol was also carried out. None of
the target vessels were found operating in the
(then proposed) closed area. Three ofthe targeted
vessels returned to Timaru, and one was met by
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MAF personnel. No salmon were found on
board. A second vessel was inspected at Lyttelton
and seven cases of salmon were found' The
salmon comprised an extremely small percentage

of the total landing and no evidence of targeting
was revealed.

a A set net operation based at Scarborough,
Christchurch, wõ placed under surveillance.
Eye-witness accounts stated that salmon were
definitely being taken and landed. The persons

involved were intercepted by surveillance staff.
No salmon were found. The species being
targeted and caught was kahawai.

a In March 1990, surveillance was carried out on a
group of people set netting at the mouth of the
Waimakariri River. These persons were
intercepted, but no offences were disclosed.

a Our Nelson office carried out an enquiry into
mislabelling of salmon as another species.

Research of the particular company's
documentation found no reference to salmon or
the species it was allegedly mislabelled as.

The closed area regulations are enforced by means of a
helicopter. MAF Fisheries have trained a Fishery
Offlrcer as a helicopter pilot and operate under a very
competitive lease arrangement. The helicopter carried
out 20 random patrols in the first year of the closed
area and 28 last year. Not one vessel banned from the
area was found in the area.

Information Requirements

For MAF Fisheries to stamp out non-compliance we
need the assistance of the public to be our eyes and

ears. Christchurch has a team of five field officers with
a wide range of responsibilities other than salmon,
covering an area from Kaikoura in the north to
Ashburton in the south.

It is extremely important that any information is

supplied in a timely fashion and is accurate. Where
possible, identification of individuals allegedly offending
is important, i.e., car registrations, vessel description
including name or registration numbers.

f can assure you that all information received with
respect to illegal salmon landings is analysed, and,
where possible, investigations activated. However, as

you are aware, the salmon issue is an emotive one

where some of the information is grossly exaggerated,

has no basis in fact, and is very often received a

considerable time after the alleged offences.

Discussion

Question: Is a helicopter or a team of observers the
best law enforcement option?

Answer: Observers would be best, but would be very
expensive. The cost to the taxpayer of placing
observers on all vessels banned from the closed
area would probably exceed any benefit that those

taxpayers may receive from preventing salmon
from being taken at sea.

Question: A¡e there observers on trawlers?

Answer: Yes, on 100 m trawlers such as foreign
charter vessels. Every single trans-shipment at
sea is supervised by MAF, and salmon have never
been found.

Question: How many compliance ofñcers would be

needed to cover all your responsibilities within the
Christchurch District?

Answer: We require eight or nine.

Question: Have night helicopter patrols been done?

Answer: No. Civil Aviation laws prevent our
helicopter from operating at night.

Question: Since fixed-wing aircraft can fly at night
and would be cheaper, why not use these?

Answer: A helicopter has better position-fixing
capabilities for legal purposes.

Question: How many trawlers actually catch salmon?

Answer: Most catch some, but the real catchers are
higher powered trawlers, pulling their net at full
speed. There are about four working out of
Lyttelton and five or six out of Timaru.

Question: If only about eight boats are involved in the

by-catch, observers would only cost $100,000 or
so. That is not a great deal of money.

Answer: It is if you don't have it.

Question: Fish that are likely to survive must be

returned to the sea, but isn't that unlikely due to
net crush, etc?

Answer: Correct.
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Climate Change and Water Competition
Frank Scarf
Manager, Southem Area Office, Canterbury Regíonal Councíl

Introduction

From atmospheric science studies evidence now exists
that, because of increasing concentrations of greenhouse
gasses in the atmosphere, there will be a significant
global climate change over the next 50 years. This
paper examines the consequenc€s to water management
resulting from such global warming.

How changes in global atmospheric circulation might
translate into reasonably specific climate changes is
certainly complex. For Canterbury, the most likely
scenario is that by the year 2050 climate throughout the
region will have changed as follows:

o Mean annual temperature will rise by 1.8"C on
average on the plains and 1.5'C along the
foothills. The number of days with temperatures
greater than 30'C will increase to 12 days per
year on the plans znd l-2 days per year inland.

. The frost-free season will increase by some 35
days, resulting in inland areas receiving 50-6O
frosts per year and coastal locations about 30
frosts per year.

. The snow line will rise by 250-300 metres.

. Rainfall is predicted to decrease about SVo on the
plains, with fewer rain days, and will possibly
increase by about 5% in the alpine regions.
There will be little change in the inland basins and
foothills.

o Annual sunshinehours are expectedto increase by
50 hours inland and 150 hours on the plains.

. Wind frequency from a north-easterly direction is
predicted to increase, but in general there will be
more days of calm and light winds.

a Mean sea level is expected to change as a result of
thermal expansion of the sea water and melting of
small glaciers and the polar ice sheet. Throughout
New Zealand it is estimated that sea level will rise
by some 20-ß cm above present levels by the
year 2050.

In essence, Canterbury will be hotter and drier,
implying increased evaporation and demands on
available water resources. This in turn has implications

in respect of water management and the retention of
surface water resources for fisheries and recreation.

Water Resources and Water Use

Tables I and2 summarise the available water resources
and water use throughout south and mid Canterbury
(Fig. 1). Inigation abstraction is the principal watcr
user, constituting 88% of total water use in the district.
The only other major use is municipal, rural, and
industrial water supplies. This totals about 6.9 m3/s of
which about 80% is abstracted for distribution via open
stock water race systems, principally throughout the
Ashburton district.

All the major river systems have an assigned minimum
flow. Some of these have been negotiated through the
process of preparing Water Management Plans. These

FIGIIRE 1. The major catchments within the South
Canterbury district.
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TABLE 1. Surface water resources in south canterbury and mid canterbury.

River system

Available resources
Mean 1:10 year
(m3/s) (m3/s)

Water use (m3/s)

Water
supply Irrigation Total

Ashburton
Ashburton-Hinds Drains
Hinds
Hinds-Rangitata Drains
Rangitata
Orari (including Ohapi Creek)
Opihi-Temuka
Pareora
Waihao
Others

Total

28.0
2.6
1.5
2.5

92.O

8.6
28.0
2.4
3.2
2.5

t7t.3

6.0
0.8
0.6
0.8

34.5
1.9
6.0
0.4
0.3
o.2

51.5

4.2
0.1
o.2

0.9
0.1
0.6
0.3

6.4

4.5
1.7
0.3
1.0

31.4
o.7
3.5
0.5
0.3
o.4

4.3

8.7
1.8
0.5
1.0

32.3
0.8
4.t
0.8
0.3
0.4

50.7

TABLE 2. Groundwater resources (depth

used for water supply and irrigation,
Canterbury and mid Canterbury.

Possible Implications Resulting
Climate Change

Water Resources Availabitity

from

A winter snow leve! rise from 1500 m to 1800 m above

mean sea level would imply little, if any, snow pack for
coastal range catchments such as the Waihao, Pareora,

Opihi, Orari, and Ashburton Rivers, resulting in
changed runoff patterns traditionally exhibited by those

rivers. This snow melt, which sets in about the second

week in September, sustains water resources through to
mid December, providing some guarantee of higher

than average flows during that period. With no snow
pack, the availability of water resources would be

reliant solely upon the incidence and magninrde of
rainfall events.

For the Rangitata River, snow melt traditionally occurs

during mid October, about one month later than for the

coastal ranges, and this maintains higher than average

flows in that river right through until late January.

With the predicted climate change it is likely that snow

melt will set in earlier, possibly a¡ound mid September,

sustaining flows only through to December, with an

increased likelihood of lower flows in April-May.

Table 3 summarises average monthly flows for the

Ashburton and Rangitata River, while Figure 2 outlines

the possible long-term impacts resulting from climate

change and a shift in the seasonal snow melt date.

While the average annual flow exhibited by these two

rivers is predicted not to change a great deal, the

traditional flow pattern throughout the year is likely to

) 15 m),
in south

Groundxater
system

Assrmed
yiel,d Llater

(m3/s) suppty I rrig. TotaI

Rakai a-Ashburton
Ashburton- H i nds
Hi nds-Rangi tata
Rangi tata-0rari
orari -Tinaru
Pareora-lla i hao

Tota I

5.1 5.2
1.0 1.1
0.1 0.2
0.3 0.3
0. ó 0.7
0.7 0.8

7.8 8.3

10+
5+
2+
2+
l+
1+

22+

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1

0.5

apply in particular to the Ashburton, Rangitata, and

Opihi Rivers. During periods of low flow, irrigation is
progressively restricted in accordance with stated

restriction rules until such time as the minimum flow is

reached, when all irrigation abstraction is totally
suspended. Partial or total restrictions are common on
most surface water resources every summer' An
extreme situation occurred during the 1985 drought,
when all irrigation abstraction from the Opihi River was
partially restricted lor 32 days, and totally restricted for
80 days, during the summer period from mid January

till mid May.

Except for the Rangitaø River, low flows each year

normally occur during February-March. For the

Rangitata, low flow occurs during the winter, outside

both the peak irrigation and salmon fishing seasons.
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TABLE 3. Mean monthly flows (m3/s) in the Rangitata River (at Klondyke), and the Ashburton River at Ashburton
(modelled data, assuming no out-of-river abstraction for stockwater and irrigation purposes).

River APr llay Dec AnnualSeP

119 91 95 89 85 63 51 62 82 104 133 147 9323 17 18 26 23 24 24 31 42 37 33 27 28

Rangi tata
Ashbt¡rton

FIGURE 2. Indicative changes to the flow regime in
the Rangitata and Ashburton Rivers resulting from
projected climate change.

change, with increased flows during the winter and
lesser flows during spring.

Increased Evapotranspiration

Current potential evapotranspiration rates average about
760 mm per year and, under the most likely scenario,
this is projected to increase to about 805 mm per
annum, effectively about a 5% increase. This has
major implications for irrigation. At present some
130 000 hectares ofthe district is irrigated, using both
surface waters (45 m3/s) and groundwater (8 m3/s).
With increased evapotranspiration and consequent water
deficit, the water requirement to service the same area
nith the same assurity is projected to rise from
52.1 m3/s to 57 m3/s, effectively a lÙVo increase.

Land Use

Increasing mean annual temperature by 1.8 "C will offer
Timaru a temperature regime similar to that enjoyed at
the present time by Nelson and Hastings. With
increased temperature and evapotranspiration, dryland
farming will become more difficult, resulting in
increased inigation water demand" Spring pasture flush
will occur earlier, but, because of more prevalent
summer drought conditions, sheep and beef cattle
numbers will likely decline. Pip fruit, stone fnrit, berry
fruit, and grapes will become viable in those areas
where water is available, while dairying will become
totally dependent on irrigation. There will be changes
to existing land use patterns, with the likelihood of
marked intensification throughout the irrigated areas.

Water Quality

Increased stocking rates on inigated areas will likely
contribute to higher nitrate concentrations in
groundwaters, particularly in the shallow unconfined
aquifers bordering major river channels. With lesser
flows, and increased radiation, water temperature, and
nutrient concentration, we can expect a change to
instream ecology, with increased eutrophication of
lakes, streams, and estuaries. To preservewater quality
standards, the Regional Council will likely require
improved effluenttreatment for municipal and industrial
wastewater discharges. Strict controls on such point
sources may, however, not be sufficient, and there may
be a need to target diffr¡se source pollution, with the
attendant difFrcult politics surrounding land use controls.

Drainage

Higher sea levels have major implications for coastal
drainage patterns. At present, the six metre shingle
ridge protecting low-lying coastal regions from sea
flooding is overtopped about once every ten years.
While some profile response to the beach may result
from more beach material, an increase in the frequency
and duration of sea flooding is to be expected. I¡w
flows, coupled with high sea levels and increased beach
shingle material, will lead to greater incidence and
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duration of river mouth closures, particularly in those

rivers marginal at the present time, such as the Pareora,

Opihi, Orari, and Ashburton Rivers.

Freshwater Fisheries

I would not claim qualification to address matters

related to freshwater fisheries. In general it is fair to
say that the impact of climate change on freshwater

fisheries would be exerted through elevated water

temperatures, increased algal growth, changes in river
flow and estuarine conditions, and rising sea levels.
This in turn may affect the salmonid fishery numbers

and species distribution.

Water Management

The implications to water management are indeed

significant, particularly to those areas traditionally water
short. Run-of-river irrigation abstraction \pill be

restricted more frequently, and for longer durations.
Traditional dryland farming areas will, to avoid a
decline in returns, seek rights to take natural water for
irrigation, kindling arguments between traditional and

new irrigators. The region's water resources will no

longer continue to meet demand on a run-of-riverbasis,
and the construction of major instream storage anÜor
inter-catchment transfer of resources will be necessary

to balance spatial and temporal water demand patterns.

Much will be argued in future concerning the

opportunity cost of water. Some farmers would argue

that water left in rivers to discharge to the sea

represents a lost opportunity to maximise agricultural
production. In contrast, some ardent anglers would
consider any level of abstraction to be unacceptable

since that reduces their opportunity to pursue their
particular recreational activity. Fortunately, there are

few that espouse these extreme viewpoints and the

majority accept the principle of sharing resources

between instream and out-of-stream use.

Water allocation and management is not an exact

science, and, to a large degree, decisions made in
relation to minimum flows and the sharing of available
water resources above that minimum flow are achieved

through negotiation and the political process. This is
not to understate the contribution in recent years made

by fisheries research scientists in determining the habitat
requirements of the major salmonid species. It is

simply to say that every water resource has its own

regime characteristics. Some have low flows during
summer, others during winter. Some lose water to
surrounding shallow groundwater aquifers, others are

completely water tight. Some suffer from periodic

mouth blockage, others manage to maintain an open

mouth throughout the year, irrespective of a low flow
regime. In essence, sound water management planning

is about understanding the resource, its spatial and

temporal distribution, and the demands placed on that

resource.

What of the future? There will, I predict, be more

intensive lobbying from out-of-river users to:

a reduce the minimum flows;
a re-negotiate the sharing nrles above the minimum

flow to their favour;
o increase the term of water rights;
o minimise constraints regarding the exercise of

such rights.

If the instream values are to be afforded protection,

fisheries and conservation groups will need to be just as

forceful. While the Regional Council clearly has a
responsibility in terms of Section 20(6) of the Water and

Soil Conservation Act to:

"have due regard to recreational needs and
the safeguarding of scenic and natural

features, ftsheries and wildlife habitats and
wildlife",

the extent to which such "regard" is noted is i¡fluenced
by the forceful presentation of scientific information
concerning such values.

The difficulty in this day and age is the emphasis on

economics in evaluating resource utilisation. While it
can be established that one cumec of water may be

worth say $2.5m per annum to irrigation, the value in
economic terms of that flow retained in the river is

often little more than subjective argument. It was

interesting to note that in the Opihi Augmentation

Feasibility Studies recently completed, the economics

surrounding the diversion of water from l:ke Tekapo

to the Opihi and the utilisation of a part of that water

for irrigation were not favourable; the proponents are

now seeking to evaluate, in dollar tems, the benefits of
water left in the Opihi, and so improve the overall

economics of the proposal.

Conclusion

Future climatic changes will have considerable impact

on the allocation and management of water resources.

Traditionally there has been a technological response to

match losses in primary production, but in the face of
increased water demand, coupled possibly with some
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decline in the availability of water resources, such a
response from the agricultural sector will need to be
both positive and innovative.

Water management plans and the setting of minimum
flows, establishing allocations between instream and
out-of-stream uses, and determining utilisation priorities
and restriction policias will assume considerable
importance in water-short districts. Water management
plans should, in future, be afforded statutory backing
and it is pleasing to note that this is the intent in the
new Resource Management Bill. Indeed, if we are to
cope with increased competition between water user
groups and individuals, legally recognised plans binding
on both the Crown and the public are necessary.

Finally, I wish to comment on the powers of Section
248 of the Water and Soil Conservation Act. This
particular section authorises the Council to restrict or
suspend water use during periods of water shortage.
The section is binding on all water right holders
including Notified Uses and the Crown, and, together
with the requirement to action immediatety upon notice
without provision for appeal, the section is a
particularly powerful piece of water management
legislation. It is disappointing to note that the most
recent draft of the new Resource Management Bill has
deleted this provision.
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Angler Expectations for Rivers and Harbours
Jeremy Walton
New Zealand Sahnon Anglerc' Inc., Otago Bmnch

Introduction

I was brought up in Timaru and came from a fly frshing

family. Salmon anglers were considered to be dull
witted, meat hunting, New Zealander "jokers". One of
my great uncles, who had served in both World Wars,
insisted on being addressed as "Sir" by most people.

The Opihi w:rs my home river, and in the 1950s there

was still a good salmon run. From the vantage point of
a willow tree I first saw the great gleaming silver fish
which are salmon, and I was determined to catch one.

This happened at the Opihi mouth when I was aged 13,

and I will never forget the occasion. Salmon can be

very hard to catch up-river in the Opihi and I resorted

to some devious methods. However, the ranger, Mr
Bull at Temuka, never caught me, so my record
remains clear.

Issues as I See Them

I wish to quote here from Roderick L. Haig-Brown's ",¿4

River Never Sleeps" , the most beautiful fishing book I
know. Talking of Pacific salmon in North America, he

writes:

"And there will be salmon and more salmon
to complete their cycle so long as they are
allowed to enter the rivers to their spawning
in sfficient numbers, so long as the way to
the spawning beds ß kept clear and easy

and open and so long as the rivers are kept
clean anàfresh and pure. It is as simple as

that. "

I wish it were. Leading on logically from this quotation

are my feelings on the issues:

. Controlling the salmon catch at sea has got to be

the most important at present. It is my opinion
that the advent of large fast trawlers in inshore
waters is the whole problem. These trawlers are

able to catch salmon whereas the smaller boats

can't. However, to enable sufficient fish to reach

the spawning grounds, angler catches need to be

controlled as well, but we need to know what the

angler catch is in order to control it.

a We have to protect the rivers so the salmon can

reach the spawning grounds. Water abstraction

and dams are the two main enemies and if they
can't be prevented, then compensation must
occur.

a The spawning grounds themselves must be
protected. Compensation and stream improvement
may be necessary.

. How to pay for activities such as political,
compensation, and enhancement is critical. The
one who destroys and the angling user must pay.

River Fisheries

From the angler's point of view, there need to be

enough fish to make it worthwhile to frequent the

beautiful environment of our salmon rivers from the sea

coast to the headwaters. What is enough fish? I think
a reasonable chance to get one is all that is necessary.

More than one is a bonus. Access to these areas must
be maintained for all New Zealanders for all time.
While a self-sustaining wild fishery is the ideal, we
have to recognise that damage has occurred in the past

and will occur in the future. So in many rivers,
temporary or perrnanent enhancement will need to

occur.

Harbour Fisheries

In Dunedin we have had five years' experience, and I
think some observations of mine may be useful to all
present. My response to criticism of harbour fisheries
is that more anglers are introduced to rod and line
fishing, and they may go on to river fishing later.
Salmon fishing gets a much higher profile among all
people, especially politiciais and local bodies. Against
harbour fisheries is the fact that if they are too

successful they could divert attention away from rivers
and their problems. However, I think this is more
relevant to Canterbury than Dunedin, because Dunedin

has no salmon fishery reasonably close to the city.

Regarding funding, I am sure our experience here has

lessons for all of us. Since 1986 we have released

approximately 165 000 smolt, costing us approximately

$100,000. Atthough one release in 1983 by a

commercial group had a New 7-ælarrd record return of
9Vo to the angler, our return rate looks like being more
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amund 5%. So we need to release ,lO 000 - 60 000
smolt each year to produce a return of 2000-3000 adult
salmon each year which, in my opinion, is the least
return you need to have a worthwhile fishery. This will
oost us $30,000 - $40,000 each year. To give you an
idea where we get the money from, I will talk about
this year's firnd-raising campaign.

The total raised for this year's smolt appeal was
$37,000 and can be broken down as follows:

The Fishing Competition: This competition,
sponsored by people who benefit from fishing and
attracting the user angler, raised $8,000 for the
criuse. This is a way of getting money out of the
user angler relatively painlessly. However, it
involves much work for the organising committee.

Company Sponsorship: Ravensdown Fertiliser Ltd.
has agreed to fund one truckload of smolt for
three years and this year paid $7,000 for the
sponsorship. Because they use Qt^go Harbour
and have been criticised for polluting it, they have
a political interest in supporting the salmon
releases. Other commerical sponsors included:

Samara Game Fish Company $1,000
Otago Motel Association $500
Centrefire Sports Gunshop $500
Sail Southern Spirit $300
Profile Garages $¡OO
Recycled Recreation $250
T.L. Begg Stirling Sports $250
James Wren and Company $250
I-eslie Motors $250
Fletcher Fishing $250
Elios Gun Shop $200
Russell Grant Sports Ltd. $200
Tranship Holdings $112
Otago Harbour Cruises $ll0
Harbour Encounters $tOO
Alexto Sports $tm
B.N.Z. $100
Shanghai Restaurant $tm
Willoughby's Restaurant $100
Fairmaid Chance & Crawford $100
Read Marine $50
Konig Smokehouse & Delicatessen $50
Daniels Photographers (Christchurch) $50
Lesiure Lodge $50
Paua Supplies $50

Service Organisations
Balmacewen Lions Club
Clinton Lions Club

$3,000
$2oo

Local Bodies
Dunedin City Council Hillary Tnrst $2,000
Dunedin City Council Economic

Development Committee $1,000

Yoluntary Organisations
Fairfield Bowling Club
Otago Power Boat Club
Otago Yacht Club
Otago Anglers' Club
Tautuku Big Game Fishing Club
Wakatipu District Anglers
Shiel Hill Fishing Club
South City Sports World

$1,ooo
$250
$250
$250
$zso
$100
$s0
$50

Charitable Trusts
AMP Perpetual Trustees $1,000
Onedin Charitable Trust $500
Cooke Howlison Community Trust $tOO

Individual Anglers Mostly smaller donations of
around $50 were received, although one angler
gives $1,000 each year. I broke down the
donations and was interested to find that 160
anglers contributed a total of $6,700, which is an
average of $41 per angler. A minority of anglers
make any contribution, but it is interesting that,
for those that do, the contribution is about the
same as the freshwater fishing licence fee.

For years we thought that a marine licence was the
answer to funding the harbour fishery. But a statutory
authority which administered the licence would need to
take a cut for administration and policing, and we
wonder how much would be left for buying young
salmon. To completely fund the fishery on licensing,
I estimate you might need to raise as much as $100,000
per year in order to have $30,000 - $40,000 left over
for buying young salmon. To raise that amount of
money, you would need 1000 licences of $100 each or
10 000 licences of $10 each. I wonder whether a licence
would discourage support of the fishing competition and
making donations. So I can't see a licence ever paying
for it all, but it might get more money from anglers
than our present methods.

Concern has been expressed that harbour fisheries could
escalate and get out ofcontrol. There is no doubt that
such fisheries could interfere with established fisheries,
either introduced salmonid or native. There is,
however, very little evidence of this so far in Otago,
and we know from tag returns that very few of our fish
stray. The Waitaki and Clutha Rivers are the main
recipients of our strays, and, as far as I know, the
fishing fraternities in these areas are happy to accept
them. MAF must stay in firm control of these harbour
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fisheries, authorising all fish transfers and releases, and
insisting on a proportion being tagged for the first few
years so that some idea of returns and straying are
possible. However, MAF must not stifle local
initiative.

Regarding regulating ánglers, I am pleased that the
daily limit is soon to fall to two per day and I wonder
whether it should be one. With a put-and-take fishery,
the catch has got to be spread around as much as

possible so that many people benefit. Otherwise not
enough support is forthcoming to fund it. Already the
greedy few are taking too many, and it is noteworthy
that most of them make no contribution or a minimal
contribution. Recently it came to our attention that a
certain individual had taken 160 salmon last season, and
it was only after pressure that he made a contribution of
$50. Such a person is a real menace in a put-and-take
fishery, because he deprives many other anglers of a
chance of catching one salmon and, as you all know,
once you have caught a good salmon you are a convert
for life. A person catching 160 salmon would need to
be contributing around $1,000 to pay his way.

Angler Expectations of Management Agencies

(l) Fish and Game Councils

I won't go into harping about old wrongs and will only
mention a few things. I feel very strongly that better
public relations and political profile is in order. When
events happen of significance to the fishery, telephones
should start ringing and, if an issue is significantly
important, the National Fish and Game office in
Wellington should make a press release. Recently,
Electricorp announced that it had made a record profit,
and this should have led to Fish and Game pointing out
that more money could be used for fisheries
compensation. Another example is that recently Ruth
Richardson said that she would strain every muscle to
get more water out of the rivers for farmers, but her
comment was never challenged in public.

(2) Fish and Game Councils, MAF Fisheries, and
Department of Conservation

Now that the recent re-organisation of Fish and Game
Councils has been completed, can I plead that the
management agencies stop wrangling and get their act
together so that proper management plans can be put in
place and implemented. As Lindsay Dell has said so

many times, somebody has got to grab these issues by
the throat. I used to think that one agency should
control salmon in fresh and in salt water and that should
be Fish and Game Councils, but now I am not sure.

Recently MAF has taken a much greater interest in the
recreational marine fishery, and I-aurel Teirney from
MAF Fisheries Dunedin is doing an excellent job in
sorting out a fisheries management plan for the south-
eastern region. A recreational marine fishing
organisation has been set up and salmon anglers are
represented on this. I doubt whether Fish and Game
Councils will ever have the resources necessary to
manage salmon at sea.

Funding

More fr¡nding is essential if political activþ, research,
and enhancement are to take place. Ideally, some of
the money should come from the body who damages the
fishery and this is starting to happen, albeit late and on
a very small scale. Witness what is happening on the
Waitaki, where Electricorp has agreed to pay for
100 000 salmon smolt for seven years. The N.Z.
Salmon Company is funding the release of 300 000
smolt each year in Canterbury rivers to compensate
anglers for exclusion at Tentburn. But the angler will
have to pay more, and I favour a salmon levy or stamp
added to the freshwater licence of everyone who fishes
for salmon. Deoending on the money needed for
salmon enhancement, this sum should staf around $20
and the extra money raised should be used for salmon
enhancement only. If this concept is sold properly, I
am sure it would be accepted by anglers. They might
gnzzle about the cost of a fishing licence if all the
fishing available is some indifferent trout fishing, but I
am sure that if they have the chance of catching a
salmon they will accept the levy.

Conclusion

In my opinion, the key to a worthy recreational salmon
fishery next century is to:

. control the catching of salmon at sea;
a formulate sound management plans;
. raise sufflrcient funds to establish and carry out the

management plans.
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How Fish and Game Councils Will Manage the
Salmon Fishery
Matthew Hall
South Canterbury Ftsh and Game Council

The vision of how the salmon fishery should be
managed towards the year 2000 is not only with me, it
is with you. I foresee the task of the Fish and Game
Council as being to reconcile the various aspirations that
anglers have for their salmon fishery into some sort of
plan that will, in an orderly fashion, allow the
management of the salmon fishery to take place.

If the fishery is to survive, the anglers - like the people
that settled our country - must be people of vision,
people who are prepared to create a nation of natural
values based on outdoor living, people who can see the
potential of our rivers, lakes, and water. People who
are prepared to fight for the quality habitat that is
needed for the survival of the salmon sports fishery.

Captain G.D. Hamilton, in his book "Trout Fßhing in
Maorilanà" published in 1904, describes with
admiration some 17 357 miles of rivers and streams,
and some 487 square miles of lakes - pure waters in
which sports fish could abound. I am sure the late
Captain Hamilton would turn in his grave if he knew of
the critical state of much of our fisheries habitat, which
has been manipulated by man over the years. While the
species can adapt to some extent, salmon have yet to
grow legs enabling them to nrn up to spawning grounds
over dry or virtually dry shingles in the Ashburton and
Opihi Rivers.

Before Captain Hamilton's writings, the pioneering
spirit and the initiatives of early settlers led to the
introduction of sports fish and game species. The
formation of voluntary groups, which became
acclimatisation societies, introduced a number of species
into the country. Early reports suggest that, even
before 1880, the acclimatisation societies had released
some 350 O00 brown trout and 450 000 quinnat salmon
into our rivers. While the releases were not necessarily
successful, people were prepared to roll up their sleeves
and get on with the job of endeavouring to liberate and
manage fish species. I wonder whether, as sports
people today, we have the same urge or the same drive
as the early settlers. Perhaps with modern living we
have become a little complacent and inclined to let
things happen, then gt'azle afterwards when changes

that have crept up on us are not to our liking.

Certainly I am extremely grateful to the efforts of the
early settlers, to the people that formed the
acclimatisation societies. In the early 1900s, these
groups were recognised by government for their efforts
and given a statutory management function. To the
efforts of the acclimatisation societies must be added the
support of government and the Marine Department,
particularly in relation to the Hakatarame¿ hatchery. In
reality, the N.Z. Marine Department must be
acknowledged as the first organisation to successfrrlly
introduce salmon into New Zealand. Over the years
salmon have strayed from the Waitaki River to other
Canterbury rivers. As an angler, as a volunteer, as

someone deeply involved in the administration and
management of salmon, I see, over the next ten years,
the need for anglers to develop the same spirit and
qualities that ensured that the species were established
here in the first place. While perhaps we are not
starting from scratch, we may not be far away from that
position.

If you talk to any salmon angler about salmon, the air
becomes charged with emotion, with an intensity of
interest and almost fervent comment. I see the need to
harness this interest into action rather than words. A
great opportunity exists with the structuring of the new
Fish and Game Councils, established under the
Conservation Law Reform Act 1990, to set up a new
angler-based organisation that has within its ranks
strong salmon angler representation. The Minister of
Conservation has established L2 Fish and Game
Councils throughout New Zaland, to be responsible for
managing fish and game in fresh water. Twelve
persons have been appointed to each ofthe councils in
a transitional capacity until May 1991, when general
elections will be held. You will have the opportunity in
about February/March of next year to put your name
forward as a possible councillor.

In setting up the new councils, the Minister of
Conservation (the Hon. Philip Woollaston) followed the
strengths of the traditional system of acclimatisation
societies. Here are three small quotations taken from
the Minister's directives to the Fish and Game Councils:

"In speaking of Fßh and Gam¿ Councils, I
view thefuure as a partnership baween the
Crown, and anglers snd hunters."
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"The creation of Fßh and. Gam¿ Councils
clarfies the relationship of the mnngers of
the resource with the Crown and the users."

"Spons ftsh ønd garnc will remain a Crown
resource, Fßh and Gamc Councils have the
responsibility of rnanaging and enhancing
the resource in the recreational interest of
anglers and hunters."

What the Minister is saying is "Let the people with a
vital interest in the resource manage it. Iæt them use
their initiatives so that they can benefit from the results
of their toils".

Salmon anglers are the users, and in my view they must
have the say and manage the fishery if it is to survive
towards 2000. I foresee anglers participating in many
ways. Graeme Hughes will, in his address, deal more
fully with the assistance anglers may provide, but some
of the ways anglers can assist are as follows:

a the most enthusiastic and competent anglers can
stand as councillors on the new Fish and Game
Councils;

. anglers can take a greater interest in the election
process by appointing the best available
representatives on to the local Fish and Game
Councils;

. participation at meetings and conferences like this
one;

¡ with the advent of management plans, anglers
should certainly make submissions on these, based
on their own practical experiences. They will
have this opportunity under the statute;

. by showing a personal interest in the operations of
their local Fish and Game Council. Agents acting
on behalf of Fish and Game Councils include
honorary officers, field staff, and, for that matter,
the selling agents in retail outlets which sell the
fishing licence. All these people should be
advocates of Fish and Game Councils, which after
all is the anglers' own organisation;

. by taking the opportunity to form into lobby
groups, aimed not only at Fish and Game
Councils but also at goveûrment, for the changes
that anglers require;

o by forming work corps to assist the limited
manpower employed by Fish and Game Councils
in such matters as stream improvement, fencing

of spawning streams, the removal of willows from
spawning streams, funding enhancement, ranging
and ensuring ethical standards prevail, d^ta
collection, etc;

. by providing data on salmon catches, habitat
conditions, etc.

For the average angler, the level ofassistance required
would not be that onerous. It is vital that the angler has
an attitude of support for his own organisation, as only
through the loyalty of its licence holders will the Fish
and Game Council be able to build a higher community
profile. If the fishery is important to you, you must
take the opportunity to help. If you do nothing, don't
criticise the efforts of other volunteers.

In my view, one of the principal functions of the new
Fish and Game Council, in the management of salmon,
is to provide the mechanisms that will enable its licence
holders to participate. As a serious warning to aspiring
councillors, I would say that failure to recognise the
role of the angler will alienate the councils from their
membership, thereby creating anew many of the
problems that appeared to exist with some of the old
acclimatisation societies. One of the difficulties I
foresee is that the Fish and Game Council will have the
same problems as other organisations, with high ideals
and hopes but limitations on financial and practical
resources. These limitations, which control the level of
voluntary effort that councillors and anglers can give to
the fishery, must be addressed and priorities set.

I have some enthusiasm for the new statutory
organisation established to manage sports fish and
game. While the legislation is designed to cater for the
aspirations of anglers, local Fish and Game Councils
will also be required to be accountable to the National
Fish and Game Council. This new national organisation
must adopt an advocacy role, and must have clout in
high places. Fish and Game Councils witl also be
accountable directly to the Minister of Conservation,
and - in the matter of finance and daily operations - to
the Audit office.

In fact, Fish and Game Councils will be even more
accountable than accountants! It is a little ironic that a
voluntary organisation, relying on voluntary effort, is
audited as far as performance is concerned, but a
number of public utilitiqs which are publicly ñrnded are
not required to meet the same stringent standards of
performance.

Section 26Q of the Conservation Law Reform Act 1990
establishes the firnctions of each Fish and Game
Council:
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"They shall monage, maintain and. enhance
the sports fish and gamc resource in the
recreational interests of anglers ønd
hunters" .

In particular, the requirement to assess and monitor the
fishery involves, in my opinion, a whole new raft of
management procedures.

To monitor sprts fish and game populations, systems

will need to be e,stablished and co-ordinated throughout
the salmon regions. The Councils will be required to
assess the success rate and degree of satisfaction of
salmon anglers. Anglers' help will be needed. For
Council staff and volunteers this may be an onerous

task, as salmon anglers are not renowned for their
affability at times of poor catches.

A further statutory requirement will be assessing the
condition and trends of ecosystems and habitats for
sports fish and game. This is an area of vital
importance, as \rye must maintain good salmon habitat.
Unfortunately, some of the habitat, like the ocean

environment, is outside the jurisdiction of Fish and
Game Councils. In these circumstances, considerable
political pressure will need to be placed upon the
organisations responsible for management in these

areas. If Fish and Game Councils are required by law
to have a high standard ofperformance, so should the
operations of other organisations associated with the
salmon fishery.

Fish and Game Councils must carefully maintain files of
historical data that develop the story ofhabitat change.

In the past, acclimatisation societies either did not have
the resources or lacked the inclination to maintain the
records needed to completely protect angling and habitat
requirements. Such studies as river mouth closures,
pollution levels, and abstraction levels, have been
completed on a one-off basis and the information has
not been systematically collected, collated, and filed.
It is now time to attend to this work. Don't get me
\l[ong, in recent years acclimatisation societies have
very successfully battled water issues and there is now
a much greater public awareness of environmental
problems. Fish and Game Councils must use the
resources of other organisations such as regional
councils, MAF Fisheries, and the Department of
Conservation, in establishing the appropriate database,

and it is vital that the level of performance in this area

ircreases.

The South Canterbury Fish and Game Council is at
present negotiating a contract with Electricorp which
will set minimum flows and other conditions on
Electricorp's water rights on the Waitaki River. In my

view, we cannot tackle vital management issues such as

juvenile salmon production within Electricorp's regime
of flows, the value of main stream spawning, and the

effect of Electricorp's dams upon the fishery without
hard evidence. Over the next ten years we must
e,stablish the records that support all aspecæ of salmon

management, to ensure habitat protection.

Under the requirements of the Conservation Law
Reform Act, Fish and Game Councils shall be required
to maintain and improve access for salmon anglers. I
am not sure how this will be aohieved, but certainly we

must negotiate traditional access to the fairways of our
Canterbury river beds and the shores of our oceans'

lakes, and harbours.

There is also the legislative requirement to maintain
breeding programmes for stocking and re-stocking of
sports fish. In recent times, acclimatisation societies

have purchased a considerable number of salmon smolt
for release in our rivers. Electricorp, the N.Z. Salmon

Company, and MAF Fisheries also have been party to

a number of river releases. At 50C per 50 gram

hatchery-reared salmon smolt (inclusive of tagging and

transport), the cost per 100 smolts would be $50 (Table

1). lf 27o of these return, the cost per returning fish
would be $25. If the anglers caught 50% of these, the

cost per angler-caught fish would be $50. Not a cheap

exercise! If about 7% rett¿rned. which is the highest

return rate recorded in New Zealand, the cost per
returning fish would be $7 per fish. If only 0.5%
return, which was the return rate for Glenariffe fish last

year, the cost of returning adults would be $100 per

fish or $200 per fish to the angler. Perhaps the real

dividend comes from the fish that reaches the spawning
grounds and rejuvenates the run.

TABLE 1. Cost per returning adult salmon, based on

a 50 cent rearing cost.

7o rcturn
(adult salmon)

Cost per
returning adult

0.5
1.0
1.5
2.O

3.0
4.O

5.0
6.0
7.O

100.00
50.00
33.30
25.00
16.60
t2.50
10.00
8.30
7.LO
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As I have indicated, there are a number of fish already
in the system, and it is imperative that anglers return all
tagged salmon heads, because, the more tags that are
recovered, the greater the chance of promoting
hatchery-reared fish. Based on 10 000 adult returning
salmon at a2% retum rate, and 15 000 salmon anglers
buying an adult whole-season licence, an additional levy
of $16.50 would be required to ñ¡nd the release. At a
return of only O.5%, the cost would be approximately
$66 per salmon angler. These figures are approximate,
but are in line with what \ile can expect on the basis of
current releases. The desirability of releasing hatchery-
reared salmon will certainly require further study, and
investigation of the funding options. All this is part of
the Fish and Game Council's role in managing the
fishery.

The Minister of Conservation will require Fish and
Game Councils to formulate the conditions under which
salmon anglers may fish. I see the conditions of fishing
being governed by two separate criteria. These are:

o the legislative requirement to set ethical standards;

. the constraints on angling that must be put in
place for biological reasons.

Under the Conservation I-aw Reform Act, the Fish and
Game Councils have a number of additional
management functions including:

. preparation of management and operational plans
(which Jim Tonkin will deal with in the next talk).
Anglers will be expected to participate in the
planning process;

. meeting the legal requirement to inform anglers
on matters affecting their interests. In my view,
considerable new work will be required in the
are¿ of publicity;

. promoting the sport of salmon fishing. While we
would, perhaps, like to keep the sport ûo

ourselves, I cannot over-emphasise, from a Fish
and Game Council's viewpoint, the need to sell
licences. The firture of the fishery will be
dependent upon firnding by anglers. As the
purchasing Inwer of the dollar diminishes, so do
licence sales. Reductions in licence sales recorded
in recent years range from2-5% per annum.

The North and South Canterbury Fish and Game
Councils cover the main salmon areas. The combined
income of these districts for the 1991 year is projected
to be over $800,000, after payment of GST and the levy
charged by the national organisation (Iable 2).
Expenses in running the councils are estimated at
$817,000, of which $420,500 (5I%) will be spent on
stafflrng the operation. A turther $118,000 (14.S%)will
be spent on vehicle expenses, $167,400 (2O.5%) on
office administration (including printing, stationery,
postage, telephone, etc.), and $¿1,300 (5%) on field
equipment, plant maintenance, etc. This leaves 9%, or
approximately $70,000, for direct fish and game
management expenses. Perhaps only $4O,000 of this
will be allocated to salmon enhancement.

Although these figures are only estimates, they should
give you an idea of the costs in ¡¡nning the councils.
While the final details of operational plans have yet to
evolve, it is quite probable that the various expenses in
runniag the councils will have to be allocated to the
specific projects to which they relate. The North
Canterbury Fish and Game Council has completed a
number of exercises in this regard, which creates
excellent accountability. The principles behind this
approach to expense control are, I believe, necessary.

Staffduties obviously vary according to the district and
the position held. Staff in South Canterbury have kept
a record of how they spend their time (Iable 3). Under

TABLE 2. Estimated local costs in running the combined North Canterbury and South Canterbury Fish and Game
Councils.

Output Amount ($) Approx %

Staff salaries and other staff costs
Vehicle expenses (including provision for replacement)
Offi ce administration (stationery, telephone, printing, postage)
Maintenance (field equipment and sundry purchases)
Direct Fish and Game management expenses (including $30,000 allocated

to salmon enhancement)

Total

420,5ú
118,000
167,4gg
41,300
70,000

817,2æ

51.0
14.5
20.5
5.0
9.0

100.0
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TABLE 3. Annual breakdown of staff time for one
South Canterbury staff member, based on a five-
year survey period.

Duty undertaken
%of

time spent

I-aw enforcement
'Angler surveys
Hunter surveys
Fish population/habitat surveys
Game population/habitat surveys
Fish and game management

(goose control, fish salvage, etc.)
Habitat management (mainly submissions)
Special projects (one-offtasks that arise)
Training courses

General administration

the new statutory requirements, time spent on general

administration will probably increase to at least 25%.
Good management and direction of staff will be
absolutely essential if the new councils are to be
effective.

Finally, I would like to see Fish and Game Councils
place considerable additional emphasis on promoting

sales and investigating finance options. It amuses me a

little that the government owns the resource, and over

many years it has been the practices resulting from
government policies that have impinged upon the habitat
and the stocks of salmon. I see a need for the
govemment, perhaps through MAF Fisheries, to

recognise and continue to recognise the support role
needed to maintain the species.

In summary, Fish and Game Councils will be required
to manage the recreational salmon fishery as follows:

. by accepting the involvement and reasonable
aspirations of salmon anglers;

o by attending to the specific management and

planning functions set out in the legislation;

. by setting management priorities within the

constraints of the finance available.

For many of us, salmon fishing is a pillar of our
existence. I am extremely conscious of the privilege of
just being able to fish. I believe that salmon are one of
the miracles of life. To the angler they are living
magic, mirrored in the depths of our rivers, to be
preserved as a sport forever.

5
7
4

l0
4

t4

16

23
3

t4
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The l\eed for Salmon Management Plans
Jim Tonkin
South Canterbury Fish and Game Council

@ditor's note: To liven up hß supposedly "dry" topic,
Jim punctuated his talk with frequent references to a
complu flow-chart illustrating the planning procedure,
which he constructed on a whiteboard as the talk
progressed. In doing so, he gave one of the most
entertaining presentations of the day. A reconstructed
version of the flow-chart ß given ín Figure l.)

We now have a new phenomenon to join with inflation,
AIDS, incest, and the other wonders of the modern
world. It is called planning. It's a wonderful topic -
everyone has told me so, so it must be. Even the other
five people who turned down the request to speak about
it assured me that it was. Personally, as a speech topic,
I find it about as challenging as a plate of cold porridge
- and about as interesting too. However, I have to talk
to you, and you have to listen. Ifyou stop before I do,
put your hand up.

Looking back on the past record of salmon management
planning, there are many critics who would say that
there has been none. I don't agree with that, but I
would concede that at times it could have been best
described as laßsafaire, and it was never even a pale
shadow of what is now proposed. However, there is a
new star in the east shining on all of us, you and me,
and it is now a legislative requirement for Fish and
Game Councils to undertake Management Plans.

Doesn't sound much does it? Management Plans. A
fair bit of imagination is required to see fish in the bag
or smolts in the river in the phrase, and yet I hope to
show you that it is really so. For a kick off, the
Conservation Act says that Fish and Game Councils are
required to:

"Prepare drafi sports fuh and gamc
managem¿nt plans in accordance with this
Act."

You could be forgiven for thinking, as I did, that the
plan could simply say: "We will increase the salmon
stocks in the Rakaia River to 1 000 000 returning
adults." That is, in effect, a plan - rough, but still a
plan - and in fact it meets the criteria set out in Section
17 of the Act, which says:

"The purpose of a sports fuh and game
mlrnagement plan is to establish objectives

for the mt nagement of sponsfuh and gamz,

or both, within any regíon, or pan of a
region."

However, a little fi¡rther on in the same section it says
that Fish and Game Councils, in drawing up the plan,
must:

"have regard to the sustainab¡l¡ty of sports

fuh and game within the area. Thq must
also have regard to the ímpact that thß
actí.on ß likely to have on other users of the
habitat and natural resources."

So, the impact of any changes must be weighed against
the effect that they are likely to have on their
environment.

FIGIIRE 1. Schematic representation of the steps
involved in preparing a management plan.

NOÍICE OF PTAN TO

DIRECIOR OF CONSERVAfION
REGTONAt COuNClt
DrsÌRtct couNctt
lwt AUTlroRtlY

NZ flsH & GA^ E COUNC|T

tNvtTE SUEMTSSloNS

FROM PERSONS T
ORGANISAIIONS

CONSIDER THESE
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Not quite so simple, eh? But let us suppose that our
original suggestionof 1 000 000 returning adults to the

Rakaia is to be the plan - what happens then? Do we
just dump them in the river? Oh no! Nothing as

simple as that. The Fish and Game Council must first
publish a notice of the Draft Plan in some newspaper
circulating in the district which will be affected - let us

say The Press. If the draft plan is of national
importance, it must be advertised once in each of the
five daily newspapers in Auckland, Hamilton,
Wellington, Christchurch, and Dunedin.

Notice of the Plan must also be given to the Director
General (DG) of Conservation, and, as far as possible,

to representatives of the local Iwi Authority, Regional
Council, and the District Council. And to ar¡ many
others as is seen fit. Each notic.e must invite persons or
organisations to make written submissions, and allow 4O

working days in which to do so. The Council shall also

consult with other people or organisations, and then,
following all that, shall give frrll consideration to any
submission made.

The notice has to say where the Plan is available for
inspection and when. These places must be such that
the public are encouraged to participate in developing
the proposal. (Not up the Rakaia Gorge, for example!)
Every person or organisation who asks to be heard by
the Fish and Game Council in support of their
submission must have a reasonable opportunity to meet
the representatives of the council for that purpose.

Having been through all that trauma, the Fish and Game

Council then prepares a summary of submissions made
on the draft, as well as public opinion made known
about it. These items and the draft are sent to the
Minister, together with a note of any matters on which
the DG and the Fish and Game Council disagree, and
the Minister then approves the Draft. Everyone heaves

a sigh of relief - "Well at least that's over" - unless the
Minister sends it back for firrther consideration.

Now, I am sorry if I have over-simplified the idea, but
that is the procedure. Actually the plan must be a bit
more precise. Again, in the interests of brevity, the
Plan must contain these things:

. an introduction (the general intent ofthe plan);
a a mission statement (such as maintain, manage,

and enhance);
o a resource statement (if you like, this is a kind of

stocktaking of what is there now);
o goals (statement of intent, i.e., what will be there

when we have finished);
o a statement of objectives (these describe what is

going to be done to achieve the goals).

If you were no\¡/ so rude as to intem¡pt me and ask
uWhat is all this to do with the topic of your speech?",

I would have to say, "Not much, except that it leads us

to the next part of the concept of the planning
procedure". (You were warned at the outset that it was

important, but not terribly interesting - I was right,
wasn't I?)

I can see that this talk is not keeping you on the edge of
your seats, but the important bit still stands. Why, you
say? Well, for starters, it gives you all a practical part
to play, it puts you into the decision-making process,

and it gives you some rights - and of course, rights
imply responsibility. That responsibility lies in making
submiss ions, favourable, constructive, critical, whatever
- where you can actively take part in the groulh and

control of your fishery.

The other great feature about Planning, and here I
actually sound enthusiastic, is that it will force Fish and

Game Councils to look at what they have, what they

can do, and how it can be done. Put another way,
councils will have to plan for growth, and with your
help that can only be good.

From the point at which the Management Plan is
approved, the thing goes into committee, so to speak.

The Fish and Game Council then has to develop

operational plans which set out how the project is to be
undertaken. The operational plan must show where the

money will come from, how the costs are to be
apportioned, and where the priorities of the project will
lie in relation to other day-to-day activities and projects.
Every aspect has to be isolated. Staff wages,

administration costs, vehicle costs, extra plant, smolt
costs, estimated losses - in fact all the factors that a

prudent business person would consider. And it all has

to be done within a time scale.

To use some of the modern jargon words, everything
has to be accountable, and - like my trouser's fly so

often is - open and visible. This is further emphasised

by the legislative necessity for the National Fish and
Game Council to audit the activities of regional
councils. As well as this, belt and braces insurance lies
in the fact that the conservation section of the Audit
Department reviews and comments on the financial
performance of projects when they do the annual audit
ofeach council.

So, in the words of a staff seminar report:

"If operated eficienþ by nwnagers ønd

field staff, thß system should enable councils
to clearly def.ne what they want to achieve

for the year, allocate suficient resources of
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tímc and money to achieve it, and account

for the acnal perforrrnnce at the end of the
year."

Now I don't know how much of the time allotted by the
Great Planner in the Sky has been consumed in
presenting this d"zzling topic to you, but I hope one
factor has come through to you. My topic, as you will
have noted on the programme, was the need for Salmon
Management Plans. Whether I have answered it or not
I leave for you to judge, but one thing I know

Management Plans can work, and th"y can be
instrumental in putting more fish in the rivers. But they
will only work if people like you people here, and all
those others who are not, take part in the system. Plans
represent your chance to actively participate in the
renaissance of your fishery.

Now, I am sorry, you will have to wake up for the next
speaker, unless you have any questions you would like
to ask.

Freshwater Fisheries Centre
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When is Enough Enough r or r What Dontt We
Know About Salmon That We Need to Know?
Bob McDowall
Frcshwofer Físheries Centre, MAF Flsheríes

Introduction

There has probably been a bigger investment in research
on the natural history of quinnat salmon in New
Zealand than on any other freshwater fisheries topic - a
point that some trout anglers complain about!

Dating back to the dlVs of acclimatisation society
research in th s (McDowall
1990), work both by the
societies and tandem and
independentþ. We can look back to the work of A.W.
Parrott (I97I) and H.J. Finlay (1972) on age and
growth. This work formed the foundations for
understanding the age structure of our stocks by
identifying the fact that here, as in North America,
some salmon went to sea as fry, some as small smolts
a few months old, and some as yearling smolts. D.F.
Hobbs was involved in salmon research through the
1930s and 4Os (Hobbs 1937), beginning with the
acclimatisation societies and ending up working for the
Government in the Marine Department; this was
followed by students doing spawning surveys under the
supervision of Professor Percival (formerly at the
University of Canterbury); and then for the last 25
years we have been working at Glenariffe
(Field-Dodgson and Galloway 1985), and elsewhere.

Phases in the Salmon Life Cycle and
Research Needs

When will we have enough information? In some
senses, the answer is never, since we need on-going,
current, up-to-date information if the salmon stocks are
to be properly managed. However, it is probably
typical of scientists that they never have enough
information!

In another sense, we need to address two quite specific
questions:

1. When do we know enough about the ftrndamental
biology of the species to make sensible
management decisions?

2. Where are the critical gaps?

It is these questions that I will address now. In part,
the answers to the questions relate to the contribution
that information makes to better management; in part
it is a question of how much it costs to get the
information. There must be an evaluation of
cost/benefit.

If we look at the salmon life cycle, we can identify a

series of key episodes that are (more or less) distinct
and upon which we can focus - episodes like:

. spawning;
o development and the early life of fry in the gravel;
. emergence and early life in the streams;
. growth in fresh water and smolting;
o migration downstream and to sea;
. life at sea;
a return to fresh water;
. upstream migration of adults.

There might be other stages that could demand
attention, or these stages may be considered to be too
broad or complex, but in essence they cover the cycle.
Of more importance is the fact that this cycle does not
take place in some kind of a vacuum. It takes place in
an environment where there is a variety of natural and

human impacts that may profoundly affect the various
life stages.

Natural impacts include:

. seasonal floods or droughts;

. habitat degradation over time;
o river mouth closures;
a varying conditions at sea for survival and growth.

Human impacts include:

. angling mortalities;
a trawl captures at sea;
o modified river flows;
o the effects of hatchery releases to sea on the wild

populations.

All of these impacts integrate with the various stages in
the natural life cycle of salmon and they produce
profound variations in the abundance of salmon in our
waters - from time to time during the year, and from
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year to year. These annual variations can be seen from
the adult salmon returns to Glenariffe, for which we
have about 25 years' dåta (Field-Dodgsonand Galloway
198s).

Let us agree that we want to manage the populations:

a to maximise production;
. to optimise catches;
. to minimise fluctuations in the stocks.

To do this, the better we understand:

o the stages in the cycle;
. the natural and human impacts on the stocks and

their habitats; and
o the way all these factors integrate,

the better position we are in to manage the populations.

The Salmon Life Cycle

I suspect that in many ways we know about as much
about salmon in our rivers as is known about them in
their natural habitats in North America and Kamchatka.

Spawning: Spawning was well studied by Derisely
Hobbs in the 1930s (Hobbs 1937), and his data
provided us with a sound understanding; additional
work done at the Freshwater Fisheries Centre since
Hobbs' time has augmented that inforrration. This
relates particularly to the Waimakariri, Rakaia, and
Waitaki Rivers, with also some quite extensive and
long-lasting series of spawning surveys by the
acclimatisation societies on many of the rivers over the
years. This information tends to be intennittent in
timing, inconsistent in nature, and largely unpublished,
though some data can be found in the Annual Reports
of the various acclimatisation societies (see, however,
Bullivant et al. 1955, Cranfield 1959, Wing 1972,and
also numerous references in James and Deverall 1937).

Development and early life in the gravel: Again, the
work of Hobbs forms a foundation, added to by studies
by Michael Field-Dodgson (1987, 1988) on the Rakaia
in recent years.

Emergence and life of fry; growth in fresh water
and smolting; migration downstream and to se¿:
Rakaia studies by Michael Field-Dodgson (1987, 1988)
on early fry and fingerling life, by Martin Unwin
(1981, 1986) on emigration of fry and smolts from the
spawning stre¿ms, and by Ceri Hopkins (1981) and
Hopkins and Unwin (1987) on downstream migration
and growth, provide good data on these phases. In

addition, studies on early growth from the scales of
retuming adults by Malcolm Flain (1972) and Fred
Lucas (unpublished) add to these data. Some studies of
Waimakariri (Hardy 1989), Rangitata (Davis a al.
1986, Davis and Unwin 1989), and Waitaki (James and
Deverall 1987) stocks add to the Rakaia data and
broaden their scope.

Life at sea: Data on the life of salmon in New Zealnd
se,as are very sparse (Flain 1981). Virtuålly nothing is
known about this phase, apart from an understanding of
the relative survival of the various growth stages that go
to sea, based on the scale studies of Malcolm Flain and
Fred Lucas, mentioned above. There are data on
captures at sea by commercial trawlers (Unwin er aL
1988), but these tell little about migration patterns,
changes in distribution and abundance with time, or
about mortalities and the factors causing them. They do
provide information on where there are concentrations
of salmon at certain times of the year.

Apart from some fairly rudimentary data, life at sea for
salmon is little more than a large black box. We know
that survival at sea varies from time to time, as do
growth rates, so that the number and size of fish
coming back vary from year to year (Flain 1982).
There is probably some relationship between survival,
growth rates, and condition of salmon, and the
occu¡rence of concentrations of Munid.a i¡ ou¡t oseånic
waters.

Obviously, we will continue to need to monitor catches
at sea by trawlers. Our figures are absolute 6inim¿,
and the true level of catches remains unknown. In our
view, at least one third of the salmon at sea were taken
in the 1986/87 summer.

Return to fresh water: No doubt the quastion of
salmon returning to fresh water is the one that interests
the angler most of all, because it enables prediction of
when the fish are going to run.

While I am sure that each of us thinks he knows when
there are going to be good nrns, and so when to go
fishing, in fact the truth is that objective data on this
point are very sparse indeed. In addition to not
knowing much about return migrations, little is known
about the extent of straying of wild fish between rivers;
there are data for hatchery frsh (MAF unpublished) but
these may be misleading.

An issue of significant importance relating to straying
and to comparisons between rivers, is that we have
virrually no information on the extent, if any, to which
the stocks in the various rivers have become adapted to
each river, and thus about the genetic separation and
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distinction of river stocks (Field-Dodgson 1990a, b).
Are the fish from the Waimakariri actually different
genetically from those in the Rakaia, etc? We don't
know.

Furthermore, we know relatively little about the
seasonal constitution ofthe runs. Increasingly there is
evidence for something of a spring run of fish - fish
taken during November and December. I read,
recently, an old paper cutting about a fish caught in the
Rangitata in November, the comment being that it was
possibly the earliest salmon ever caught.

Well, was it really? Or was it just not known, then,
that fish were in the rivers well before Christmas? Has
there been a change in the seasonal distribution of the
runs, or is it just a matter of more anglers fishing early
in the season? Or is it, perhaps, a combination of
factors?

And, whether or not there has been a change in the
behaviour ofthe fish or in the behaviour of anglers, do
the "spring" fish differ in any way from the "autumn"
fish? A¡e they earlier spawners, or do they mix with
the rest at spawning time? Is their age composition
different from later migrants? Again, we don't know.

Numbers of fish in the runss Perhaps, above all else,

we really need to know how many fish are present in
the runs and what proportion is caught by the anglers.
How, otherwise, can we possibly manage the fisheries
properly?

Upstream migration of adults: Again, this is an area
of major interest to anglers, and one that we are
beginning to obtain some data on, from the work on the
Rakaia of Gordon Glova over recent years (Glova and
Washbourne 1990).

Referring back to the discussion above of the possibility
of spring and autumn fish, does the behaviour of the
spring fish in the river differ from that of the later fish?
Presumably it must, because they must take longer to
reach the spawning grounds (even if they are the earliest
spawners), by comparison with fish that enter the rivers
in March and April. We don't know.

It should be noted that much of the salmon work has
been done on the Rakaia, for which there is now a very
long time-series database for adult fish entering
Glenariffe (Flain 1982, Field-Dodgson and Galloway
1985). The value of the long-term nature of this
database for understanding and managing the resource
should not be underestimated. The Glenariffe data
have, so far, been subjected to only the most

rudimentary analysis (Flain 1982), and answers to

significant questions probably remain "locked up" in the
unanalysed data. Some studies of Waimakariri,
Rangitata, and Waitaki salmon (Hardy 1989, Davis el
al. 1986, Davis and Unwin 1989, James and Deverall
1987) have been completed, but knowledge of the

remaining rivers is very sparse indeed.

Work tends to be based on single rivers, and there has

not been a lot of consistency in how work on each is
done, making comparisons difficult. Nor has there been

much effort at integrating the data. Though we may

know how salmon behave in some rivers, we do not
know what differences there are between rivers.

Ihe Human knpact on Salmon Stocks

Studies of all of the above have taken place within the
context of the natural environmental events that affect
the success, productivity, etc. of the salmon
populations. But none of these studies takes much
account of the human impact, and here we face some

major areas of interest. These include:

. the contribution of angling to mortality;

. the impacts of bag, season, and place limits on
angling;

. the impacts of hatchery smolts on the wild river
populations;

o the impacts of smolt releases on salmon at sea;
a catches at seå.

Each ofthese issues has the potential to have substantial
impacts on the future of the salmon stocks.

Ihe contribution of angling to mortality: Relatively
little is known about the impacts of angling on stock
size. What proportion of the fish do anglers catch, and
how important is this to continued recruitment into the
populations?

We don't know, although there are some data for the
Rakaia (West and Goode 1987) and Rangitata (Davis er

al. 1987), which suggest that anglers catch a lot of the
fish - perhaps 3O-5O% in the Rakaia, and possibly up to
8O% i¡ the Rangitata.

The impacts of bag, season, and place limits on
angling: It should be possible to come up with some
information on some of these points, especially the
impact of bag limits, though broadly, not a great deal is
known. Whether changing the bag limits has any real
effect on catches depends on the extent to which
existing bag limits are achieved by anglers, and also

whether fish not caught by one angler who has a bag
limit, are then just caught by others who don't. Making
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progress here is contingent on understanding the
numbers of fish in the runs.

The impacts of hatchery smolts on the wild river
populations: Studies by Ceri Hopkins suggest that
smolts released to sea from upstream hatcheries like
Glenariffe, or downstream ones like Silverstream, go
rapidly, if not immediately to sea (see Un$tn et ø1.

1989). If this is generally true, the impact of hatchery
releases on wild smolts in the river systems is likely to
be small. This is aspecially likely to be true because
most hatchery smolts are liberated at a time when most
wild smolts have already gone to sea, i.e., from March
onwards (see also Glova 1990).

The impacts of smolt releases on salmon at sea:
Again, because so little is known about the life of
salmon at sea, it is very hard to answer this question.
The decline in numbers of wild salmon at Glenariffe
raises the possibility that the capacity of the sea to
support releases of salmon is limited - at least for
Rakaia salmon. We need to know more about life and
dispersal at sea to understand this question.

If it is true, as suggested by some, that prior to
construction of the Waitaki and Roxburgh dams, the
salmon runs in the Waitaki and CluthaRivers amounted
to up to 100,000 salmon in each river, then it would
seem that the present releases should not be having a
harmful effect on the wild populations. However, the
reliability of the guesstimates forthe Waitaki and Clutha
is quite unknown.

In spite of the fact that much is known about our
salmon stocks, some critical gaps remain; filling these
in is importantto the best management and conservation
of the stocks and the fishery that they support.
Obviously, the most pressing issue is: How long will
it take the wild stocks to recover? We need to obtain
better information on the numbers of fish retuming to
the rivers, the angler exploitation rates occurring, and
the spawning levels in each river.

A Role for the Angler

The angler has an important role to play in providing
much of this information, by:

. returning tagged fish;

. prcviding scale samples from the fish that they
catch;

. recording information on numbers of fish caught
during the season.

Already we have taken some initiatives to seek this sort
of help from anglers, and we will be seeking more in
the months ahead.

'Where Will IVe Head in Research?

Clearly, the life of salmon at sea is a major area of
ignorance. Unfortunately, the cost of research on
salmon at sea is very high and the work is unlikely to
attract the sort of funding that would be necessary to
provide explicit answers. The contents of the "black
box" are likely to remain unknown to us in the
foreseeable future.

Perhaps the most fruitful areas that are likely to get
attention are the following:

. integration of knowledge across rivers;

. investigations of the impacts of angling on the
stocks to determine sustainable catch rates;

o identification of stock differences between rivers;
. the behaviour of adult salmon in the river;
o continued attempts to clarify what fish are being

taken at sea by trawlers.

Fish and Game Councils have a statutory requirement
to produce management plans for fish and game in their
districts, and these will include salmon (Conservation
I-aw Reform Act, 1990). It would be good if these
management plans, and the critical research/information
needs on salmon, could be closely integrated, to ensure
that the best information is collected to meet all the
needs of the fishery. This calls for close co-operation
between Fish and Game Councils, the anglers, and the
research staff. I think that this conference is an
important new beginning that can lead to that co-
operation.
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The Part Anglers Must Play
Graeme Hughes
South Canterbury Ftsh and Gatne Council

Of fish and fishing, Eugene Burns wrote:

"it malæs a poor tnøn rich, infuses
tranquillity into ø dßturbed mind and
îansforns a clod into a poet".

A more modern and lighthearted quote, and one which
imparts a greater sense of importance and need, reads:

"Fßhing is not a Ìnattet oÍ hfe and death.
It ß more important than that!"

Although, realistically, fishing may not be a matter of
life and death, this conference could perhaps be termed
'life and death importance for the New Zealand quinnat
salmon fishery".

I must, Mr Chairman, be the only speaker you have
introduced today with a frrll stop after my name, as

everyone else has PhD, BSc, Dr, etc. Be that as it
may, I have eyes and ears. I have been the target in
many debates on salmon, and have spent most of my
working life trying to avoid them!

Probably more than ever before, it is important that
salmon anglers take the opportunities to become
involved in management of the salmon fishery. The
first opporhrnity presents itself in May 1991 with the
election of the first New Ze.¿lznd Fish and Game
Councils. You, or someone you know, may have the
knowledge, ability and, importantly, the enthusiasm, to
push some well-directed muscle into the management of
salmon. The choice of councillor had better be a good
one; unless a commitment to re-establish viable salmon
populations on ourhistorical salmon rivers is decided on
n'cw, we may just be experiencing the twilight years of
lrew Zealand quinnat salmon fishing.

As an angler in the old days we purchased a fishing
licence, and if we were interested filled in the attached
form and became a member of our local acclimatisation
society. This meant we could attend the AGM, and if
we had a gt'tzzle, could air it publicly. With enough of
your mates to vote with you, you could have some
things altered or improved. The society would look
into the matter, but often many such things, however
important, were overlooked by the society and by the
mover.

However, things have changed, and we are now in an
era of planning. No matter what type of project you
wish to embark on, you must submit a management

plan. Such plans must include mission statements,
resource statements, goals, and objectives. In brief,
you must state what there is now, where you want to
be, what is missing, how you plan to get there, and
when you plan to do it by. These plans are open to
public scrutiny and you will be given a period of time
to make submissions or objections to these plans. The
plan has then to be okayed by the Minister of
Conservation before it can be put into operation.

So, although procedures have changed, the resource
user is still the prime source of information. (Yes, you
are no longer an angler - you are now a resource user!)
The new organisation and its constituents can achieve
best by maintaining a partnership. After all, we are
striving for the same ends, and there should be
agreement there for a start. Know your Fish and Game

Council representative, and bend his/her ear if you
believe there could be more done, or a better way, or
not at all.

Because we are dealing with an anadromous fish,
salmon are, at times, beyond our control and protection.
Because our sportfish are deemed to belong ûo the
Crown, it is imperative that government co-operation is
included in any protection and rehabilitation schemes we
may consider necessary. Through your local MP you
should point out that anglers are voters and voters elect
governments. Remind him or her of the trout farming
issue not so long ago. How much do we know about
our candidates? What are their recreational pursuits?
To my knowledge we have never voted in an angler,
much less a salmon angler. Did you do it right today?
Or have you fluffed it for another three years?

Closer to home, local government is charged with soil
and water issues. As a fisheries officer, it is an

absolute luxury to find an engineer, a hydrologist, or a
soil conservator who actually goes fishing and therefore
knows something of the requirements of fish. To have
their councils similarly inclined would be of major
benefit to me, to you (the angler), and to the salmon
fishery.

There are many angling clubs, or rod and gun clubs,
who collectively carry significant weight in any debate.

They are also an enthusiastic and available work force,
who can, when required, perform amazing feats,
especially in the fields of stream enhancement, where
the work required is often laborious, tedious, repetitive,
and lengthy. If you feel the need to be involved, and
you should, get into your local organisation, stir up the
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committee - you will probably end up on it - and make
things happen.

Anglers' Responsibilities

As a salmon angler, I am not over-burdened with
responsibility, but we are asked to look for marked
salmon and given instructions. "Remove the head of
any adipose fin-clipped salmon". That's reasonably
simple, but which adipose fin do they mean, left or
right? "Deliver head to your nearest head depot".
Yeah, well, no rush, I'll get round to it, one day. "Do
not attempt to locate or remove tag". Why not? It
can't be that small, here - pÍìss me that knife!

Although most of us know the adipose fin is the small
fatty appendage on the back closest to the tail, you are
probably thinking, "Why is this fool telling me this!".
Because ... unlike tagged trout where something visible
is added and is therefore more obvious, on salmon there
is something removed, and therefore not obvious! Here
is a simple check. Count the fins on the back of your
salmon! If there are two, all is well. If there is one,
you could be looking at a fin-clipped and tagged
salmon. I have often wondered how many fin-clipped
fish are missed in the excitement of catching a salmon.

You would be surprised how often I receive trout tags
with an accompanying letter that goes something like
this:

Dear Sir

WiIe thawing o tout in preparation for
cooking I found thß orange tag anached.
Unfortunately I atn unsure how long it has
been in the fieezer, when it was caught, or
where it was caught. As it has had. the head
and tail removed I øm unable to mcasure the
Iength . . .

or:

Dear Sir

This tag wasfoundwhile cookíng a trout on
¡he barbie. It is m¿Ited a bit arul the
number has completely dßappeared. I think
it was about 12" long and about 1I/z Ib ín
weight . . .

If a coloured streamer tag protruding from the back of
a trout is missed by so many, no doubt a missing
adipose fin will escape detection. Tag information is
not important - it is vital. Keep an eye peeled.

Restrictions and Angler Co-operation

The anglers' catch obviously affects the number of
spawners which will eventually excavate redds and lay
eggs. Are present bag limits having the desired effect?
By cutting my non-existent catch in half we are not
achieving an increase in adult spawners. Is the situation
self regulating, so that when there are not many fish
running there are fewer anglers trying to catch them,
and therefore less of the few get caught? Or perhaps
you think it appears obvious that we are being restricted
in catch rates because ofa situation at sea that is having
a devastating impact on salmon populations.

But there are, of course, other limiting factors -
climatic, biological, and land-based - which have
affected the survival of quinnat salmon. What are
fishery management agencies elsewhere in the world
doing? How does the angler participate?

Perhaps the last frontier in salmon habitats and
populations can be found in the great state of Alaska.
Salmon numbers and species exist there in numbers we
can only dream of. Silver, pink, chum, sockeye, and
of course the king, or quinnat, salmon. With such large
populations and almost wilderness conditions, one could
be forgiven for thinking restrictions would be minimal.
Far from it.

Every watershed has its own regulations. Individual
waters are carefully managed. Some have written
management plans to ensure adequate escapement. If
projected escapement is inadequate then, depending on
numbers, the department may establish an emergency
order where:

o only parts of the river may be fished;
. the type of bait or lure is restricted;
¡ only catch and release fishing for king salmon

over 16" is permitted.

When escapement is particularly low, the whole river
may be closed to fishing. Anglers in many rivers may
only be permitted one salmon. Daily bag limits may be
set to, say, a maximum of 3 salmon over 20 inches, and
a maximum of 10 salmon under 20 inches. Many
waters have a daily limit of one salmon over 20 inches
and five smaller salmon.

For other species of salmon the bag limit is usually
slightly higher. For king salmon anglers, immediately
a king salmon is landed, a "King Salmon Catch Record"
form must be filled in. In some catchments, "Annual
King Salmon Punch Cards" are used to ensure anglers
adhere to regulations. On catching your king salmon
over 16" long, the day and month of harvest are
removed from the card. There are king salmon landing
requirements. Any salmon 16" or more in length
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removed from the water shall be retained, becoming
part of the bag limit. No person may remove from the
water a king salmon intended for release.

Apparentþ there is even a regulation which dictates
how you may talk to any fish! Clause 15 of the
Alaskan Sports Fishing Regulations prohibits abusing a
fish which is intended for release. In other waters,
when you have taken your daily bag you may not fish
on that river for any species of fish on the same day.
In some locations, helicopters are prohibited ar¡ a means

of transport. "Fishless days" are employed as a
management tool. On other rivers, you may fish for
king salmon only on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday.
Boat fishing is restricted. In some rivers, or parts of
rivers, fishing from boats is prohibited. In others,
powered boats are prohibited, but self-propelled or drift
boats are legal.

In summary, there is a wide range of actions which
could be taken, and which anglers must put up with:

. close entire rivers to salmon fishing;

. close parts of the river to salmon fishing;
a have reduced seasons or part seasons;
. enforce fishing technique and bait restrictions;
o have a "no kill" catch and release fishery;
. reduce bag limits;
. employ a season limit;
o use "fishless days", allowing only two or three

days a week to take salmon;
. employ mandatory salmon catch records;
o employ mandatory annual salmon punch cards;
. regulate fishing from boats, prohibit power boats.

Many of these restrictions are directly related to
projected escapement figures, something that, as far as

I am aware, have not been determined for New Zealand
salmon rivers as yet.

Catch and Release - I)oes it Work?

During my research for suitable material to use on this
auspicious occasion, I was most interested to read of
catch and release practices used as a conservation
method for kirig salmon. Most of us are well
acquainted (and hopefirllypractised) in catch and release

of trout. We are assured that, carried out in the correct
manner, good survival rates can be expected. But what
about salmon? I have always been under the impression
that most salmon which have been lost after being
hooked for a period have, more often than not, died.

In studies of trout mortalities, the more active species,

such as rainbow trout, tend to have a higher mortality
after giving their all, trying to toss the hook. Less

active species like brown trout show higher survival

rates. Other variables to consider include water
temperature, where the fish is hooked, length of time
played, and release methods.

Unable to find any written work on survival rates of
quinnat or chinook salmon after release, and after
pestering MAF Fisheries staff, I was sent the results of
a symposium on catch and release fishing for Canadian
Atlantic salmon. In eastern Canada, Atlantic salmon
stocks were showing steady declines, and drastic
measures were considered necessary to protect and
enhance the remnants of a once great fishery. A five-
year programme, which included catch and release

regulations throughout much of the region, was put in
place by the Department of Fisheries. The exceptit n
was Quebec, where different management techniques
excluded catch and release, but relied on reduced daily
bag limits, river closures, and delays in opening dates.

As an incentive or reward, commemorative pins and
certificates were issued by the Fisheries Department to
those who complied and sent in witnessed photographs

of the release of their fish. There was also a "20 Plus
Pin" award for those people who released fish heavier
than 20 lbs. The new regulations were greeted with
downright mean hostility and complete opposition by
many of the old salmon anglers.

Since the inception of the five-year plan, it has become
evident that the recovery of salmon stocks has been

considerably more rapid in those provinces where
regulations enforced catch and release, compared with
the salmon fishery of Quebec. Two top salmon rivers
(Miramichi and Restigouche) showed an increase in
spawner returns ftom LOVo to 93%, and ll% to 7O%,
respectively. Pretty amazing stuff, eh? In these two
\ilaters, as with many other rivers, it was considered
that close to target escapement had been achieved. In
contrast, the majority of Quebec rivers continued to fall
short of spawning requirements.

This, of course, applies strictly to Atlantic salmon in
Canada, rather than quinnat in New 7*aland. I mention
it merely because the Atlantic salmon, considered the
"king of fish" because of its fighting and leaping
abilities, must surely be in the high risk category for
catch and release regulations. In comparison, the more
reserved, less hyperactive, fighting characteristics of
quinnat may well be the secret to their survival should
fi¡ture management require catch and release

regulations.

Now for some of you old salts who are gasping in
disbelief, and perhaps even getting chest pains at the
hint of such management techniques, do not panic. I
am not suggesting that this is the aûswer, not yet
anyway! No doubt many of us would begrudgingly
accept more restrictive measures if we could be sure
that other factors limiting salmon numbers were being
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addressed. Although unpalatable, some of these
measures may, like all good medicines, result in a cure.

Funding

'Whatever 
course of action is decided on by the salmon

maûagens, and to continue present research,
surveillance, taggrng, releases, and the 101 other
requirements that are considered necessary, funding
must be found. Because of our unique autonomous
management, we are almost solely dependent on licence
fees as our income. As the Crown lays claim to the
sportfish of New 7*aland, the angler must insist on
realistic support for this nationally important resource.

From an outsider's casual observation, the state-run
fisheries of the USA seem to have several rather good
frrnding systems operating. For example, with regard
to maintenance and enhancement of riparian habitat, and
also to improve instream fish habitat, the Department of
Fisheries and Wildlife in Oregon has, by law, been
directed to achieve such results through tax incentives.
The legislation directing the establishment of these
programmes declares:

"It ß in the best interest of the state îo
maintain, preserve, conserve and rehabítate
rtparian lands to assure the protectíon of the
soil, water, fuh and wildlife resources of the
statefor the economic and social well-being
of the state and its citizens."

The legislation consists of two distinct programmes.
The first contains provision for a complete property tåx
exemption for qualifying lands. The second provides
for a personal Oregon State income tax credit for
certified ñsh habitat improvement projects.

A further programme, in eristence since 1950, benefits
anglers and boat owners. Under the Federal Aid in
Sports Fish Restoration Act, recently amended and
rewritten as part of this Act, the Wallop/Breaux Fund
has been created (this supersedes the previous
Dingle/Johnson ñrnd) and has now been operating for
five years. The rWallop/Breaux Fund consists of two
accounts, the Sports Fish Restoration Account and the
Boat Safety Account.

The Sports Fish Restoration Account receives money
from:

. a manufacturers' excise tax on fishing tackle and
accessories ($51 million¡;

o import duties imposed on fishing tackle, yachts,
and pleasure craft ($20 million);

o excess over the first $46 million available from
the nine cent per gallon motor boat fuel tax
(estimated at $45 million). (The first $45 million
from the fuel tax goes to the Boat Safety Account
and $1 million goes to the Land and Waþr
Conservation Fund.)

Since 1984, this Fund has risen from $39 million to
$205 million, increasing the total fishery budget for 50
states from 16% to 34%.

The Wallop/Breaux Fund is, in fact, a partnership. The
angler and the boatie pay the taxes, the industry
collects, and the government plans and carrie.s out the
projects to benefit anglers and boat owners. In other
words, just the old user pays system! Users get more
and/or better angling and boating opportunities, the
sports fishing industry benefirc from increased
opportunities and additional sales, and the government
has a reliable source of funds to cafiy out their resiource
stewardship responsibilities. Heralded as the most
significant legislation ever to benefit recreational
fisheries, it will provide more than one billion dollars
for improvement of a sport enjoyed by 54 million
Americans in the first ten yeårs.

Now here is a snippet of useful information that will
amuze your friends down at the local. How much
money did you spend on fishing gear last season? A
recent national survey by the US Fish and Wildlife
Service revealed that American anglers last year spent
17.3 billion dollars. That's a lot of Z spinners! Of
course everything is big in America, but, by way of
contrast, this demonstrates the US government's
recognition, commitment, and provision for the
recreational fishery.

Other Choices

What duck stamps have done for American waterfowl,
could salmon stamps do for the South Island salmon
fishery? For 56 years, duck stamps have been the key
to America's oldest and most successful wetlands
protection programme, providing more than $315
million to buy 3.7 million acres of habitat. Although
mainly purchased by waterfowl hunters, more non-
hunters, anglers, bird watchers, photographers,
campers, and yes, stamp collectors, are buying duck
stamps. Forty per cent of all Americans enjoy some
form of wildlife-related recreation and pour $4O Uitlion
into the economy for outdoor equipment, clothing,
food, travel, and accommodation. Salmon stamps may
generate funds which would benefit not only salmon,
but also the many other water-dependent species, as

well as water-borne recreationalists. It is possible that
even non-anglers may purchase salmon stamps.
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One might consider the availability of a salmon licence.
Anglers wouldhave the choice of purchasingthe licence
for salmon or a standard sportfish licence. The revenue
generated by the salmon licence would be earmarked
exclusively for salmon projects. Total sales would also
indicate to Fish and Game Councils the concern, or
perhaps the lack of concern, regarding the salmon
fishery.

Then there are big business dollars. In an environment-
conscious world, financing conservation projects which
are "clean" and "green" are good business. While this
may require me to wear uWash with Jiffo' emblazoned
a'Jross my chest, or "Drink Fruito Fizz" onmy vehicle,
promotion of projects by the commercial sector could
well generate valuable dollars and assist many salmon
enhancement programmes. I am assured by those more
knowledgeable that there are dollars available, and that
there are innovative minds that can turn similar ideas

into increased salmon n¡ns.

To summarise, future funding opportunities include:

a a voluntary stamp purchase;
. an enforced salmon stamp purchase;
o a voluntary salmon licence;
. an enforced salmon licence;

"big business" sponsored projects;
more government involvement in the salmon
rqsource, especially for research and marine
surveillance.

I am of the opinion that, although much of the overseas
experience may seem "pie in the sky" stuff (and if the
dollars a¡e hard to digest just change millions to
thousands), we must begin thinking differently about
our salmon fishery. I was never much good at maths,
but it appears that annually, at a cost, salmon are
poured into rivers, ocean, and harbours, yet less fish
are being returned to the angler. Now that is not how
it is supposed to work. Ilave we reached a biological
limit? Instead of pouring in more fish, we should look
at preserving and enhancing what we already have.

The Free Loader

Buying a licence, returning tags and information,
complying with fishery regulations, and reporting on
illegal practices are shightforward responsibilitie.s that
we as anglers are charged with. It is the latter,
reporting of violations, that requires attention in most
districts. I am, of course, completely biased, but I
believe those that choose to fish by methods other than
legal, and those that cheat the system, should be
brought into line. This means getting involved, passing
on accurate infomation quickly, and perhaps a visit to
the court to give evidence. Those who still hold some

misguided schoolboy beliefs that informing authorities
ofbreaches ofregulations is not acceptable have failed
to grow up or mature, and are, in my opinion, just as

irresponsible as the violator.

L¿w enforcement is a necessary management task, and
all too often there is inadequate staffing for this time-
consuming and often thankless job. Offenders, by non-
payment of fees and illegal practices, are stealing from
the system and from the resource. This act of theft
would not be tolerated if someone lifted your TV or
your lawnmower, and it is not acceptable when it's my
salmon either! I have paid for (I am still paying for)
the privilege of catching a salmon, and any who wish to
participate know the rules.

Our American neighbours encourage the receipt of such

information and have a reward scheme called "Fish and
Wildlife Safeguard". A toll-free number is available for
persons who see or hear of fish or wildlife violation.
You may also contribute to the reward fund to assist in
its continuation. Contributions are, of course, tax
deductible.

Conclusion

The purpose of me being here today is to plant seeds of
motivation (into the minds of those who managed to
remain totally conscious throughout the last 30 minutes)
by throwing out ideas from the sublime to possibly
impractical, and to acquaint you with salmon
conservation methods employed elsewhere. Your fertile
minds may well pick up on something I have said, or I
may have stirred some thoughts of your own. If I have
managed that, I will forgive Jim Tonkin for giving me
a task someone else could have done better.

That aside, at the end of the day, whatever management
or restrictions you believe are necessary, you and your
children and generations to come will be the end
recipients of the benefits which will, hopefully, be
achieved from this conference. The benefits associated

with fishing often last a lifetime, and youngsters who
have never been exposed to sport fishing have been

deprived of a lasting enrichment in their lives. The
magic of salmon fishing cannot be described, only
experienced, and the continued well-being of New
Zealand's most prestigious sportfish is in your hands.

It is up to us all to help ourselves. We can usually be
divided into three categories. There are those of us

who make things happen, those who watch things
happen, and those who wonder what happened! In
which category will you put yourself?

Thank you. Tight linas to you all in the seasons to

come.
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Current Issues in the Salmon Fishery
Martin Unwin and Matthew Hall

Introduction

During the conference, participants were given two
opportunities to express their views on issues relating to
the salmon fishery. The first of these took the form of
a simple request, at the end of the first day's
proceedings (Saturday 27 October), for people to
identiff what they saw as the main issues, rank these
according to priority, and to jot these ooncerns down in
note form. These responses were collected by the
Steering Committee, collated overnight, and used as the
basis for the Sunday morning open forum session.

At the beginning of the second day's proceedings
(Sunday 28 October), a more formal questionnaire, in
booklet form, was distributed to all participants. This
included 58 questions, asking for information and

canvassing opinion on a wide range of issues.
Participants were given about one hour to answer.
During this time a member of the Steering Committee
occupied the chair, reading through each question in
turn and, when necessary, clariSing any points of
uncertainty.

First Questionnaire

Although this "questionnaire" \ilas completely
unstructured, a number of points clearly emerged as

major concerns. In collating the resfþrnes, we have
classified these concerns as extremely important, very
important (VI), or important (D. The following eight
issues emerged as extremely important:

Issue Suggested solution(s)

Commercial catches of salmon at
sea

Research

Need to improve management of
the salmon fishery

Curbing salmon catches by anglers

Funding

Depletion of wild fish

I¿ck of political motivation

General curbs to be placed on the catching of salmon at sea by trawlers.

Insist on observers on fishing boats, to ascertain what is happening.

Efforts should concentrate, as far as practically possible, on determining the
influence of the ocean environment upon the salmon fishery.

Fish and Game Councils should look at all alternative souroes of ñrnding for
salmon work.

Fish and Game Councils, through consultation with anglers and fisheries
experts, to co-ordinate and prepare regional and national Salmon Fishery
Management Plans.

Through the planning process, consult with anglers on the ways catches may
be reduced.

Have a separate salmon licence, levies, or stamps.

Conduct research on trends in the stocks of hatchery versus wild fish, and
ways by which the balance of populations can be returned in favour of the
wild fishery.

The need to educate national and local politicians, and agencies such as

Electricorp, with a suggestion that Fish and Game Councils should work on
a higher profile.

Quanti$ the value of the recreational salmon fishery to regions and the
nation.

The need to value the fishery
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With so many participants, it was difficult to categorise
a number of the issues and solutions exactly, because

respondents often merged a number of issues with a
number of solutions. Although the most important
issues were clearly identified in the priority list above,
the remaining issues were too numerous to categorise
other than by the level of support indicated. These
issues are tabulated below and on page 63:

I)iscussion

Unlike the second questionnaire, which was prepared
some time before the Conference, this first informal
questionnaire gave Conference-goers the opportunity to
identify a wide range of issues and to respond with their
suggestions in an unrestricted manner. The way that

fssue Suggested solution(s)

Commercial catches of salmon
at sea by trawlers

Curbing salmon catches by
anglers

Pollution of rivers

Habitat improvement

Need to improve management
of the salmon fishery

Insist on physical checks of boats as they unload the fish - (VI)
Retain area off Banks Peninsula (some say increase the area and time) - (Vf
Compliance and law enforcement of by-catch regulations - (VI)
Bigger fines - (I)
Stop landings - (I)
Increase levies - (I)
Financial incentives for trawlers to supply information - (I)

Reduce limit bag to two salmon per day - (VI)
Encourage anglers to provide more daø - (W)
Reduce catches to twenty salmon per season - (I)
Close rivers to anglers during times of low flows - (I)
Restrict areas where anglers can fish - (I)
Place restrictions on fishing methods - (I)
Relax methods that restrict certain anglers and compensate with general
restrictions - o
Practice catch and release - (I)
Ban fishing competitions - (I)
Educate anglers and accentuate salmon as a sports fish - (VI)
Reduce access, particularly for bikes and vehicles within river beds - (I)
Reduce strength of line - (I)
Make high country fishing fly fishing only - (I)

Requires better quality control and stiffer penalties for pollution - (VI)
Stop sprays and fertilisers - (I)
Have users take water supply from discharge channels - (I)

More effort by managers on water quality and habitat degradation - (VI)
The need for small stream protection by fencing and stopbank work - (VI)
Protection of riparian strips - (I)
Management of adjacent land use habitats - (I)
Use more voluntary labour for stream improvement - (VI)
Study the juvenile and food production of spawning streams - (I)

Better liaison between Fish and Game Councils, Regional Government, and
National Government - (VI)
Gain more data and place more reliance on the overseas experience - (VI)
More ranging of anglers - (VI)
Better publicity on issues confronting the salmon fishery - (VI)
Better balance of Fish and Game Council funding between trout and salmon
anglers - (I)
Employ the most appropriate søff - (I)
Provide better access - (I)
Set up a system of work corps or guardians of resources - (I)
Set funds aside for research through MAF Fisheries - (I)
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Issue Susgested solution(s)

Water abstraction

Juvenile salmon
enhancement

Funding

Research

Irrigation should cease during times of low flows - (Vf
Screen irrigation intake.s or compensate for fish losses - (VI)
Prevent any firrther increase in abshaction levels - ([)
Reduce irrigation, aspecially during autumn months - the time of the salmon run - (t)
Stop irrigation - (I)

Promote releases where fish grow to a larger size and survival rate increases - (Vf
Stop ova planting and use high quality smolt - (I)
Develop spawning channels where practical - (I)
Press Electricorp into more compensation and enhancement - (I)
Look at astablishing hatcheries on various resources - (f)
Pressure Government to pay for maintenance of their fishery - @
Import a strain of more vigorous salmon eggs from overseas - (I)
If practical, strip angler-caught salmon - (I)
Do away with sex change experiments - male salmon to female sal-on - (I)
More harbour enhancement - (!
Tag more salmon for research to establish the most effective rearing programne.s - (I)
Use the I-ake Coleridge tail-race hatchery - (I)
More ova planting - (t)

Tourists should pay more - (I)
Look for sponsorships - (I)
Charge more for fishing competitions - (I)
The more fish an angler catches, the more they should pay - (I)
Those that damage the environment should pay - (I)
Do away with salmon licences but charge plenty for salmon tags - (I)
Educate anglers on the benefits of the salmon fishery - (I)
Charge a licence fee to anglers who fish in harbours for salmon - (I)
Establish a salmon stamp - (I)
Use Road Tax to help fund the fishery - (I)
Apply for fi¡nds ex Iotto - (I)

Provide continued incentives to anglers to return tagged salmon - (I)
Studies on the relationship between harbour fisheries and fisheries in other rivers - (f)
Study what would happen to the salmon fishery if MAF funding stopped - (I)

participants isolated the issues and formulated solutions
through this session is to be applauded. rWhile a few of
the solutions may be impractical, all of them are worthy
of consideration by the new fisheries managers. As the
planning process takes shape over the next year or two,
the work completed in this section of the conference,
when read in conjunction with the formal questionnaire
that was completed on the Sunday, will give fisheries
managers plenty of direction for fr¡ture work.

Second Questionnaire

A total of I42 questionnaires was completed during the
conference, and forwarded to MAF for analysis.
Analysis involved reading through all questionnaires and
transcribing the replies onto a standardised coding form
for subsequentkeyboard input into a computer database.

Written comments (which were invited for several
questions) were noted as received, but no attempt was
made to code these into a format consistent with the
database. The main concenx expressed in the.se

comments have been summarised after presenting the
results for the relevant question, and some
representative quotes are given in full. Because of the
large volume of written material, we have made no
attempt to record all comments.

A few questionnaires contained irregularitias in the way
that questions were completed, necessitating some
degree of judgement in how the reslnnses were coded.
Typical examples were questions where some or all of
the responses were left blank, or where a range of
values was given in response to a request for a single
numeric value (such as days fished per year). Blank
responses were dealt with by reducing the sample size
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for the question concerned. In the results, the effective
sample size for each question is indicated by a number

@racketed and in italics) after the statement of the
question or option concerned. \{here a respondent gave
a range of values, the lowest value was entered into the
database.

Most questions were of the Yes/No type, and were
analysed simply by tabulating the replies according to
the response given. Questions 14, 31, and 48 asked
respondents to rank various options, but were treated in
essentially the same way. The replies to question 14
(which related to factors limiting salmon production)
were broken down further by river, where more than 15

raspondents had identified their replies with a specific
river. For questions 31 and 48, an approximate ranking
for each option was calculated by awarding a numerical
score of 1 for the least preferred option, 2 for the next
cption etc., summing these for all respondents, anci

converting the total to a ranking between 0 and 100.

Personal Background Information

Question l: Do you fish for salmon? (141)

Response Frequency

r32 (e4%)
e (6%)

Question 2: If yes, where do you mainly fish for
salmon (respondents listed up to 3 iverc)? (132)

Question 3: On how many days do you fish for salmon
each year? (126)

Total days fished
Days/reply
Range

4291.

34.r
1-200

Question 4: What would be your per annum salmon
catch average, over the last three years? (116)

Total catch
Catch/reply
Range

t220
10.5

0-100

Question 5: How do you rate the salmon fishery?
(141)

Rating Frequency

Extremely important
Important
Minor importance
No opinion

II3 ($oVo)
26 (r8%)
t (<l7o)
r (<r%)Yes

No

Question 6: Should the fishery meet the aspirations of
anglers by: (l4I)

River Frequency Response Frequency

Rakaia
Rangitata
lVaitaki
lVaimakariri
opihi
Otago Flarbour
Clutha
Hurunui
.A,shburton
Orari
Tentburn
Ashley
Hokitika
Lyttelton Harbour
Waiau
Wairau

54 (4IVo)
40 (30Vo)

25 (t97o\
2e (22%)

e (1%)
s (4%)
4 (3%)
4 (3%)
2 (2Vo)
2 (27o\
2 (2Vo\
(<r%)
(<r%)
(<t%)
(<r%)
(<r%)

Relying on self-sustaining wild
stocks?

Having a partly wild stock and partly
put-and-take fishery through
hatchery production?

Solely hatchery production with no
reliance on wild stock?

22 (167o)

ns (82%)

4 (3%)

Question 7: Do you fish for l.rout? (142)

Response Frequency

Yes
No

124 (87Vo)

18 (t3%)
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TABLE 1. (Question 14) Responses for all anglers combined, and for anglers who fished only the Rakaia, Rangitata,

Vlaimakariri, and Waitaki Rivers.

All replies (131)
Critical

influence
Important
influence

Little No
influence influence

Abstractive use of water
Angler catches
Commercial salmon farms
Commercial trawling
Power development
River environment
Spawning habitat

86 (66%)
22 (t8%)
r8 (14%)

to4 (8r%)
s4 (a%)
s4 (42%)
83 (&%\

3I (24Vo)

7r (s7%)
64 (SoVo)

Ls (r2%)
29 (237o)
49 (387o)
3e (3o%)

s (4%)
3o (24Vo)
34 (27Vo)

6 (s%)
20 (16%)
2t (16%)

s (4%)

9 (7Vo)
2 (2%)
Il (97o)
4 (3%)

25 (?ß7o)
5 ( 47o)
3 (2%)

Rakaia River (36)
Critical

influence
Important
influence

Little
influence

No
influence

Abstractive use of water
Angler catches
Commercial salmon farms
Commercial trawling
Power development
River environment
Spawning habitat

23 (66Vo)
6 (r8%)
8 (22%)

30 (83%)
13 (37%)
LO (2e%)
22 (61%>

e (26%)
20 (597o)
t1 (477o)
4 (rtvo)
8 (23%)

16 (46Vo)
to (28%)

t (3Vo)
8 (24Vo)

Il (3lVo)
t (3%)
9 (267o)
8 (23%\
3 (8%\

2 (6%)
O (O7o)
o (o%)
t (3%)
s (r4%)
I (3To'l
1 (3%)

Rangitata River (37)
Critical

influence
Important
influence

Little No
influence influence

Abstractive use of water
Angler catches
Commercial salmon farms
Commercial trawling
Power development
River environment
Spawning habiøt

32 (86To)

s (r4%)
4 (Lr%)

34 (92Vo)

e (2s%)
12 (33%)
26 (727o)

s (r4%)
27 (73Vo)
2O (54Vo)

3 (87o)
t3 (36%)
L6 (447o)
9 (25Vo)

o (o%\
s (r4%)
9 (24Vo)

o (0%)
7 (re%)
6 (I7Vo)
r (3%\

o (o%)
o (o%)
4 (rr7o)
o (oVo)
7 (197o)
2 (6%)
o (o%)

Waimakariri River (18)
Critical

influence
Important
influence

Little
influence

No
influence

Abstractive use of water
Angler catches
Commercial salmon farms
Commercial trawling
Power development
River environment
Spawning habitat

13 (72Vo)
2 (r3%)
3 (n%)

16 (94%\
s (3r%)

tt (6s%)
8 (47%)

4 (22Vo)

lO (637o)
6 (4O%)
I ( 6Vo)

4 (2570)

6 (3s%)
9 (537o)

| ( 67o)
4 (25Vo)
4 (277o)
o (oVo)
2 (13%)
o (o%)
O (o7o)

o (o7o)
o (o%)
2 (r3%)
o (o%)
5 (3lVo)
o (oVo)
o (o%\

Waitaki River (16)
Critical

influence
Important
influence

Little No
influence influence

^{bstractive use of water
Angler catches
Commercial salmon farms
Commercial trawling
Power development
River environment
Spawning habiøt

e (s6%)
2 (l3yo)
2 (r4%)

ro (67%)
14 (887o)
ro (63%)
13 (8170\

4 (25Vo\

7 (47%)
9 (64Vo)

3 (2O%)
2 (r37o)
2 (l3Vo)
3 (1,9%)

2 (l3Vo)
5 (33Vo)
3 (2IVo)
| (7%)
o (o%)
3 (te%)
o (o%)

I ( 67o)
t (7%)
o (o7o)
| (7Vo)
O (OVo)
r (6%)
O (OVo)
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"Yes, for genetíc reasons, but thß does not mzan
that hatchery stocks are any less important. Our
so-called wild stoclcs are, infact, all the progeny
of salmon from the original Halcataram¿a
hatchery."

Question 16: Do you believe I¡cal Authorities
(District and Regional Councils) give due regard to the
recreational salmon frshery? (140)

Response Frequency

t7 (r2%)
123 (8870)

Question 17: How do you believe Fish and Game
Councils should improve their profile with Regional
Councils?

Answers centred around the need for better liaison and
information exchange, and promoting the benefits to the
region that come from a viable fishery. Several
respondents noted the need for Fish and Game Councils
to improve their public profile. Comments included:

uMake the C,ouncils more aware of the importance
of the ftshery to the regional economy. "
" Set up regular mzetings wíth regard to
developmznts within the fuhery. "
"By promoting thoroughly professional policies
and. pløns. "

Question 18: Should anglers, through their licence
fees, pay for Water Conservationlitigation? (142)

Response Frequency

ss (3e%)
87 (61.7o)

Question 19: Should Government fund a proportion of
Water Conservation litigation? (Such as the Rakaia
Conservation Order) ( I 42)

Response Frequency

135 (957o)
7 (57o)

Question 20: Should Water Management Plans:

Res¡ronse Yes No

Bind the Crown and all users
of natural water? (139)

Provide for water levels that
conserve the ecology ofthe
natural waters? (140)

Provide for water levels that
allow for reasonable angler
aspkations? (140)

t3s (e7%) 4 (3%)

136 (97Vo) 4 (3%)

t37 (e8%) 3 QVo)

Yes
No

Yes
No

Question 21: Do you consider users of natural water
that detrimentally affect the salmon fishery should
compensate the fishery? (142)

Response Frequency

r37 (96%)
s (4%)

Question 22: Who do you believe should be primarily
responsible for advocating the interest of anglers? (134)

Response Frequency

Fish and Game Councils
N.Z. Salmon Anglers
MAF Fisheries
Department of Conservation
Other

rt4 (8s%\
tt (8%)
3 (2%)
t (t%)
5 (4%)

Yes
No Question 23: Would you be prepared to, at some time,

be elected to a Fish and Game Council? (134)

Response Frequency

88 (62%)
46 (38Vo)

Yes
No

Yes
No
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Question 24: Fish and Game Councils are required
under statute to prepare Fishery Management Plans for
the salmon fishery. Should such plans target:

Response Yes

Question 26: In your opinion, how should Fish and

Game Councils tackle the matter of public relations?

Activity Yes No
No

Spawning numbers for individual
river systems? (136)

% of adult salmon run anglers
should take? (135)

Catching methods? ( I 37)
Ilabitat protection requirements?

(136)
Flow requirements? (1 36)

132 (977o)

124 (e2%)

r28 (es%)
132 (97Vo)

t3r (e6%)

4 (3%)

rr (8%)

9 (5Vo)

4 (3%)

5 (4Vo)

Ltt (8s%)

94 (6970)

tIL (83Vo)

rr7 (86%)

r?ß (9o%)

20 (rs%)

43 (31,%)

23 (r7%)

19 (I4Vo)

14 (ro%)

Convene regular meetings
of members (131,)

Convene public meetings
(137)

Have a national
publication (134)

Promote a local salmon
news sheet (,13ól

Provide reports on river
conditions (134)

Numerous comments were received under an "other"
option. These included: protection of spawning
grounds; controls such as yearly bag limits, temporary
closure of rivers, and the implementation of catch and
release; and the need for management plans to consider
the salmon resource as a whole.

Question 25: Fish and Game Councils will be required
under statute to prepare Operational Work Plans. In the
field of operations, would you be prepared to provide
assistance in the following activities?

Activity Yes

Question 27: Do you consider
Councils should seek financial
commercial interests? ( I 37)

that Fish and Game

sponsorship from

Other areas where respondents felt that they were able
to help included public relations, spawning surveys, fish
salvage, and assisting with the preparation of objections
to water rights.

Response Frequency

t2I (88Vo)

16 (r27o)

Management of Anglers

Question 28: The following is an extract from the
Sport Fishing Regulations to fish for salmon in
California: "Definition of Angling: To take fish by
hook and line with the line attached to a rod held in the
hand or closely attended in such a manner that the fish
voluntarily takes the bait or lure in its mouth. " Do you
believe the message adequately describes the standards

of angling we should aspire to? (138)

Response Frequency

lo7 QBVo)
2e (22%)

Several respondents considered that the phrase "closely
attended" should either be deleted, or clarified.
Another referred to the need to speciñcally prohibit
"scratching".

Yes

No

No

Stream enhancemen{! (1 32)
Angler dianes? (133)
Enforcement of regulations?

(12e)
Raising tunds? (/3/)
Preparation of Management

Plats? (131)
Scale and lag rct.nns? (133)

rtz (8s%)
III (83Vo)

84 (6s%)

86 (667o)

86 (66%)

rre (8e%)

20 (rs%)
22 (r7%)
45 (357o)

4s (34%)
4s (34%)

14 (lIVo)

Yes
No
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Question 29: What percentage catch level do you
believe anglers should take of the adult spawning run?
(122)

Percentage of catch Frequency

Question 31: If it was deemed necessary to reduce
angler harvest of fish, which of the following options do
you consider would be most effective?

Refer to Table 2 below for the responses.

Question 32: Should salmon anglers be encouraged ûo

practice catch and release? (138)

Response Frequency

roe (79%)
2e (2t%)

Question 33: Should regulations be made so there is:

<10
l0-19
20-29
30-39
ß-49
50-59
ffi-69
70-79
>79

s (4%)
7 (6%)
I (7%)

20 (16%)
r7 (t4%)
47 (3e%)

e (7%)
7 (6%)
2 (2%)

Yes
No

A number of respondents were unhappy with this
question, pointing out that the percentage would vary
from river to river and from season to season,
depending on the population dynamics of the system in
question. Several respondents emphasised that
determining what percentage of the catch should be
taken was not a matter of guesswork, but should be
decided by the fishery managers from the best available
scientifi c information.

Question 30: Would you accept a change in angling
regulation that would achieve the appropriate level?
(13e)

Response

Uniformity throughout
New Zealand? (136)

To match the resource? (139)

No

7t (s2%) 6s (48%)

138 (ee%) L (r%)

Question 34: Bearing in mind the principle that salmon
angling as a sports fishery has resulted in prioritias in
conservation and political support, do you believe
anglers should be permitted to sell their catches? (142)

Frequency Response Frequency

Yes
No

t32 (es%)
7 ( 57o\

Yes
No

6 (4%)
136 (e6%',)

TABLE 2. Responses to Question 31.

Most

Number of respondents indicating each
degree ofpreference

345
Iæast

67

Ranking
(maximum

100)Option

t7
43
79
69
54
49
49

1033481684
10 t4 20 L7 16 36 16

56341616931
3640t41016t43
r019332524137
1215182926275
914272829187

No fishing days (128)
Limiting angling to daylight hours (129)
Limiting angler daily bags (135)
Limiting angler yearly bags (133)
Limiting fishing techniques (131)
Limiting fishing season (132)
Limiting the area that can be fished (132)
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Question 35: What limit would you place on the daily
bag of salmon? (135)

Question 39: Would you agree to a separate salmon

fishing licence? (140)

FrequencyFrequency ResponseBag limit

22 (167o)
8s (63%)

e (7%)
ß Qr%)
2 ( I7o)

I (<I7o)
| (<r%)

Question 36: If a season's limit was to be placed on
the salmon anglers, what number would you impose?
(126)

Bag limit Frequency

Would you agree to an additional levy
spent solely on salmon enhancement?

Yes
No

1

2
3

4
5
6

10

78 (567o)
62 (4%)

Question 40:
that would be
(13e)

Yes
No

Response Frequency

Lr7 (84%)
22 (16%)

Question 41: How much levy would you be prepared

to pay per annum? (ll7)

Response Frequency

5-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
25 -29
30-39
40-50
>51

to (8%)
5o (A7o)
t2 ( 6%)
3r (2s%)

s (4%)
rr (e%)
s (4%)
2 (2%\

Not stated

$z
$to
$ls
$zo
$25
$30
$3s
$¿o
$50
$tm
$200

rr (e%)
t (<r%)
18 (ts%)

3 (3%)
44 (38%)

e (8%)
I (7%)

t (<r%)
r (<r%)
rs (t3%)

5 ( 4Vo)

L (<t%\
Yes
No

Question 37: Do you believe in the philosophy that the
more salmon an angler takes the more that angler
should pay? (138)

Response Frequency

48 (357o)

90 (65Vo)

Question 38: Should the technique of salmon stamps or
salmon tags used overseas be investigated as a way
anglers would fnnd salmon enhancement? (137)

Response Frequency

trs (84%)
22 (16%)

Question 42: Do you consider that there should be a
responsibility on anglers to provide effort and catch data

to Fish and Game Councils? (141)

Response Frequency

r37 (e7%)
4 (3%)

Yes
No

Yes
No
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Question 43: Should this provision of data be
compulsory? (/38)

Response

Question 46: Was your licence checked last season?
(137)

Frequency Response

Yes
No

Yes
No

e4 (68%)
M (32%)

Question 442 ln the previous year did you see anyone
fishing illegaldy? (135)

Response Frequency

4s (33%)
n 67%\

Question 45: Did you report the offence? (44)

Response Frequency

28 (64Vo)

16 (36%)

TABLE 3. Responses to Question 48.

Frequency

s8 (42%)
7e (s8%)

Salmon at Sea

Question 47: Do you believe MAF Fisheries
adequately managing salmon at satl (139)

Res¡nnse Frequency

20 (t4%)
ttg (86%\

Question 48: List in order of priority how you believe
the commercial catching of salmon by trawlers at sea
should be managed.

Refer to Table 3 below for the resg)nses.

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Option

Highest priority

r23
Lowestpriority Ranking

6 7 g (maxinum
100)

A levy on salmon caught by trawlers

Ban on larger trawlers in inshore waters

Ban on trawling around river mouths

Completely ban the landing of salmon
caught by trawlers at sea

Do nothing

Exclusion zone around Banks Peninsula
during the period salmon congregate

Making salmon a quota species

The mass release of salmon firnded by
trawling companies and anglers

Placing observers on trawlers capable of
catching salmon

Not specifically listed, but mentioned by 26 raspondents
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Yes
No

Question 49: Should every recreational angler who
fishes for'salmon in salt water hold a fishing licence?
(142)

Response Frequency

r3r (e2%)
rt (8%)

Question 50: Should Fish and Game Councils control
the recreational catching of salmon in salt water? (138)

Response Frequency

110 (80%)
28 (207o)

Question 51: Should controls be used to limit the
development of harbour fisheries until the ñrll impacts
of such developments are known? (137)

Response Frequency

8r (se%)
56 (4tVo)

Question 52: Do you favour commercial salmon
farming? (139)

Res¡ronse Frequency

ro7 (77To)

32 (23Vo)

Question 53: Do you consider any controls are needed
on commercial salmon farming? (128)

Response

When asked to state what controls they would prefer,
the most common replies were the need to ensure

hatcheries and/or recapture sites were sited up-river
rather than on the coast; adequate controls on disease;

restrictions on the number and size of farms; and the

need for regular inspection and provision of data.

Question 54: In your view, has the commercial
development of the salmon fishery been of overall
advantage to the angler? (137)

Response Frequency

10e (80%)
28 (2OVo\

Comments on this Conference

Question 55: Was the subject matter covered by the
speakers satisfactory? (135/

Response Frequency

l3o (96To)

5 ( 47o)

Question 56: What aspects would you prefer to have
been dealt with in more detail (written answers)?

A wide range of responses was received, ranging from
the need for more discussion on specific issues (salmon
at sea, water quality and pollution, the impacts of
hatchery releases, and harbour fisheries), to comments
on how the conference could have been structured (e.g.,
more time for questions, panel discussions, workshops,
more handout material, and the need to discuss solutions
rather than problems).

Question 57: Should there be a further conference of
anglerc? (136)

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Frequency Response Frequency

Yes
No

Yes
No

I2O (94Vo)

8 ( 67o)
r29 (es%)

7 (sVo)
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Question 58: What additional matters would you
include on the agenda ofthe next conference?

Many of the replies to this questions covered the same

material ris did those to Question 56. Several
respondents replied on a positive note, saying that they
were happy with the format as it was. A few
respondents requested a practical session on fishing
technique.

I)iscussion

The information collected via this questionnaire should
be seen in context, in that the survey "population" was
in no sense a random group of anglers. On the
contrary, those anglers who attended the conference on
the Sunday were those who had already spent all of the
previous day listening to the papers presented, and who
\ryere committed enough to give up a second day to
further discussion of the issues. This is clearly shown
by the replies to question 4, showing these anglers to
catch an average of 9.7 salmon ller season. Based on
random surveys conducted by MAF Fisheries over the
last ten years, the average catch per fishing licence
holder is closer to one salmon per season.

There is some evidence that not all questions and/or
issues were well understood by respondents. One such

example is question 10, which asked respondents to
identify who owned the salmon resource. Daspiæ this
issue having been discussed by at least two speakers the
previous day, only two thirds of the replies correctly
identifiedsalmon as being "owned" by the Crown. The
replies to question 14 also suggest some degree of
confusion. For example, while abstractive use of water
is clearly a major issue for the Rangitata salmon
fishery, the same does not apply to either the Rakaia or
Waimakariri Rivers. Nevertheless, over X)% of the
resfronses for these two rivers identified abstractive use
of water as having a critical or important influence on
the salmon fishery. While this may indicate concern
about a potential rather than an existing threat, the
result is at variance with the current situation on both
rivers.

Many of the Yes/No questions showed a very high level
of consensus, with agreement between at least X)% of
the respondents. In some cases (e.g., questions 15, 16,
19, 21, 34', 47) , this result could have been predicted,
and comes as no surprise. Conversely, the most
interesting questions are those where the result was not
clear cut, such as questions 8,37,39, znd 43. For
those involved with management of the salmon fishery
towards the year 2000, these are the sorts of issues that
will need to be resolved. Clearly, there is scope for
wider canvassing of these issues, not just amongst the
salmon angling public but within the whole national
Fish and Game framework.
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Open Forum
Malcolm Bell (Chair)

Preface

The conference concluded with an open forum session,

lasting from 11 am to about 3:30 pm on Sunday 28
October. This session, chaired by Malcolm Bell, was
based on the responses to the preliminary issues
questionnaire, distributed on the Saturday evening.
(The main points to emerge from this questionnaire are
summarised on page 61 of these Proceedings.)

The following transcript is based on a continuous tape
recording of the forum, supplemented by extensive
notes provided by Peter Shutt. To avoid unnecessary
duplication of material, and to keep this report to a
reasonable length, the transcript has been fairly heavily
edited. In general, key ideas raised during the
discussion have been attributed to the first person to
raise that issue, and subsequent remarks which did not
raise any new points have been omitted.

Salmon By-catch

Chair: It is clear from your responses to last night's
questionnaire form that the number one issue is the by-
catch. To some extent, a solution is already being
organised by MAF, although their efforts are subject to
restraints on staff and resources. Although we now
have the exclusion zone off Banks Peninsula, the
exclusion time has yet to be finalised, as the former
Minister thought trawler operators had not been given
adequate advice. It may be that the exclusion zone will
not be granted the additional protection for next season.

It is imperative that Mr McTigue be advised of the
conference's desire for an immediate change to the
timing of the exclusion zone, so that it commences on
I December. I suggest that all of you here should, by
telegram or fax, advise the Director-General of
Fisheries, the spokesperson on fisheries for both parties ,

and the new Minister of Conservation, of your concerns
for the timing of the exclusion zone. I would therefore
like to put the following motion:

"That, as an urgent conservation measure,
the period of the aeclusion zone off Banl<s

Peninsula be broughtforward by two weel<s

to the lst December 1990 aç recomtnended
by the proposed managem¿nt plan review,

and unanimously agreed to by the Salmon
Towards 200O conferenc e. "

Dr Peter Todd (MAF Fisheries): MAF has already
recommended to government that:

. the exclusion period should be brought forward by
two weeks;

. the levy should stay at $4/tg;

. trawling trials should not proceed this season.

After further discussion, the motion was put and carried
unanimously.

Observers

Chair: Another key issue to emerge was that of
observers being placed on inshore boats. Since these

also would observe species other than salmon, we
should explore whether more funding could be made
available.

Fishing Industry Board representative: The key
problem here is cost. The rules state that the cost of
observers on foreign fishing vessels must be borne by
the vessel. This amounts to $200 per day plus rations.
The Federation of Commercial Fishermen would
therefore be opposed to the placement ofobservers on
inshore vessels. The inshore fishery is at best a

marginal operation.

Lindsay Dell: Observers should be looked on as part
of a research strategy, with costs being met from the
research levy. The information gathered would also

benefit the red cod fishery.

Doug Roy: A salmon levy could be increased to cover
observer costs. By my calculations, a $6 levy would
provide four observers for six months.

Unidentified: Could the maximum speed within 12
miles of the coast be reduced?

Chair: I don't know that that would be well received.

Question: How much is spent on salmon enforcement?
Might not observers be cheaper than helicopters?
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Unidentiflred: What exactly are the observers going to
do? By the time the fish are on board, they are dead.

Observers may give information on salmon caught in
other areas, but this may not help to manage the
problem.

Chair: The feeling from the questionnaires is that
observers would help, since we don't know how much
the rules are being bent.

Arthur lVilson: Fishing operators have a shocking
history of breaking the rules. Observers are required to
alter this ¡rosition.

Peter Todd: Fisheries management has changed
fundamentally due to introduction of the quota

management system. Quotas are set, which companies
have to fish to. This is associated with a very powerful
compliance system, which is still being developed.

Ray Voller (MAF tr'isheries): I am at a loss to
understand what observers might do. Salmon are dead

when taken on board the boat. Enforcement is based on
land-based operations, so that when fish are landed we
track them. Companies breaking the regulations can
literally lose their company if caught. Observers to
watch dumping (of red cod, etc.) would provide little
information, and would not be cost-effective. Our
research on red cod does not require the use of
observers.

If the exclusion zone was abandoned, however, and
replaced by some forrr of gear restriction, then
observers would be usefi¡I. Replacing the present
exclusion zone, together with restrictions on the type of
gear and the vessel speed, may improve co-operation.
If the fishery is in such a state, then anglers must look
at their own operations to help maintain the fishery.

Unidentified: Could we conduct our own trials to
ascertain geat/catch ratios, etc?

Ray Voller: Yes, but the debate is then whether or not
gear restrictions could be enforced.

Unidentified: Can MAF find and pinpoint other
"hotspots"?

Ray Voller: At present, no. Trawler operators claim
that anglers are not helping themselves enough and are
too reliant on bashing the trawler. This type of
information is just not forthcoming. Only with
observers could we discover other hot spots. Anglers
also need to look at other factors which may be

affecting retums.

Chair: We have a leaking bucket, and we need to plug
¿rs many holes as possible. By-catch is not all the
problem.

Lindsay lÞll: Does MAF consider by-catch to be one
of the major factors which has significantly reduced the
adult salmon run?

Martin Unwin (MAF F'isheries): Yes.

Ross Lightfoot: We must realise that the commercial
industry is very unhappy about the exclusion zone. If
the exclusion zor.e is appealed we may need a backup.
Observers and gear restrictions have to be considered.

Unidentifred: We still do not know why hatchery fish
are declining. I don't see how we can progress until we
identiff the reason.

Chappie Chapman: Would the conference consider
the formation of a marine reserve offBanks Peninsula?

Bruce Kelly: What is the effect of trawler effort on the
marine food chain?

Chair: I would like to bring this discussion to a close.
Can I make the point that, within the limits of available
resources, the present compliance system seems to be
effective. Do we need to consider other management
options? I note that in both Ministerial addre,sses, the
recreational nature of salmon was recognised.

Barry lVfatthews: The wetfish value for salmon is
higher than for many other species. lVould an increase
in the levy be worthwhile?

Ray Voller: If the levy were increased then salmon
would probably be dumped. the salmon are worth $6
per kg, so the levy of $4 means only $2 is left to pay
the crew.

Chair: We must keep those records coming in from
fishermen. This comes through very clearly from the
questionnaire.

Gavin James (MAF Fisheries): Can I ask Ray what is
proposed regarding trawling trials aimed at avoiding
salmon?

Ray VoIIer: A research proposal has been prepared to
conduct trials involving nets with reduced headline

heights. Enforcement costs could be significant, and

the Minister is not in favour of instituting pilot trials if
the costs of enforcement would kill the economic value

of the solution.
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Unidentified: Could MAF enforce speed restrictions
on trawlers?

Ray Voller: Only with observers.

Funding

Chair: Can we now move on to the next major source
of concern - ñrnding. It takes money to look after the
fishery. Suggestions include user pays, tax concessions,
and sponsorship.

Unidentified: What sort of salmon fishery do we want
in the year 2000? If we are happy with the present
situation, then we take no immediate action. If we want
a much better fishery, do we release hatchery fish or
rely on wild stock? What about a put-and-take fishery?
How much are we prepared to pay? There are 15 000
salmon anglers in the Canterbury region. At double the
licence fee, we would have the firnds to improve the
fishery.

Chair: I think anglers are clearly dissatisfied with the
present situation. How do we achieve the improvement
that we all thought had come in the mid 1980s? The
numbers game is against us at present - at a O.57o

return, it costs about $200 to get one fish back.

Unidentified: Every other sporting organisation in
New Zealand has an income above their subscriptions.
We have nothing.

Unidentified: In the USA, the value of the recreational
fishery is recognised. Their tax rebates are due to
surveys showing the value of the fishery to the
community.

Chair: How do we put a dollar figure on the
recreational fishery?

Jerry Wing: There are up to 5000 anglers fishing in
Otago Harbour. These are an obvious unused source of
revenue, which needs tidying up.

Peter Todd: MAF will be applying to MoRST for
research funding to undertake a collaborative economic
study of the recreational fishery.

Iloug Roy: Are we prepared to fund a fishery in which
there may b, a 9OVo loss factor.

Unidentified: What's happening at sea? Smolt releases

have increased and the by-catch has been reduced, so

something else is a substantial part of the equation.

Unidentified: All these issues relate to information.
You can't collect information without funding.

Jerry lValton: Smolt releases have proppedthe fishery
up, albeit to a low level. The Fish and Game Councils
do not have the resources to continue firnding these

releases. More money is needed for research and more
money is needed for releases. At Otago we took the
problem and did something about it ... that is better
than waiting and doing nothing.

Peter Todd: Over the last two years, Fish and Game

Councils have funded the release of 300 000 smolts
annually in the Rakaia and the Rangitata. Other
releases have been funded by MAF at Glenariffe,
representing up to 100 000 smolts. The total cost is at

least $300,000.

Unidentified: Stamps on the licence and an extra fee
paid to fish for salmon would seem to be the answer.

Unidentified: Why not apply for commercial
sponsorship? And why not have a closed season on the
Rakaia River for one year?

Lindsay lÞll: Since the salmon resource is owned by
the Crown, government should contribute to the cost of
maintaining the fishery.

Bryan Strange: If that is the case, we might also be
charged a resource rental. This is provided for in the
Act.

Ross Lightfoot: We need a licence as at present, plus

a coupon for either trout or salmon, costing perhaps $20
each. This income would be spent on enhancement of
the fishery. Anglers will have to pay for their fishery.

Barry Matthews: Compared to other sports, $50 a

year is very cheap. The licence fee could be increased,
and a proportion returned to fishery.

Dr Bob McDowall (MAF Fisheries): Fish and Game

Councils must tell anglers what you get for your
licence. Every time you go to fish the Rakaia River it
costs you more than the price of your licence. For far
too long, anglers have thought fishing is free. In the
USA, the Dingle/Johnson amendment imposes a I07o
tax on sports equipment to fund sport. For example,
you would pay a lOTo levy on your fishing equipment,
your boat, and your outboard. In five years time, we
may well find ourselves in a crisis on how to fund the
resource. A bit of lateral thinking is required.

Jim Tonkin: Can we consider how we might approach
this problem. A Dingle/Johnsontax is one solution, but
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how about commercial sponsorship, etc. Vfe could then
consider which approaches should be given priority.
The indication from our market consultants is that the
licence fee is already high enough.

Ross Lightfoot: But we are not discussing the licence,
we are discussing funding the salmon rqsource.

Unidentified: There are 15 000 salmon anglers, but
only 250 here. We have to get out and sell these ideas.
Publicity is essential.

Doug Roy: Could the Fish and Game Council alter the
status of salmon so that harbour fish would be under
their jurisdiction?

Chair: This meeting clearly recognises the need for
anglers to spend money on the resource. Good PR is
now required to help people realise what they get for
their licence.

Habitat

Chair: A lot of concern has been expressed about
salmon habitat, both in the freshwater and marine
environment. Mangnwer is a key resource here - do we
make the best use of the manpower at our disposal?
Fish and Game Councils have a major role to play, but
anglers can help with areas such as stream
improvement. V/e need to tap into the manpower
displayed at this conference.

Unidentified: As a North Island dairy farmer I am
well aware that cows damage the stream environment.
Barrier zones are needed between water and land-use
areas.

Mchael Field-Dodgson (MAF F'isheries): Work by
the Southland Fish and Game Council shows that cattle
cause significant damage to banks, destabilising banks
and streams, and causing silting and gravel movement.

Chair: Shifting stones does not necessarily improve
spawning. Fish need cover, such as overhanging
vegetation.

Roger Knowles: The North Canterbury Fish and Game
Council has tried fencing streams. This keeps cattle out
and makes surrounding farmers aware of the problems.
It is hard to berm fence effectively below the flood
plain, where most spawning streams lie, without high
maintenance costs.

John Anderson: The problem is wider than just habitat
protection. Water users are blotting their own

copybook with cans, plastic, etc., so that water now has
a "detergent" look about it. Countries like Switzerland,
Alaska, and British Columbia seem to have got past this
problem. We must lift the quality of our resource by
telling govemment how we want the matter addressed.
We need to utilise the green vote.

Niall l{atson: The Otago Fish and Game Council is
working closely with the Regional Council to
demonstrate the benefits of closing off parts of river
banks and re-vegetating them. Regional Councils don't
tend to see bank erosion as a problem, and they don't
understand habitat degradation. Salmon anglers should
not have to put streams back together again, and are
entitled to demand a level of protection from the
Regional Councils. A stream will largely look after
itself after that is achieved. Using licence fees to fight
a rear-guard action may ultimately lead to less rather
than more. All users must be aware of their actions,
and costs put squarely on those rasponsible.

Unidentified: How important is habitat change in
relation to the current decline in the salmon resource?

Peter Todd: This must be a contributing factor, and
some research on this is being done at Glenariffe. We
don't know whether the productivity of the Hydra
Waters is the same as it was in the 1970s. What used
to be covered in huge tussocks is now rough paddock.

AIan Evans: Habitat is all important, and District and
Regional Councils must be required to produce
management plans. Riparian zones should be fenced off
and de-stocked. Make it stick on waterways of all
sizes, not just those over 3 metres width or 8 acres.

Jim Tonkin: I spoke yesterday of the im¡nrtance of
management plans, and I must emphasise again how
important it is for you to say your bit to regional and
local government.

Unidentified: The Waimakariri River is full of toxic
waste. How can we ex¡rect salmon to go up it?

Alan Evans: Dairy farmers must apply for water
rights, and they are not permitted to release effluent into
streams. But in the high country there is nothing to
stop cattle defaecating in streams as they attempt to stay
cool throughout summer months.

Peter Todd: The MAF Fisheries Board meets quarterly
with the Recreational Fishing Leaders group, and
anglers should make full use of this channel to ai¡ their
concerns.
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Ray Voller: The South-east Regional Fishery
Management Plan is due out in November, and will
open the whole fishery -including salmon at sea - up to
public scrutiny. Anyone can make submissions on the
plan, with a right of appeal to the Planning Tribunal.

Vic Edgar: More firnds are required. The days of the
cheap licence are gone. We must sell these ideas to the
other 14 500 salmon anglers who are not at this
conference, by deeds that are attempted or seen to be
done. If we don't address the by-catch issue and take
stern action, we are wasting our time.

Angler Apathy

Chair: Can we now move on to angler apathy. How
do we overcome this, and reach the other 14 500?

Unidentiflied: Newspapers andTV are aprime medium
for getting to all anglers. We need a publicity ofhcer
for Fish and Game Councils on the radio each Saturday
morning.

Unidentified: Annual reports for acclimatisation
societies have been put out each year. The information
is there to be seen but people have to actually read what
is published!

Unidentified: The direct approach is important. Ten
people telephoning around will do better than many
other forms of dissemination.

Barry Matthews: We should work closer with tackle
shop retailers to get to anglers, and to impart
information to help the Fish and Game Council.

Chair: Fish and Game Councillors need to have closer
liaison with anglers, and work to develop their profile.
This conference needs to activate apathetic anglers by
coming up with ideas, and charging Fish and Game
Councils to do something about it.

Moved: Chappie Chapman (seconder unidentified):
Thß conference requires that the Fish and Game
Council have an information oflcer appointed,
who could be an exßting staffmember.

Carried.

Derek Howden: The salmon fishery is a national
resource, so that a nationwide licence fee increase is
appropriate. A $2 increase would bring in $300,000.

Unidentiflred: Any levy should not be detrimental to
the trout anglers. You buy a licence to permit you to
fish, not necessarily to catch a fish.

Moved (Proposer and seconder not recorded): That
thß conference ßsue a press release promoting a
$10O annual levy þr anglers to fuh for sea-run
quinnat salmon, to be used for research an^d

nuznaSemcnt.

Carried, with one abstention.

Food Chain

Bandy Lynn: I would like to have some discussion on
the salmon food chain at sea. Salmon are smaller than
they used to be and I believe there may be a shortage of
suitable food. Many coastal species have been heavily
exploited around our coastline. For example, yellow-
eyed penguins and seal colonies are dying.

Peter Todd: If fish are starving, they will come back
each year in poor condition. There has not been a

steady downturn in condition factor. The total salmon
resource was once twice the size of what it is now, and
hatcheries are only making up what has been lost over
the years. Seal numbers have changed, but the biomass
of other species has been reduced by trawlers etc, so
there is no confirmation that salmon are starving.

Unidentiflred: In Otago, we buy our fish in and are not
concerned with spawning, etc. We have no idea what
salmon eat, and are concerned about declining returns.
Sponsors must see that their money this year will help
the public in three years' time. At the 1981 conference
I posed this question, and the reply was "very little
known of salmon at sea". Some quite serious research
is needed.

Ron Dougherty: Years of gutting salmon tells me that
they return to our rivers full of krill, baitfish, and other
mature fish that salmon can eat such as sprats and baby
barracuda. But krill is what they gorge upon.

Moved: Jerry Wing (seconder not recorded): That
this conference recommcnds to all participants
that they approach their MP, advßing them of the
imponance they place on the preservation of rhe
r ecr eat io nal s øImo n fi sh ery.

Carried.
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LIST OF PARTICIPA}TTS

The following list is based on the register of attendance compiled at the registration desk during the conference. We

apologise for any names which may have been inadvertently left out. Although many people were attending in an

official or semi-official capacity, information on the organisation that they were representing was not recorded.

Consequently, this list is restricted to names only, and no attempt has been made to identi$ individual affiliations.

Gordon Aberhart
Brent Ablett
D.H. Ackerley
Neville Adams
Kevin Allan
Genrge Anderson
J.A. Anderson
Shirley Anderson
K.G. Andrews
Alan Arps
Bruce Arps
Bill Badland
A.W. Bailey
Geoff Bailey
Martin Baker
Peter Barnes
Kris Batelaan
Graham Baynes
Malcolm Bell
Grant Bergamini
Natalie Bergamini
Brian Bird
\ü.F.D. Bisset
Gordon Blaikie
Lester Body
Nelson Boustead
Morris Bradford
J.N. Bradley
J.lr¡/. Brechin
M.rW. Brice
Alan Brooks
Dick Brown
R. Campbell
J.R. Cartwright
P.C. Challis
Alan Champness
Jack Chandra
J.S. Chisholm
Doug Clarke
Robert Clarke
A.R. Clifford
A.J. Craig-Parker
T.F. Crum
Noel Curtis
Sally Davis
Lindsay Dell
Scott Dodds
K.J. Donaldson
Neville Dowie
R.A. Duckrvorth
C.C. East
Vic Edgar

Geoff Elliott
A.S.D. Evans
R.H. Farr¿r
John Fenwick
R.D. Fenwick
Kerry Ferguson
Michael Field-Dodgson
Stan Fisher
Brian Foley
H.C. Foster
Bill Gillespie
Ted Gilliver
Tom Gough
J Graybill
Matthew Hall
Bill Hamilton
Murray Hanson
Chas Hardy
Lindsay Hawke
Selwyn Hawke
c.A. Hill
H.A. Hill
Rex Hobbs
D. Honeywill
J.G. Hooper
Michael Hooper
Ceri Hopkins
Derek Howden
Graeme Hughes
Brian Hutton
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Basil Ivey
Gavin James

Royce Jamieson
Michael Jebson
Diane Jeffery
Donald Jeffery
Neville Joynt
Alec Kelly
Bruce Kelly
Roger Knowles
Hans K¡eisel
Thomas Kroos
J.O. Kruger
Paul l-ambert
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Rob Lawrence
T.W. I-awson
D. Iæigh
Ross Lightfoot
Kelvin Lilley
John Lister

A.L. Loach
Dick Logan
Mrs D. Long
D.T. Long
David I-oomes
Kevin Lynch
Stuart Lynn
Alastair MacFadane
G. MacGregor
Barry Matthews
Graham McClintock
Tony McColl
Bruce McCulloch
Bob McDowall
Bill McKillop
Mrs J.W. McKillop
Rob Mcl-ay
Murray McMurtrie
Bob McQuillan
Eric Mee
M.T. Melhuish
Robin Mitchell
Mike Moore
J. Nash
Murray Neilsen
J. Newell
Fred Nicoll
Kevin O'Connor
S.M. O'Neill
Eric Osborne
Mark Osbome
Lindsay Papps
Ian Parkin
N.G. Parkin
Joan Pearson
Maurice Pentecost
Peter Todd
David Pettersen
Athol Price
Fred Prinsep
Jeff Reay
Warren Rintoul
D.G. Roberts
Keith Robinson
Andrew Ross
Brian Ross
Rodney Routledge
Doug Roy
David Scobie
Claude Scott
Peter Shutt
J.M. Simpson

M.A. Singleûon
Peter Skerten
Kelvin Slade
G.L. Smith
Owen Smith
Russell Smith
Murray Snowdon
W.J. Stevens
D. Stewart
Bryan Strange
Graeme Stringer
Tony Styler
Garth Taylor
I-aurel Teirney
Peter Thompson
Frank Thorpe
Gary Thyne
Donald Tilson
Ton Tilson
Evan Tinker
Colin Tipper
Jim Tonkin
Colin Townsend
Peter Townsend
Martin Unwin
H.L. van Gestel
J. van Slooten
W. van Slooten
W.H. Vink
Ray Voller
W. Davison
Philip \Malsh
Jeremy rilalton
Trevor Vlashbourne
Ian Vy'atson
Niall V/atson
Mark lilebb
John lilelsh
Glenys Whyte
John rilhyte
John V/ilkie
Arthur V/ilson
Barry Wilson
Michael Win
Jerry Wing
W. Vfood
Alex riloods

K.H. Wright
Monty \ilright
Warren Wright
Bruce Young
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